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Chapter 1 Background and purpose of the project
1.1 Outline of Rayong Province
(1) Basic information
Rayong Province is one of the provinces in the eastern part of Thailand. It neighbors
Chonburi Province and Chanthaburi Province with its south bordering the Siam Gulf. It is
about 200 km away from Bangkok, which is about 2.5 hours by car. The climate is tropical
with a rainy season (June - October) and a dry season (November - May), and it is hot and
humid throughout the year. It has an area of 3,552.0 km². The year-end statistics of 2009
showed the population to be 610,000. The population density is 17 per square meter, which
is relatively thin in Thailand.

Figure 1

Location of Rayong Province

(2) Main industries
The main industries of Rayong Province are agriculture, tourism, and manufacturing.
Large-scale industrial estates have been developed one after another since 1990 in the Map
Ta Phut District and in the vicinity of Chonburi Province in the north. Now it is an industrial
province that represents Thailand.
(3) Industrial estates in Rayong Province
Foreign investment is active in Rayong Province together with Chonburi Province in
eastern Thailand, leading the economy of the eastern region. In Rayong Province there are
13 industrial estates in which 352 factories are located. The industrial estates in Rayong
Province are roughly divided into two: one is located on the shore facing the Siam Gulf in
the south and its hinterland, and the other at the Chonburi Province border in the north. They
are located separately, dividing the province into south and north.
The southern part of Rayong Province is a heavy chemical industrial area with a
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petrochemical complex using natural gas located in it. On the other hand, the northern
industrial area adjacent to the industrial estate in Chonburi Province is regarded as the most
important in Thailand due to the favorable location close to Laem Chabang Port. With a
large number of major assembly manufacturers and related parts manufacturers mainly of
automobile industry entered from Japan, Europe and the United States. This area is called
Eastern Coastal Industrial Zone (Eastern Seaboard) or "Detroit in Asia."

1.2

Greenhouse gas emission reduction policy of Thai Government

The Government of Thailand formulated "Eleventh National Economic and Social
Development Plan" (2012 - 2016) and set a goal of "realizing a happy society with fairness,
justice and flexibility" to foster intellectuals and to establish an environmental foundation to
secure safe natural resources as a national mission. As a strategy for economic development
and improvement of environmental problems, the government proposed management of
resources and the environment to realize society sustainability. The bylaws aim at "a
paradigm shift towards an environmentally sustainable low-carbon economy and a
low-carbon society," indicating the following strategies:


Technology improvement of low carbonization for industries with large GHG
emissions



Policy review so that the low-carbon industries would be more advantageous



Promotion of coexistence of community and industry through realization of an Eco
Industrial Town that recycles and materialize waste systematically

Based on this plan, the Department of Industrial Works (hereinafter referred to as “DIW”)
and the Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (hereinafter referred to as “IEAT”) played a
central role under the direction of the Ministry of Industry (hereinafter referred to as “MOI”).
They selected 10 "Eco Industrial Towns" throughout Thailand, and they will implement
environmentally friendly industrial estate project in harmony with the surrounding
community over the next 5-10 years. As for the approach to aim for Eco Industrial Towns, it
is already progressing in Rayong Province. The details are indicated in 1.3 Approach and
issues of Rayong Province toward reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
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Figure 2

Out of the 11th National Economic and Social Development Plan, a low carbon
excerpt concept
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In Thailand, energy consumption is expected to double by 2030 (refer to the chart below).
Energy consumption especially in the industry field is expected to increase in the future, and
it is estimated that energy consumption in this field will account for about 41% of the total
consumption in Thailand in 2030.

Figure 3

Energy consumption outlook in Thailand

In response to this, the Ministry of Energy formulated the "Thailand 20-Year Energy
Efficiency Development Plan (2011-2030) (EEDP)" in 2011 and set an overall goal to
reduce energy consumption per GDP by 25%. In order to achieve this goal, they are
planning to promote energy conservation in three fields, "Transport," "Industry," and
"Commercial Building and Residential." This project is an activity consistent with the
energy conservation measures of the Thai government.
In addition, the Thai government formulated the "National Strategy on Climate Change
Management B.E. 2551-2555)" in 2008 as a countermeasure for climate change and revised
it in 2012. Furthermore, in 2012, they formulated the "Thailand Climate Change Master Plan
2012-2050" and indicated a policy to promote sustainable development through mitigation
of GHG emissions and emission sources. This project, which recovers the exhaust heat that
has not been effectively utilized so far and uses it for power generation, is consistent with
the policy of the Thai government's climate change countermeasures.
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1.3 Approach and issues of Rayong Province toward reducing
greenhouse gas emissions
The IRPC Industrial Estate (Rayong City) located in Rayong Province is designated by
the government as one of the Eco Industrial Towns promoted by DIW, and so is the
Maptaput Industrial Estate (Map Ta Phut City) as one of the Eco Industrial Towns promoted
by the IEAT.
(1) Approach of DIW
DIW defines Eco Industrial Town as "a city that is capable of sustainable growth with key
industries being manufacturing and balanced with social development and living
environment." Currently, DIW has formulated a master plan for turning the nine industrial
estates including the IRPC industrial estates into Eco Industrial Towns. In the future, they
will arrange "necessary legal systems" and develop “staff’s capacity in target areas.” At the
same time, they are planning to start with the achievement of 3Rs (recycling, reuse, and
reduction) of industrial waste for the time being, and in the long term, to handle
transportation problems, water resources securing, and centralized processing of industrial
waste.
(2) Approach of IEAT
The concept of Eco Industrial Town of IEAT aims to turn 15 industrial estates into Eco
Industrial Towns between 2010 and 2013, and all industrial estates in Thailand by 2019. Of
these, 9 policies are set for turning the Maptaput Industrial Estate in Rayong Province into
an Eco Industrial Town. These 9 policies were established after Kitakyushu City and IEAT
signed MOU in 2014.
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Figure 4

Ma puta put Industrial Park Eco-Industrial Town Project

There were some projects that actually started based on the formulated concept, but some
became pending on the way. Since IEAT also asked for support toward realizing a concrete
project, we decided to support them within the framework of this project about the fields that
are expected to be feasible as a JCM project out of the 9 issues.
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1.4
Cooperative relationship between Rayong Province and
Kitakyushu City
In order to promote the Eco Industrial Town concept, Memorandum of Understanding on
Cooperation was concluded between Kitakyushu City and DIW and also between
Kitakyushu City and IRPC on December 4, 2014. This memorandum, which targets the
IRPC Industrial Estate which is a heavy chemical industrial complex in Rayong Province,
states to try to harmonize the industrial estate with the surrounding communities and to
change the estate into an environmentally-friendly industrial estate. At the memorandum
signing ceremony, signing took place in the presence of Achaka Shibunruan (Vice-Minister)
from the Thai Ministry of Industry and with the attendance of Kenji Kitahashi (mayor of
Kitakyushu), Pas Lohanchun (Plant Director), and Skit Surabottosopon (Director of IRPC).
Prior to the signing ceremony in August 2014, Kitakyushu City also signed a
Memorandum of Understanding of Cooperation with IEAT about the Maptaphut Industrial
Estate (the Industrial Estate Complex, to be exact) in Rayong Province. Under the Eco
Industrial Town concept, it is expected to environmentally harmonize with neighboring
municipalities such as Rayong City (population: About 60,000) where the IRPC Industrial
Estate is located, Map ta phut City (population: About 45,000) located in the Maptaphut
Industrial Estate, and Rayong Province (Provincial Administrative Organization=PAO,
population: About 660,000), a wide municipality that includes these cities. A network with
these related municipalities including Rayong Province is already constructed in Kitakyushu
City, and it is also holding workshops to improve waste management, targeting the officials
of these related municipalities by utilizing "Urban Environment Improvement City Plan
Formulation Work of Map Ta Phut City, Rayong City, Rayong Province in the Kingdom of
Thailand,” (November 2014 - July 2015) issued by the general incorporated foundation of
the Overseas Human Resources and Industry Development Association (HIDA).
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Figure 5

Figure 6

A state of concluding MOU with Kitakyushu City with IEAT

Relationship between Kitakyushu city and local organization concerning this project
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Chapter 2 Purpose of project formability investigation and
implementation structure
2.1 Purpose and outline of the project
(1) Purpose of the project
① Japan's international standpoint and expectation for JCM
According to Japan's draft submitted to the Secretariat of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change in July 2015, Japan aims feasible greenhouse
gas reduction consistent with energy mix to be the level (about 1,042 million t-CO2) of
26.0% in 2030 compared to 2013 (25.4% reduction compared to 2005) by securing
domestic emission reduction and absorption. With regard to the Joint Crediting Mechanism
(JCM), although it is not the basis for accumulating reduction targets, emission and
absorption of accumulative 50 to 100 million tons of CO2 are expected to be reduced by
2030 by quantitatively evaluating Japan's contribution to realized reduction and absorption
of greenhouse gas emissions and also by constructing and implementing JCM to utilize it to
achieve Japan's reduction targets through the spread of and measures for greenhouse gas
reduction technology, products, systems, services, and infrastructure to developing countries
and through Japanese government’s project executed within the annual budget range apart
from the contribution of private sector projects.
Also, in December 2015, the "Paris Agreement" was adopted at COP21 held near Paris
in France, and the importance of stakeholders of cities and companies, not countries, are
gaining increasing importance. Considering the above in this project, and based on the
activity results over the past 2 years, and through the collaboration of Kitakyushu City that
has the know-how to form a low-carbon society and Hai Phong City in Vietnam, a sister city
of Kitakyushu City, we will carry out activities towards gaining JCM credits in the energy
field that has much room in the reduction of CO2 emissions from energy use.
② Promotion of low-carbon aiming to earn credits
Considering the above in this project, and based on the activity results up until last year,
and through the collaboration of Kitakyushu City that has the know-how to form a
low-carbon society and the collaboration between IEAT and DIW that work for realizing a
low-carbon society, we carried out activities towards gaining JCM credits in the field that
has much room in the reduction of CO2 emissions from energy use. In this project, we
aimed at earning JCM credits, and carried out activities to develop Japan's technologies,
centering on the energy conservation field which is considered to have much potential in the
reduction of CO2 emissions from energy use.
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(2) Outline of the investigation
In Thailand, where the position is rising as a manufacturing base for the automobile
industries and others, people are actively promoting the energy saving system and the
renewable energy introduction. Major corporate groups are playing a central role to carry
out activities for a certain level of energy saving and low carbonization.
In the investigation carried out in 2015, it is confirmed that there are factories that take a
certain level of measures such as introduction of the cogeneration (including the use of
coal-based thermoelectric power generation) at a factory to collect exhaust heat from boilers
and coexistence of thermal demand and electric power demand.
At the same time, as for energy saving measures, they check to decide whether or not the
measures meet the investment profit standards within the corporate group. They realize the
energy saving measures and low-carbon measures that satisfy certain standards only. It is
confirmed that measures for large scale investment that are not necessarily likely to be
profitable has been postponed.
Therefore, in Thailand, when implementing "an approach aimed at lowering carbon that
were investigated so far but not carried out due to poor investment profitability," "an
approach to introduce machines that can contribute to high efficiency and low carbonization
because current facility and equipment have reached the durable life and it became
necessary to replace them,” and "an approach to introduce energy saving and low-carbon
type machines at the time of new construction or expansion of factories," it was assumed
that introduction of low-carbon technologies with high efficiency and high
cost-effectiveness was easy to proceed.
Low-carbon technologies with high efficiency and high cost-effectiveness are often the
newest and advanced in Japan. In that sense, we can say that there is a high possibility that
advanced technologies will be introduced in Thailand. Also, these advanced technologies
are often improved in cost-effectiveness and are applicable to many industrial estates in
Thailand. Therefore, we assumed that there is a very high possibility of lateral development.
Also, countries in Southeast Asia, where economy is growing remarkably, establishment
of a legal system for environment is carried out at a rapid pace. It is highly likely that many
countries will reach a level close to Thailand in the near future. The conditions of
realization of the low carbonization project in Thailand are considered to be similar to the
future conditions of each Southeast Asian country. Therefore, we believe that the model
realized in Thailand is highly likely to be developed to other countries.
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Table 1

Overall image of the survey
Issues to be considered
The greening of the facility which should also be an
external face in both industrial parks is an important
issue for both housing complexes aiming for
eco-industrial town. Especially, the eco-center of the
Map Ta Phut Industrial Park is an important facility
where IEAT makes investment decisions as the
external face of the entire housing complex.
Last year's survey has confirmed the possibility of
installation of solar panels and introduction of high
efficiency type chillers at these facilities. On the other
hand, solar panels are not necessarily cost-effective
from the viewpoint of reducing CO2 emissions, and it
is necessary to evaluate the strength and installation
area of buildings as well as the cost effectiveness of
CO2 emission reduction Was carried out.
Many affiliated companies in the corporate group
2 ． Promotion of
representing Thailand have been living in the two
low
carbonization in industrial parks, and it became clear that energy
factories
(or management including waste management, water
factory groups) management, energy conservation is being
located in two implemented at a considerable level ing.
In a factory of a Japanese company moving in this
industrial parks
industrial estate, we introduced a cogeneration system
(electric power 6 MW, steam 24 t / h) in the factory to
improve energy total utilization efficiency and reduce
both CO 2 emission reduction and energy cost
reduction We are studying.Although JCM has received
great interest in the project implementation, it is
necessary to plan for facility introduction and facility
renewal considering the operation situation of the
factory, schedule adjustment and evaluation of
investment effectiveness are important points . In
order to materialize the project, we will conduct more
detailed technical examination and economic
consideration based on the factory local situation and
the future maintenance schedule.
There are many industrial parks and factories in
3．Promote low
Thailand,
a major manufacturing country, besides two
carbonization in
industrial
parks.
Activities last fiscal year focused on
industrial parks,
two
industrial
parks,
but some approached other
factories, etc.
industrial
parks
as
well.
As a result, we confirmed the
other than two
possibility
of
waste
heat
recovery power generation at
industrial parks
major cement factory. The scale of assumed exhaust
heat recovery power generation is about 9 MW. At the
cement plant now, the final delivering plant maker is
being selected, and Japanese companies are selected,
we are considering applying for equipment auxiliary
projects.
Activity
1．Promotion of
low
carbonization of
facility which
becomes
external "face"
in two industrial
parks
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effect
It is a facility that
becomes an
external facade of
the industrial
estate, and it can
be expected to
have an external
appeal effect by
making the facility
subject to JCM.

By realizing a
cost-effective
mechanism for
reducing CO2
emissions, the
possibility of
lateral
development of
similar projects
will expand.

By realizing a
cost-effective
mechanism for
reducing CO2
emissions, the
possibility of
lateral
development of
similar projects
will expand.

2.2

Applicable technologies and related legal systems

(1) Applicable technologies
The chart below shows the technologies examined for the project. Individual detailed
technologies are described in each chapter.

Activity
1．Promotion of
low
carbonization
of facility
which
becomes
external
"face" in two
industrial
parks
2．Promotion of
low
carbonization
in factories (or
factory
groups)
located in two
industrial
parks

3．Promote low
carbonization
in industrial
parks,
factories, etc.
other than two
industrial
parks

Table 2 List of applied technologies
Technology
Measures for making JCM
The chiller to utilize is a high
Since introduction of high
performance equipment
efficiency chiller and
abundant in achievements at
introduction of photovoltaic
home and abroad, the solar
power panels are abundant in
panel has high power
JCM application results, MRV
generation efficiency, abundant methodology aims to prompt
achievement, it is expected to
JCM by referring to existing
operate stably for a long time,
ones.
both have superiority There.
It provides a combined heat
and power supply service
(on-site cogeneration service)
using a gas turbine and has
abundant experience in both
domestic and overseas. It is
possible to supply power and
steam flexibly according to
demand, and it is possible to
supply stable service and has
superiority.
It is possible to supply it with a
combined heat and power
supply service It is possible to
supply power and steam.
Service and has superiority.
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It is a technology that has
already been proven in JCM
equipment assistance projects in
Thailand and aims to prompt
JCM by referring to existing
MRV methodology etc. as a
horizontal development activity.

Although there is no
achievement in Thailand, there
is a track record of similar
business in Indonesia, and we
will promptly make JCM
possible by referring to
precedent cases for
methodology etc.

(2) Related legal systems
Among the energy-related laws and regulations of Thailand, those related to our project are
shown below.
① The Energy Conservation and Promotion Act E.E2535
This act was legislated in 1992 and enacted in 1998. The purpose is to promote energy
conservation measures in factories and buildings in Thailand and to promote investment in
energy conservation measures.
Factories and buildings that meet certain conditions are recognized as designated
factories or buildings, and responsibilities and penal rules are imposed on each of them. If
one of the following 3 condition applies to a factory or a building, it is recognized as
designated: (1) The contract power is 1,000 kW or more, (2) the total capacity of the
installed transformers is 1,175 kVA or more, (3) the annual energy consumption of electric
power and steam is 20 million MJ or more. This act was revised in 2008, and it became
mandatory to deploy energy managers or senior energy managers according to the size of
the designated factory based on equipment installation capacity, and annual energy
consumption. Senior energy managers are required to pass the DDE examination or to take
on-the-job training.
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Table 3

1

Outline of Energy Conservation Promotion Act1

http://open_jicareport.jica.go.jp/pdf/12113064_02.pdf
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② High energy efficiency equipment, material, and equipment promotion project
This is a project that has been developed by Department of Alternative Energy
Development and Efficiency (DEDE) of the Ministry of Energy since 2008. They inspect
the applied products of the participating Energy Saving Company (ESCO), confirm the
energy saving effect and give certification. You can tell them by the "energy saving" label.
Companies that purchased certified products can receive a reduction of 25% of corporate or
personal income tax for their expenses. In addition, the company can apply for a grant, and
if the grant is accepted, 120% of the investment fund will be subsidized within the
framework of 50,000 Baht to 3 million Baht under the condition of recovering the
investment within 7 years. Likewise, the ESCO companies will be able to share information
for energy saving activities. To apply for tax reduction and subsidies, purchasers must
download the application form from the National Tax Agency website and submit it to the
agency. A receipt (Tax Invoice) and an energy saving label are required when applying.

③ Development plan of renewable alternative energy (AEDP 2012-2021)
The plan announced by the Thai government in 2012 ranks the use of renewable energy
as important for controlling dependence on energy imports. They are planning to raise the
ratio of alternative energy to 25% by 2021.
The plan was revised in 2013, and the revised version stipulates that electricity generated
by renewable energy should be increased to 13,924MW by 2021. The breakdown is
3,000MW by solar power generation, 1,800MW by wind power generation, 4,800MW by
biomass power generation, 3,600MW by biogas power generation, 400MW by waste
generation, and 324MW by hydroelectric power generation.
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2.3

Implementation system

The chart below shows the implementation system of the project.

Figure 7

Implementation system

(1) Significance of intercity collaboration
① Easy accessibility to companies to be surveyed
Since we actively worked based on intercity collaboration with two industrial estates for the
investigation project conducted until last year, we were able to immediately grasp the
approach towards low carbonization in both industrial estates. Access to companies in the
estates became easy, and it also became possible to talk in detail at an early stage with
factories that have individual needs.
② Realization of an approach that makes full use of the know-how of municipalities
In the event that the project that was discussed this year is realized at the Eco Center or in
the management building in the industrial estate, we can achieve energy cost reduction
associated with energy saving and CO2 emission reduction effect. In addition, we will be able
to appeal to many visitors our approach of low carbon utilization making use of JCM as one of
the highlight activities of the Eco Center.
Furthermore, as for the examination of the contents displayed in the Eco Center, staff in
charge of IEAT visited the environmental museum in Kitakyushu City in the form of personnel
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exchanges, and have already inspected the exhibits. In addition, since Kitakyushu City
cooperates by providing contents to a part of the exhibition, the know-how of a municipality is
utilized to the full.
③ Smoothing administrative procedures
If introduction of cogeneration is realized at a factory having individual needs, CO2 emission
reduction can be expected in addition to energy cost reduction.
Furthermore, in the case of this intercity collaboration, management entity collaboration in
municipalities and industrial estates becomes possible. Therefore, CO2 emission reduction
project will be expected to promote smoothly because smoothing of various approval procedures
and institutional backup such as turning into regulations becomes possible. In addition, guidance
on health and sanitation can be expected because municipalities that are public institutions are
involved. As a result, if the target facility is a factory, we can expect not only CO2 emission
reduction, but also supplementary effects such as safety and productivity advancement in factory
operation Can be expected to have such as improvement.
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2.4

Investigation method and the schedule

(1) Investigation method
The chart below lists overview of this investigation project and how to proceed
with the investigation.
Activity
1．Promotion
of low
carbonizati
on of
facility
which
becomes
external
"face" in
two
industrial
parks

2．Promotion
of low
carbonizati
on in
factories
(or factory
groups)
located in
two
industrial
parks

3．Promote
low
carbonizati
on in
industrial
parks,
factories,
etc. other
than two
industrial
parks

How to proceed
As
we
have
been
conducting
joint
investigations in JCM
equipment auxiliary project
last year, we will make full
use of its accumulation,
close down the details by
direct consultation, and as
much as possible in the
equipment
auxiliary
business in April 2016 We
aim to apply for.
Since we have been
conducting
joint
investigations last year,
JCM equipment candidate
enterprises
in
JCM
equipment
auxiliary
projects will utilize the
accumulation and will
make a detailed discussion
with direct consultation.
For the schedule of factory
maintenance, we aim to
apply for the second
facility subsidy application
in fiscal 2016 or to apply
for equipment support
project in fiscal 2017.
We
have
been
collaborating with the joint
venture
candidate
enterprise
in
JCM
equipment auxiliary project
last year. At present, when
the final plant maker is
being selected, as a result
of the selection, if Japanese
companies are selected, we
plan
to
apply
for
equipment support project
in April 2016.

Method and means of investigation
○ Detailed examination by direct consultation
○ Technical evaluation based on examination
results
○ Economic evaluation based on examination
results
○ Evaluation of CO2 emission reduction based on
the results of the review
○ Decision making based on the above evaluation
results (preparation for preparation of equipment
auxiliary project)
○ Response based on the above-mentioned
decision (preparation for preparation of
equipment assistance project)

○ Detailed examination by direct consultation
○ Technical evaluation based on examination
results
○ Economic evaluation based on examination
results
○ Evaluation of CO2 emission reduction based on
the results of the examination
○ Decision making based on the above evaluation
results (preparation for preparation of equipment
auxiliary project)
○ Excavation of similar projects in industrial park

○

Decision making for candidate enterprise
partners
○ Response based on the above-mentioned
decision (preparation for preparation of
equipment assistance project)
○ Excavation of similar projects outside the
industrial park
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(2) Schedule
The chart below shows the investigation schedule of the project.
Table 4

Survey schedule
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Chapter 3 Low carbonization promotion of a representative
building
3.1

Outline of the project
This project aims at earning credits by utilizing JCM equipment subsidies to introduce
high efficiency/energy saving type air conditioning units to be used inside when
constructing "Eco Center," an environmental education facility that the Thai Industrial
Estate Authority of Thailand (hereinafter referred to as "IEAT”) was considering. In
addition, by applying JCM to a symbolic facility, an environmental education facility, we
have been aiming at broadly appealing the achievement of the JCM project as we examined
and discussed.

3.2

Outline of IEAT Eco Center schedule

(1) Concept
IEAT is the first organization in Thailand that started to construct a building to realize a
sustainable "Eco Industrial Town" which is harmonized with the environment.
IEAT gave a definition to Eco Industrial Town and has made a master plan toward the
realization of the same concept since 2002. Based on this background, we aimed to
disseminate the concept of Eco Industrial Town and related knowledge and planned to
establish an Eco Center as an educational facility that helps the understanding of the garden.
The plan draws up the facility outline and image diagrams/drawings of the building to a
certain level. Pictures below show the outline (figures) of the plan that we obtained.
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Figure 8

Overall picture of Eco Center

Figure 9

Building image of eco center
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Figure 10

Figure 11

Building image of each facility

Bubble diagram draft within the facility
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(2) Schedule
According to the information received from IEAT at the time of investigation in 2015,
the Eco Center was scheduled to be constructed as below:

Figure 12

Eco-center construction schedule with IEAT plan
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3.3

Discussion about JCM commercialization

(1) Activities up until last year
As mentioned above, since we confirmed that IEAT had made concrete plans for the Eco
Center construction, we discussed concrete exhibits and accepted IEAT staff to inspect
Kitakyushu City accordingly.
In addition, since we are constructing a new building, we also suggested to make an
environmentally friendly facility by making a good use of JCM such as energy saving
internal air conditioning and lighting, introduction of solar panels on the rooftop, and use of
renewable energy within the Eco Center.
As for the discussion above, we received a generally positive reaction. Thus, for
systemizing similar to JCM, we aimed at realizing commercialization by suggesting
equipment that is capable of JCM commercialization at the timing before and after the
construction contractor decides.

Figure 13

Flow of consideration for introduction of energy saving equipment to eco center
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(2) This year’s activities
Since May 2016, we have been aiming at systemizing the energy saving equipment
introduction project to Eco Center similar to JCM by discussing directly. In the discussion we
had until last year, we confirmed that the designs such as concepts and buildings were fixed to
some extent. Therefore, we assumed that we would be able to discuss specifically about
commercialization similar to JCM this fiscal year.
① Discussion in May 2016
IEAT was re-organized when we visited in May, and we learned that the project was
behind the original plan because the board members changed and they objected about the Eco
Center project. According to Figure 12, construction was scheduled to start in 2016.
The construction of Eco Center was estimated to cost of 200 million Baht (about 600
million yen). Since it was a project that requires large investment for IEAT, it is said that they
held investment examination meetings and reviews of the plan by board members. But then
there was re-organization, and the members that understood about the activities for the
construction of Eco Center were removed. So they had to start their discussion completely
from scratch.
However, the IEAT members at this time commented that although members were
replaced, the project would be realized after passing the next investment examination meeting
though it may be delayed because the plan was polished, it will perish.
② Discussion in July 2016
As for the board member approval, it was reported that they were discussing if it was worth
investing 200 million Baht. Although they are talking about reducing costs and making
something effective and worth the investment, the difference between the budget cuts is
undecided. There is an idea of reducing some of the six buildings, but the specific policy is not
definite. In the worst case, there is a possibility of only exhibiting panels in an existing
building.
IEAT expects Kitakyushu City to support the Eco Center project so that it will be approved.
Specifically, there was a suggestion to get our message across to the board by showing our
purpose and effects of the Eco Center that Kitakyushu City built, the actual customer base, and
previous examples of the exhibition method. Therefore, we thought that Kitakyushu City
should provide videos, materials, and information related to eco-museum in Kitakyushu City
and decided to continue discussion with the board.
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③ Confirmation on board conclusion
In January 2017, as a result of the board discussion, we were told that the Eco Center plan was
canceled as a final judgment.
Despite the enormous amount of budget prepared for the Eco Center plan, they decided to
discontinue after discussing again if it was suitable as an educational facility because the location
was far from Rayong Province and Bangkok,

Based on activities up to last year, we indicate below the activities of this year and the process
how they reached the final decision.
Table 5

Activity contents of this fiscal year
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3.4

Future plans

As mentioned above, the plans on the Eco Center fell apart. However, we got the following
two pieces of information from IEAT as a subject to discuss in the future.

(1) Introduction of an EV bus into Map Ta Phut Complex
Map ta phut Complex is a general term for five industrial estates managed by IEAT in Map
Ta Phut City, Rayong Province.
Five industrial estates are connected by trunk roads. They sought advice as to whether they
can use EV cars as a means of transportation for people that tour the industrial estates.

Figure 14

Overall image of Map ta phut complex

We took into consideration the results that Kitakyushu City studied in Hai Phong City
and explained that there is a difficult issue about JCM commercialization of introducing an
EV bus because CO2 reduction cost effectiveness is not necessarily high.
On the other hand, we suggested high feasibility in case of vehicles such as small carts
and tuktuks instead of buses because the cost of hardware can be reduced. Based on the
collaboration between IEAT and Kitakyushu City, we planning to proceed with the
discussion about turning the project into JCM style in the future.
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(2) Low carbonization of the industrial estate to be newly established in Sakaeo Province
IEAT also revealed that there is a plan to build a new industrial estate in Sakaeo area on
the border of Cambodia. When we confirmed their intention of low-carbonizing this place,
they proposed introduction of cogeneration as a stable power supply inside the industrial
estate.
It is said that BOI will designate Sakaeo Province to be privileged with preferential
treatment toward investment in the future.

Figure 15

location of SA KAEO province
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Chapter 4 Low carbonization promotion of companies in
two industrial estates
4.1

Outline of the project discussed

This investigation examined introduction of a cogeneration system to a Japanese factory
(Company A) located in Map Ta Phut Complex in Rayong Province, Thailand.
(1) Outline of introduction technology
Cogeneration system is a general term for systems that produce and supply electricity
and heat from a heat source. It is called "cogene" or "combined heat and power" in Japan
and "Combined Heat & Power" or "Cogeneration" overseas.
There are 2 methods to utilize cogeneration. One is to utilize the heat that is generated
when generating electricity with internal combustion engines (engines and turbines) and
fuel cells, and the other is by generating electricity with steam boiler and steam turbine to
utilize a part of the steam.
In Japan, the internal combustion engine method is used mainly, and the boiler and
turbine system can be seen in large power plants that supply heat partially and at
wood-base biomass cogeneration. In western countries, the latter is mainstream, but they
are gradually replacing it with natural gas combined cycle.
Generated electric power is supplied in connection with a commercial grid, and steam
and hot water generated from exhaust heat are used as a heat source for manufacturing
processes, absorption-type refrigerating machines, or for hot water supply.
In recent years, motors became high-efficient, and we are able to realize high overall
efficiency 2 thanks to the exhaust heat recovery efficiency of 35% (LHV) or more by
utilizing power generation efficiency of 40% (LHV) or more and heat cascade.

2

https://www.ace.or.jp/web/chp/chp_0010.html
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Figure 16

Image of cogeneration system

(2) Outline of the discussion
Company A demands electricity and steam because it possesses a factory that
manufactures food additives. The company considered introduction of a cogeneration
system aiming at stable supply of energy and cost reduction because the demand is expected
to increase due to factory expansion in the future.
As for the cogeneration system scale, they are considering the power generation capacity
of about 6.7 MW and the steam supply of about 24t/h.
By introducing cogeneration, the total energy utilization efficiency is expected to
improve nearly 80%. They are examining this continuously from last year, aiming at
reducing CO2 emissions for energy use inside the company.

Figure 17

Image of cogeneration plant introduction
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(3) How Company A is making a decision
Introduction of cogeneration that has been under consideration is a measure to cope with
the increase in demand due to factory expansion plan. Therefore, whether they can realize
JCM commercialization of this project depends on the progress of the plant expansion plan.
As of March 2017, the factory expansion plan of Company A is under review again. We
confirmed that the JCM commercialization plan has also been postponed.
Since the FS concerning the equipment design by the EPC project candidate has been
completed to a certain level, we will wait for the decision of plan policy of Company A and
aim for JCM commercialization at an appropriate timing from now on.
(4) Discussion on greening of the entire factory
For the time the factory expansion of Company A is realized, they are considering to aim
at greening the entire factory by introducing not only cogeneration but also energy-saving
air conditioning equipment and lighting equipment to be used in the buildings to be added at
the same time.
As of March 2017, since the full plan of the factory expansion is not clarified, it is not yet
sufficiently considered about the details and the scale of the equipment to be introduced.
We will discuss in detail about the specifications of introduction of energy-saving
equipment at the stage when the factory expansion plan is settled.
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4.2 Discussion on calculation method of CO2 emission reduction
effect and the monitoring method
(1) Calculation of CO2 reduction effect by introducing cogeneration system

We examined MRV methodology about reduction of CO2 through cogeneration system
introduction, referring to methodology approved by CDM.
① Eligibility requirement
Following conditions were set regarding the eligibility requirement.
It must be a cogeneration system consisting of a gas turbine and a boiler that

Eligibility
requirement1
Eligibility
requirement

utilizes exhaust heat from the gas turbine. The cogeneration system supplies
electricity and heat (steam), thereby substituting electricity supplied from the grid.
The electricity generated by the gas turbine is consumed in-house, and the power
to the grid is not to be sold.

2
Eligibility
requirement
3

The power generation efficiency of the gas turbine introduced in the project is the
test data at the time of shipment by the manufacturer and the numerical value of
the estimate, and it must be ◯% (LHV basis) or more.

② Parameters to be set before project registration application
The data and parameters settled beforehand are under consideration as shown below.
parameter
EFelec

Explanation of data

resourse

CO2 emission factor of power consumption
0.5113 * [tCO 2 / MWh] (grid power in Thailand)
* At the time of validation, the latest data available from
the source are listed in this table.

CEF

Default carbon content of natural gas

2006 IPCC Guidelines

15.3tC/TJ

for National
Greenhouse Gas
Inventories, Volume 2,
Table1.4

③ Setting and calculation of reference missions
We are considering as below about reference emission setting.
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Purchase from grid electricity ... ①
Fuel consumption required for boiler steam generation ... ②
Reference emission = ① + ②
④ Estimation of project emissions
We are considering as below about calculation of project emission.
Natural gas consumption in cogeneration system ... ①
Consumption energy of auxiliary machinery of cogeneration system ... ②
Project emission = ① + ②

As for the calculation of the CO2 reduction effect by introducing the CO2
reduction cogeneration, we will also refer to a worksheet for calculating the CO2
reduction effect of cogeneration for our future discussion. This worksheet was
published by Global Environment Center, Public Interest Foundation, when they
were applying for JCM equipment subsidy. The calculation sheet is shown below.
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(2) CO2 reduction effect when this project is realized
By introducing this technology, it will be possible to reduce the amount of electricity to
purchase from the grid by the amount of electricity generated by the cogeneration system. In
addition, it will be possible to reduce CO2 emissions from boiler burning by replacing the whole
or a part of the steam currently being generated using a boiler with a cogeneration system. The
greenhouse gas reduction is calculated as below.

[Purchased electricity amount from grid electricity] × [Thai grid emission coefficient] + [Fuel
consumption for boiler steam generation] × [Fuel emission coefficient] - [Fuel consumption for
use of cogeneration system] × [Fuel emission coefficient]

As we did a trial calculation of estimated amount of power generation with the cooperation
of plant manufacturers,
Power generation: 6 MW x 24 hours x 330 days = 47, 520 MWh per year
the above result was obtained.
Therefore, the amount of greenhouse gas reduction is calculated as below.
[Generated power] × [Thailand grid emission coefficient] = 47, 520 MWh × 0.5113tCO 2/MWh
= 24,296 t - CO 2

As for the amount of fuel consumed for steam generation, it is set by temporary placement of a
large frame because clear numerical values cannot be calculated.
As a result, the potential reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is calculated as below:
24,296t-CO2 About 30,000t CO2 － About 30,000t CO2 ＝24,296t-CO2

(3) Monitoring method
Monitoring of the CO2 reduction amount should be mainly conducted by staff on the site.
A Japanese company, a consortium member, will support as necessary. Staff engage in daily
data collection. We are considering personnel in position higher than management to be
responsible for data confirmation and monitoring procedures and personnel responsible for
office management to handle project planning, execution, monitoring results, and reporting.
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4.3 Commercialization plan (Implementation system, financial
support scheme, and commercialization schedule)
（1）

Project implementation structure
As for the implementation system of the introduced cogeneration project, we are

discussing the two schemes below:
① Scheme in which Company A owns and operates cogeneration
This is a scheme in which capital is invested in ordinary factories, a model that
cogeneration is assumed to be purchased by Company A and owned by it.

Figure 18

Project implementation plan 1
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② This is a scheme in which a business operator X that operates cogeneration onsite and
supplies steam and electricity owns cogeneration.

In introducing cogeneration, we are also considering parallel model in which Company X
rents the premises on the factory site of Company A and operates cogeneration on site.

Figure 19 Project implementation plan 2

In realizing future projects, we will decide which scheme, (1) or (2), will be used for
investigation after continuously having a discussion with company A.
（2）

Funding support scheme
Company A confirmed its intention to make investment with its own funds in realizing

this project. However, they are now considering utilization of the JCM equipment subsidy
system in order to limit the initial investment and to increase profitability of the project.
As for the introduction of cogeneration system in Thailand, we assume the subsidy rate to
be 40% because there is a past record of "introduction of gas cogeneration system for
on-site energy supply at motorcycle manufacturing factories" in 2015.
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（3）

Commercialization schedule
As of March 2017, the commercialization schedule is undetermined as the details of the

factory expansion plan and the implementation timing of Company A, which is prerequisite
for realizing this project, have not been clarified. As we industrialize JCM, we are
considering introducing energy-saving equipment throughout the factory in addition to
introducing a cogeneration system. We suppose that it is possible to apply for public
applications at the timing of equipment subsidy when the direction of the plan becomes
clear because at the very least the discussion on technical matters about the cogeneration
introduction system is completed to a certain level.
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Chapter 5 Low carbonization promotion of companies
outside the two industrial estates
5.1 Follow-up on exhaust heat recovery power generation project
and lateral development within the same factory
(1) Outline of exhaust heat recovery power generation project for a cement plant in Thailand
This is a project discussed at the survey carried out in 2015. It is to introduce an exhaust
heat recovery power generation system to a cement factory located in Saraburi Province
(Siam City Cement Company: Hereinafter referred to as “SCCC”). They applied for JCM
equipment subsidy project in April 2016, and as of March 2017, the construction is under
way after receiving a subsidy.
Electricity is generated by using steam obtained from exhaust heat recovery boilers
installed in 2 areas in the cement factory; one is installed in the preheater (PH) area for
preheating the raw material and the other in the cooling (AQC) area for rapidly cooling the
high temperature clinker.
CO2 reduction effect is 31,180 tons of CO2/year.
Since exhaust heat from a cement factory that has not been used so far is collected to use
for electric power generation, this will contribute to alleviation of the increasing trend of
primary energy consumption that is continuing to rise in Thailand. In addition, this project
will contribute to the suppression of fossil fuel consumption such as petroleum and import
coal that are increasing as a source of primary energy, which will also contribute to the
prevention of global warming.
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Figure 20

Outline of waste heat recovery power generation system
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(2) Discussion on possibility of lateral deployment in the same factory
Since there is one series of cement kilns that does not have an exhaust heat recovery
power generation system in some of the factories in SCCC in Saraburi Province, we had a
discussion with SCCC about the possibility of commercialization utilizing the JCM
equipment subsidy system.
As for SCCC, it is necessary to start construction after going through contractor bidding
procedures and selecting a contractor when constructing an additional exhaust heat recovery
power generation system to one series. Since SCCC intends to accept bidding by
construction contractors within 2017, we will handle JCM commercialization with
conditional bidding in the future.
Since the estimated size of the cement kiln is a little smaller than the one in the facility
currently JCM commercialization is undergoing, we assume that the CO2 reduction effect
will be less than 30,000 tons of CO2/year.

5.2
Extraction of
cement factories possible for lateral
development and encouragement on them
(1) Extraction of a candidate cement factory
There are many cement factories in Saraburi Province in Thailand because many limestone
rocks are produced. As we conducted a hearing investigation about factories that do not have an
exhaust heat recovery power generation system, we found one factory that showed interest in
commercializing JCM among the cement factories in Saraburi Province.

(2) Future activity schedule
Since it is necessary to confirm the site about the specific condition of exhaust heat generation,
we have agreed to consider whether or not JCM commercialization is suitable after conducting
FS in the future and considering the design of the exhaust heat recovery power generation system
to be introduced.
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5.3 Extraction of factories with exhaust heat that can be laterally
developed
Not limited to cement factories, we investigated factories that can realize energy conservation
by utilizing exhaust heat. After extracting the targets, we conducted a hearing survey in the local
area to companies that were able to make an appointment.

(1) Steel manufacturer
① Possibility of exhaust heat utilization at Company B
We hypothesized that there is a possibility of increasing energy utilization efficiency by
recovering at a steelmaking plant because they have exhaust heat from the blast furnace.
According to the steel company (Company B) that we were able to make an appointment
with, they were using an electric furnace and not a blast furnace in iron production, which is
generally done in Thailand. We were also told that it is difficult to utilize energy efficiently by
making use of the advantage of scale because electric furnaces are also promoting energy
saving to a certain degree, and factories are scattered at multiple sites.
② Company B's Waste Incineration Power Generation project
On the other hand, Company B is currently interested in the Waste to Energy Project
utilizing dug-up waste, and they purchased several waste landfill sites in Thailand to secure
fuel. They are considering a project to introduce an incineration power generation facility to
each of these waste repositories. We got information that they have already submitted
application for acquiring Power Purchase Agreement.
In Thailand, a fixed-price purchase system for electric power is introduced for power
generation projects using waste as a fuel. However, since the target scope for purchase is very
limited, and many companies are applying to acquire the power purchase framework, projects
utilizing the fixed-price purchase system is a high hurdle.

Table 6 Power purchase price table from power generation equipment fueled by municipal
solid waste

※2016 年タイ国エネルギー省発行資料“Waste to Energy in Thailand”を参考に事業者にて作成

Table 7

Power purchase price table from power generation equipment using industrial waste
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as fuel

※2016 年タイ国エネルギー省発行資料“Waste to Energy in Thailand”を参考に事業者にて作成

(2) Waste disposal contractor
We were able to get an opportunity to have a discussion with a company that has interest in the
JCM equipment subsidy system through the introduction of a company that introduced the JCM
equipment subsidy system based on a direct discussion when we had a field survey in the past.
As a result of hearing survey, we learned that a company (Company C) that handles industrial
waste in Thailand is considering introduction of absorption-type refrigerating machine using
exhaust heat from an incinerator
Since it is possible to cool more efficiently than usual air conditioning equipment by using
exhaust heat, we are confirming specific technical specifications.
If we find it is possible to commercialize JCM after confirming the effect of CO2 emission
reduction and the cost effectiveness of investment, we are considering applying for the public
advertisement in 2017 at the earliest.
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5.4

Pioneering new channels

In this project, we investigated areas and business fields that have not been fully considered so
far though there is a possibility of JCM commercialization as a new development channel.
(1) A hearing survey focusing on industrial estate management company
In the direct discussion with an industrial estate management company, we suggested
energy saving and low carbonization of the entire industrial estate and had a discussion
between Thailand and Japan aiming at achieving opportunities for introduction of an
efficient JCM system utilizing the network of enterprises in the industrial estates.
The results of our discussion are summarized in Table 8.

Table 8

For this fiscal year, the object of new investigation

In the case of Japanese industrial estates in particular, regular meetings aiming at sharing
information and network construction among the existing companies are often held. We will
seek opportunities to hold seminars continuously because the possibility of realizing
effective subject discovery increases by utilizing such a place to introduce the JCM system.
We also visited individual companies to learn that though they are interested in
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energy-saving investment, it is difficult to schedule securing a budget and JCM equipment
subsidy inside the company. Each company has its own reasons, but, this is an issue to take
into consideration in the future when commercializing JCM.
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(2) Introduction of energy saving technology targeting data center
①

Business environment of Thailand concerning data center
According to the JETRO survey 3 conducted in 2015, about 4,567 Japanese companies

are said to be advancing their business into Thailand. The ratio of service industries is the
highest at 49.5%, and the remaining 47% are manufacturing industries. It can be said that
Thailand is a country of high importance as a major production hub for Japanese companies.
Based on these circumstances, the number of companies that base their system in Thailand
are on the rise, especially those entering Thailand.
As for a hub of Asia's ICT network, people tended to prefer countries where
infrastructure is developed such as Singapore and Hong Kong. In fact, Thailand is behind
these two countries in parts regarding electricity supply stability and communication
infrastructure. However, some companies are setting up a core system in Thailand because
there are advantages such as low operation costs and ease of maintenance system
construction thanks to a large number of engineers. Along with this, the demand for data
center service for efficient server operation is increasing, and Japanese data center operators
are accelerating service development in Thailand one after another.
③

Energy saving potential of data centers

A data center is a facility that aggregates and manages servers and network equipment.
Since servers and network equipment include semiconductor parts such as CPUs, their
calorific value tends to increase in proportion to the power consumption. It is necessary to
cool in order to prevent equipment’s thermal runaway. Especially in data centers where high
density servers are aggregated, the required cooling capacity is large because the calorific
value increases.
In secure data centers where equipment for operating the backbone system is installed,
there are also cases in which especially high cooling capacity equipment is installed to
ensure system redundancy. Naturally at such data centers, the amount of energy required for
cooling is large. Energy saving and the use of renewable energy at these data centers are
quite advantageous for data center operators when doing business and also it is worth
discussing from the viewpoint of reducing CO2 emissions.

3

https://www.jetro.go.jp/world/reports/2015/01/fe4bde99ff9eb75e.html
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③ Assumed applicable technology
Below show the assumed technologies assumed applicable for energy saving plan of Day Center.

Table 9 Implementation technology assumed for energy conservation of data center
Planning technology to

overview

be installed
High-efficiency

air

conditioning system

Air conditioning equipment with high cooling performance
(COP) and air conditioning equipment locally installed at high
heat generation point are specially designed to increase cooling
efficiency in the entire data center

Separator for hot/cold air

In order to efficiently cool the server and the network equipment,
it is supposed to be a facility that will become a partition to keep
the air for cooling and exhaust heat from the server equipment
from mixing

Co-generation system

Equipment that conducts combined heat and power. In
addition to being able to stably supply electricity to
server equipment, absorbing the generated heat by
combining it with the city's clean winter seasons, it is
expected to improve the efficiency of air conditioning

④ Feasibility of JCM project for energy saving of data center in Thailand
Upon introduction of energy-saving technology of data centers, we investigated the
possibility of JCM commercialization by interviewing local companies based on the
background above aiming to utilize the JCM equipment subsidy system. The target of our
hearing survey was Japanese data center operators, so we selected companies that are
entering Thailand.
As a result of the hearing survey we conducted, it became clear that aiming JCM
commercialization of energy saving investment immediately in a data center is difficult.
Below are main comments obtained through our survey.


The data center itself has just been newly established and there is no plans to invest
the area around the facility in the immediate future.



International consortiums cannot be formed because Japanese companies, not local
companies, make direct investments due to large investment in data center facilities.
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There were some opinions that no new investment is scheduled in the near future, but
there is a possibility to realize it by continuously examining because equipment related to
data center is technologically innovated quite fast. They might renew their equipment in a
few years. However, if equipment release is fast, it might influence the monitoring period
setting when commercializing JCM commercialization. Therefore, thorough examination is
considered necessary in the future for its realization.
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Chapter 6 Holding Workshop
6.1 Workshop to be held at the location of domestic
municipalities
（1） Overview
"Bilateral Credit (JCM) Intercity Collaboration Seminar" was
held for domestic municipalities that have entrusted JCM project
formation possibility research projects utilizing Intercity
Collaboration, and staff and related companies of Asian
municipalities. Organized by the Ministry of the Environment, the
workshop was held in Kitakyushu City and Tokyo a total of twice in
a year

（2） Date and time held
In Kitakyushu city: 9:30 to 17:45 on October 20, 2016
In Tokyo metropolitan area: 9:00 to 17:00 on January 23, 2017
（3） Contents
Each seminar was held in the following program.
① In Kitakyushu city
 Opening remarks
 JCM Intercity Collaboration project and JCM fund
financing scheme
 Case study of JCM project by learning from successful
examples of advancing JCM equipment financing projects
 Topic provides: Technical selection and budgeting in
general waste disposal - Cases of general waste disposal  Case study of overseas municipalities participating in
Intercity Collaboration projects in FY2008
 Discussion 1:Status of survey performance and issues in
implementation etc. of F / S
 Discussion 2:Issues and solutions in survey performance
and implementation of F / S
 Closing
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② In Tokyo metropolitan area
(Morning section) Private seminar
 Greeting from the organizer
 Project case briefing session
 Overview of fund scheme
(Afternoon section) Open seminar
 Greeting from the organizer
 Introduction of financial support schemes and examples to
promote low carbonization in Asian cities
 Examples of actions taken by participating cities of Intercity
Collaboration projects
 Panel Discussion
 Closing remarks
（4） Reference materials
Minutes from participating in the seminar on the day and materials
used by our company for presentation are attached as reference
materials.
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(Memo 1)
JCM City to City Collaboration workshop at Kitakyushu
Thursday, October 20, 2016
9:30~17:30
At: RIHGA Royal Hotel Kokura 3F
Participants: See attachments and handouts. Below all titles are omitted.
Mr. Muraoka, Ms. Yamakawa (Record), NTT Data Institute of
Management Consulting, Inc.,
Contents;
 Greeting from Ministry of the Environment (Mr. Mizutani, Manager,
International Cooperation Office, Ministry of the Environment)
 Expressing expectation for spread of Intercity Collaboration
projects


Explanation about JCM
 Mr. Sai, International Cooperation Office, Ministry of the
Environment
 Explanation of JCM overview, Introduction of Intercity
Collaboration FS
 Vietnam is the most successful from the number of cases
 Mr. Saito, GEC
 Explanation of equipment financing projects, tasks in
implementation
 Number of cases expanded to 85 cases this year. However, the
bias for each country remains large. For example, there are
zero case in Chile, and there are other countries that only one
or two projects have been implemented yet.
 When the standard of cost effectiveness is not satisfied,
subsidy reduction may occur.
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 The following issues may be raised up to now.
 No representative company is found
 Lack of understanding of partner participants
 Financing Prospect for j partner participants (There are
cases where loans were not really accepted)
 Confirmation of contract conditions since it is a maximum
of 3 years, it takes time to establish SPC although it is
depending on a country, confirmation whether bidding is
required or not
 Mr. Ozawa, International Cooperation Office, Ministry of the
Environment
 about JFJCM（Japan Fund For JCM）
 Established fund in ADB from 2014 and contributed 1.2 billion
to the fund in 2016
 Full amount of the project cannot be subsidized. It will serve
as a grant for the addition of superior low-carbon equipment.
The rest is supposed to use ADB's normal loan
 Target countries are 10 developing countries, which joins as
ADB members, among JCM signatory countries (Bangladesh,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Maldives, Mongolia, Palau,
Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand)
 Features, differences from JCM equipment financing
 The subsidy rate is 10% of the total cost of the project (the
denominator also includes parts that do not contribute to
CO2 reduction)
 Reception open all year round.
 Local subsidiary may apply. The composition of the
international consortium is unnecessary.
 Verification can also be financially assisted through
technical assistance scheme.
 About the application process
 Depending on the maturity, it takes about half a year to 2
to 3 years to adopt. Suited for Infrastructure etc.
 Adopted case
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There is only one case in the past: Smart Mal grid of
Maldives.
The projects to be adopted soon are those that change
transformers to amorphous in Mongolia

Case study of JCM projects learned from equipment financing success
example
 Mr. Muraoka, NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc.
 How to proceed with the survey project, Surabaya shopping
mall and Vietnam foundry factory, cement waste heat recovery
power generation were introduced
 Challenges faced through the survey project
 Financial statements do not come out in Indonesia
 There are several financial statements found in Vietnam.
 As for the monitoring for the statutory useful life:
Mismatch of the life of the building and the service life of
the facility
 There is no certain rule about how to capture credit
 Price negotiation is severe when introducing equipment
 The issue of who will take foreign exchange risk.
 The fact that consulting is necessary for technology theory
 Yokohama City - Batam
 Yokohama City conducted consulting on improvement of
operation of chiller
 Issues
 By personnel revision, when the person in charge is
changed, the consultation started from scratch.
 It takes time because the understanding of the other
party's JCM financing program is inadequate
 Confirmation of conditions requiring bidding is needed.



Overall Q & A
 Q:（from IGES）Relationship between Tam City and Yokohama City,
contents of cooperation?
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 A:Because there is no credit from the Japanese company side,
a mechanism to being trusted by the city involvement is under
implementation. (Mr. Hirokawa)
 Q: Would like to know details of JFJCM's Agri Project. (Asia
Gateway)
 A: As this project is not officially approved yet, it is too soft to
be published at the present time(MOE)
 Comment on NTT's presentation:
Is the issue of schedule that the investment schedule and the
application schedule do not match? If it is a bidding case, it may be
said that it is conditionally adopted. In addition, there are
secondary public invitations, I would like to be able to operate as
flexible as possible. (MOE)
 Understood. In the case of private enterprises, there is a
direction that they cannot wait for working under the rules
such as having to sign a contract after receiving a grant
decision. (Mr. Muraoka)


Topic provision: Technology selection and budgeting in general waste
disposal (Mr. Takeuchi)
 Q: What is the most important thing in carrying out general waste
disposal in ASEAN in the future? (Mr. Ozawa, MOE)
 A: To gain an understanding to residents. (Mr. Takeuchi)
 A: The problem that the plant made in Japan is high. However,
when conducting maintenance for many years, they feel its
high quality. Since introduction of an inexpensive plant leads
to problems during maintenance such as not being able to
operate stably, it is necessary to check the contents as well as
the cost
 Q: It is not only the cost but the contents, but what is the
procedure for bidding? （MOE）
 A: Manufacturer hearing should be open. As a city, 1.
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Presentation of furnace type incineration capability, 2.
Schedule, 3. Hear from the budget. (Mr. Takeuchi)
 A: Based on this, created a deep specification document. Since
a detailed proposal comes from the manufacturer, we will
examine it based on the proposal. (Mr. Takeuchi)
 Q: It is said that 12 companies were bidding companies, but from
what viewpoint a successful bidder was chosen? (MOE)
 A: It is a price. Whether to make a comprehensive evaluation
is decided according to the situation. (Mr. Takeuchi)
 Q: When talking to the manufacturer, what kinds of information
are presented such as garbage composition? (MOE)
 A: Present only a bare skeleton and collect widely applicable
information. (Mr. Takeuchi)



Introduction of participating local governments participating Intercity
Collaboration
 Cambodia · City of Phnom Penh: Mr. Para Sor
 In collaboration with Kitakyushu city, City of Phnom Penh is now
proceeding the study for proper waste management, recycling, energy
efficiency enhancement, green production etc.
 Cambodia · City of Siem Reap: Mr. Sophean Ung
 Formulated policies aimed at lowering carbon emissions
mainly focusing on waste disposal
 Hope to be able to learn techniques to realize low-carbon
urban development through Intercity Collaboration
 Batam City, Indonesia Mr. Azril Apransyah
 Collaboration with Yokohama City. It is an island region and is
considering JCM implementation centering on solar panel
introduction
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 Malaysia Iskandar Regional Development Authority Mr. Velerie
Siambun
 Collaboration with Kitakyushu City. As an Iskandar plan, we
aim to reduce CO2 emissions by 40% compared to 2005 by
2025
 LOU was signed off, but it is a challenge to raise funds.
 Overall Q&A
 Please let me know if there are issues with high priority in
each city. (MOE)
 Garbage problem in Siem Reap. (Siem Reap)
 Mongolia · Ulaanbaatar city Mr. Galymbek Khaltai
 Collaboration with Hokkaido
 Air pollution due to coal use in boilers and heating appliances
is serious
 We are building a system that can monitor the state of air
pollution on the WEB network, but we would like to focus on
creating a mechanism to control air pollution.
 Myanmar · Ayahwadi Division Mr. Aung Khaing Soe
 The country has established the Green Economic Policy
Framework (GEPF), and there is a framework of development
aiming for low carbon growth.
 The main issue is lack of the proper disposal of waste and we
are hoping for activities including capacity building from
Intercity Collaboration.
 Myanmar Yangon City Mr. KO KO Kyaw Zywa
 Collaborating with Kawasaki City
 As part of the realization of a low-carbon society in Yangon, we
are considering the construction of W2E plant
 Also implemented solar panels as a pilot project.
 Thailand Rayong Province, Mr. Suriya Siriwat, Industrial Estate
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Authority Thailand, Ms. Husna
 In Rayong prefecture, during the W2E study of municipal solid
waste, 1000t is occurred daily, of which 56% is garbage.
 We are considering introducing cogeneration at Map Ta Phut
industrial park and introducing high efficiency chiller to eco
center.
 Vietnam ·Hai Phong City Mr. Do Quang Hung
 People's Committee and deputy director of the Finance Bureau
participated.
 We are hoping for Intercity Collaboration to help it grow as a
green port city.
 Q&A
 I want to know the current situation of the project being
implemented in Rayong prefecture. (MOE)
 As for the introduction of cogeneration, FS is continuously
under implementation.
 The Eco Center is pursuing consultations for budgeting.
 As for the waste power generation, what kind of technology is
being considered as JCM? (Mr. Yokohama)
 Power generation system for incineration. (Map Ta Phut
City)
 It is the power generation as part of the waste power
generation plant. (Kitakyushu city)


Discussion 1 FS situation and issues in implementation
 As for the waste disposal and water treatment, etc., the primary
concerns is whether local policies will be realized. Needing
long-term support. (Fukushima City)
 By taking long time axis, education of people is necessary.
(Yokohama)
 I understood that the municipality is carrying out capacity
building as part of the master plan support. AS for the hope of
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devices with a long-term perspective, I would like to include it in
future policy review by taking advantage of the JICA.



Discussion 2 Issues and solutions in FS Investigation and
implementation
 Introduction of Intercity Collaboration cases (Kawasaki City,
Yokohama City, Kitakyushu City)
 Yokohama and Kawasaki have commonly implemented a water
purification pump and solar panels of the Waterworks Bureau.
 Issues of Intercity Collaboration
 Output setting. I think that not only short-term things but
also mid- and long-term perspectives are necessary. (Kawasaki
City).
 Differentiation from JICA is necessary. Under the
participation of municipalities and private enterprises,
separation of their own roles, efforts to establish as business.
(Nippon Koei Co., Ltd)
 I want to realize the application of JCM in B 2 B and B 2 G for
the low carbonization of the entire city. (Kawasaki City)
 Finetech Inc. is a member of YPORT's SME alliance that aims
to reduce CO2 emissions by energy management and new
materials. (Finetech Inc.)
 With the project of Vietnam's cement factory waste heat
recovery power generation, there was a problem that money
did not flow to state enterprises. In addition to governmental
administration + governmental administration, consideration
with the country is necessary. (Kitakyushu city)
 As for the timing of municipal garbage bidding, there are
restrictions on equipment financing projects. (MOE)
End of the memo 1
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(Memo 2)

JCM Intercity Collaboration Seminar at Tokyo
Discussion notes
Monday, January 23, 2017
Morning section: 9:00 to 11:00
At TKP Shinbashi Conference Center
Afternoon section: 14:00 to 17:00
At Iino Hall & Conference Center 4th floor Room B
Participants (titles omitted):
For attendees in the morning, see the list of participants
Approximately 150 participants in the afternoon
For both sections, Ms. Yamakawa and Mr. Ajiro participated from our
company.
Contents
<Morning section>
● Part One
For details of discussion, refer to the handouts. The contents are briefly
shown below.
 【Asia Gateway Corporation: Cambodia · Siem Reap Province】
 In cooperation with Kanagawa Prefecture and Siem Reap, we
support three kinds of energy, transportation, municipal waste.
 Introduction of photovoltaic power generation system to a hotel,
Waste to Energy using hotel municipal waste, and E-TukTuk etc.
are being studied. We are considering, through establishing SPV,
introducing solar power generation system to hotel roof.


【JFE Engineering Co., Ltd.: Indonesia · Bali State】
 We are considering garbage incineration power generation. We are
conducting a survey of, including examination of MRV
methodology, startup of SPV, Tipping Fee and assumption of
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revenue by FIT.
 Funding, selection of EPC companies, detailed discussion of
Tipping Fee, and confirmation of legal system are four issues.


【 Mitsubishi Research Institute Co., Ltd.: Myanmar · Ayahawi
Division】
 We are considering waste and water treatment related in Pathein
industrial city under construction. We are collaborating with
Fukushima City. We plan to formulate projects such as rice husk
power generation projects and introduction of photovoltaic power
generation systems at sewage treatment plants.



【Ex Research Institute Ltd.: Rayong Province, Thailand】
 We are aiming for JCM project of waste disposal facility in Rayong
prefecture in eastern Thailand to solve waste disposal task.
Garbage sorting → Combustion of combustibles → Generation
by combustion heat → Selling electricity to the grid is assumed.
1,500 tons of garbage occurred in the prefecture



【 NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc. : Rayong
province, Thailand】
 Low carbonization, introduction of cogeneration into chemical
plants. The exhaust heat recovery plant in Saraburi province was
also JCM projected



【Nikken Sekkei Civil Co., Ltd.: Cambodia · Phnom Penh City】
 Progress on the action plan was explained. In six areas we are
organizing tasks, conducting an action plan, and discovering pilot
projects, etc.



【NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc. Cambodia ·
Phnom Penh City】
 Introduction of research proposals in the energy field. We are
conducting surveys for large hospitals, large shopping malls
and large cement factories.
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【NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc. Haiphong City】
 Introduction of research projects in the energy field. We are
conducting surveys for large hospitals, large shopping malls and
large cement factories.



【NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc. Malaysia ·
Iskandar District】
 We are excavating projects based on LOU in Kitakyushu city and
IRDA. We are considering introducing 5 MW cogeneration of low
carbon technology to an industrial park.

●Part 2
For details of discussion, please refer to the handouts. The contents are
briefly shown below.
 【Public Interest Foundation Corporation Global Environment Centre
Foundation JCM equipment financing projects】
 Subsidy of up to 50% of the initial investment amount. The budget
for fiscal year 2007 is about 6 billion yen. As for the country, there
are many projects in Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam. Solar
panels, chillers and boilers are top 3 in technology. For
cost-effectiveness, guidelines for evaluation are 4000 yen / tCO 2.


【Asian Development Bank About JFJCM】
 Established with the support of the Ministry of the Environment
of Japan. Investment of 42.6 Million USD from Ministry of the
Environment between 2014-2016. One JCM partner country and
11 member countries of ADB will be target countries (Mongolia,
Bangladesh, Maldives, Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Palau,
Cambodia, Myanmar, Thailand, Philippines). In addition to the
project of ADB, 10% of the project cost is subsidized as Grant or
Interest Subsidy.



【Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., Ltd. Green Climate
Fund】
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GCF: Green Climate Fund. 48 countries, 10.3 Billion USD
fund. The fund is allocated equally to adaptation and
mitigation.
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Afternoon section
 【Greeting from Mr. Naruhiro Kajihara, Ministry of the Environment】
 About 50% of the population is concentrated in urban areas, and
more than 70% of CO2 emissions are generated from urban areas.
It is extremely important to reduce CO2 in urban areas.


【 Mr. Sai, Ministry of the Environment
Collaboration Project】

About JCM Intercity

 Myanmar was added to a partner country on January 12, 2017. A
workshop in Kitakyushu city was held on 20 and 21 October 2016.
Even at COP 22 in Makelash, Intercity Collaboration Project was
introduced as a side event on November 8, 2016.
 We are also looking for Intercity Collaboration projects for next
fiscal year. Public announcement at the end of February, proposals
in March, decisions taken at the end of March are planned.


【 Mr. Bannai, Public Interest Foundation Corporation Global
Environment Centre Foundation about JCM equipment financing
projects】
 Subsidy of up to 50% of the initial investment amount. The budget
for fiscal year 2007 is about 6 billion yen. Public offering in early
April, deadline for proposals in May, project selection at the end of
July.
 As for the achievements so far, many countries have Thailand,
Indonesia and Vietnam projects. Solar panels, chillers and boilers
are top 3 in technology. As cost-effectiveness, 4000 yen / tCO 2 is a
guideline for evaluation



【Mr. Teshima, Asian Development Bank About JFJCM】
 Established with the support of the Ministry of the Environment
of Japan. Investment of 42.6 Million USD from Ministry of the
Environment between 2014-2016. One JCM partner country and
11 member countries of ADB will be target countries (Mongolia,
Bangladesh, Maldives, Vietnam, Laos, Indonesia, Palau,
Cambodia, Myanmar, Thailand, Philippines). In addition to the
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project of ADB, 10% of the project cost is subsidized as Grant or
Interest Subsidy.


【Mr. Maruyama, Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., Ltd.
Green Climate Fund】
 GCF：Green Climate Fund. 48 countries, 10.3 Billion USD Fund
contribution. GCF operates under the guidance of COP. It is
necessary to work closely with NDA (National Designated
Authority) and AE (Accredited Entity). A wide range of support
fields is characterized. Funds are equally allocated to adaptation
and mitigation. Mitigation and adaptation, each of which has four
fields of focus. The six metrics are ① Project impact ②
Paradigm shift ripple effects ③ Sustainable ④ Is it matched to
needs ⑤ National lead ⑥ efficiency and effectiveness. NDA
and AE will judge whether it matches the national strategy. Please
refer to handouts for AE ·and NDA, certification executing
agencies.



【 Mr. Suzuki, Mr. Okuno,
initiatives】

Yokohama City: Yokohama City's

 We are collaborating with Thailand · Bangkok (photovoltaic power
generation system and EMS), Vietnam · Danang (high efficiency
pump), Indonesia · Batam (air conditioning system), Philippine
Cebu (currently JICA project). We are promoting PAT (Port
Authority of Thailand) and Green Port 5-year project.


【Mr. Aoung Min Naing, Myanmar / Mr. Shishido, Fukushima city:
Activities of Myanmar · Aiyadhi Province Division】
 There is a waste problem. Supporting policy formulation including
recycling from Fukushima city. Based on experience in Fukushima
city, we are cooperating in the field of reenergization and disposal



【Mr. Nguyen Trung Hieu, Vietnam: Hai Phong City's initiatives】
 Hai Phong City has a sister city with Kitakyushu City. Projects
such as EV bus, household garbage composting etc. were
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introduced.



【Mr. Amano, Kanagawa Prefecture: Siem Reap】
 Securing electricity against rapid urbanization is a challenge.
Kanagawa Smart energy plan and knowledge such as efforts from
centralized power supply to decentralized power supply are also
useful in Siem Reap



【Mr.Ung Sophean, Siem Reap, Cambodia: Efforts at Siem Reap】
 As a famous city as a tourist city and a population of 250,000
people, with 5 million tourists come, various problems are
occurring. The city is aiming for the vision of the city, sustainable
development. Securing water resources, ensuring green, the city of
culture and education, the city of tourism resources. From the
environmental point of view, it is necessary to establish an
execution plan. We are promoting projects such as waste recycling
and composting. We are aiming at dissemination of electric
vehicles for tourists



【 Mr. Urasaki, Hokkaido / Mr. Ohashi, Sapporo city: Efforts at

Mongolia-Ulaanbaatar】

 There are problems such as power tightness and waste disposal.
We are cooperating from the geographical common point of cold
district. We are considering solar power generation system, heat
storage heater for heating, Waste to Energy of chicken feces. There
are two patterns: the case where the government actively acts,
and the case where the local enterprises actively act while the
government supports it. Make cooperation dense. In Ulaanbaatar
city, air pollution problems are occurring as 700,000 people in
200,000 households use coal for heating during the winter season.


【Mr. Fukobei, Kawasaki City: Efforts at Yangon City】
 Cooperated with Yangon City by making full use of the experience
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of environmental improvement in Kawasaki City. As a JCM
equipment financing project, we are promoting the introduction of
high efficiency chillers and boilers. FS of the introduction of
photovoltaic power generation system for water purification plant
is also ongoing. Not only having the keyword "low-carbon society"
but creating a concrete image with the common awareness of the
direction to be aimed, planning is very important for subjective
participation.


【Mr. Sono, Kitakyushu city: Activities of Rayong Prefecture】
 Utilizing the knowledge and experience of Kitakyushu City which
has been addressing environmental issues, it supports various
countries.
Doing
environmental
international
research.
Established Asia Low Carbonization Center and developing
Kitakyushu model to Asia.
 With trusting relationships established, various support have
been conducted for Surabaya, Hai Phong, Iskandar, Rayong and
Phnom Penh as Intercity Collaboration. By utilizing Intercity
Collaboration, The city may contribute in a wide range of fields
from upstream such as master plan formulation, follow-up such as
environmental education. Careful when planning to make it an
achievable plan. Making a pilot project leads to a sense of
realization and promotion of project promotion in the target
counties.



【panel discussion】
 Kanagawa - Siem Reap
 Trigger of initiatives is that Siem Reap came to visit Fujisawa
SST etc.
 Taking advantage of utilization of reenergies and introduction
of decentralized energy which is the characteristic of
Kanagawa prefecture (sunlight, wind power, gas cogeneration)
 Electric tuk tuk, simple open cars and buggy introduced with
support of Asian gateway
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 Hokkaido - Ulaanbaatar
 Collaborate on the introduction of low-carbon technology in
cold areas, based on past cooperative relationships on issues
such as air pollution due to population increase in
Ulaanbaatar. Also aim for jobs of local companies. Waste heat
recovery etc. utilizing feces of poultry houses also
implemented
 Understanding is that there are two cases in Intercity
Collaboration: one is that local governments with advanced
cases proactively provide know-how and technology while the
partners mainly operate, and the other is that municipalities
are in a supportive position.
 In the future, strengthen relationship continuation. The
change in the counterpart is still an issue.
 Kawasaki City - Yangon
 Implemented introduction of high efficiency boiler for sunlight,
food factory.
 Kitakyushu City – Rayong Province
 Introduction of Cambodia project, Thailand waste heat
recovery power generation as advanced to equipment
financing projects.
 By providing comprehensive support from the upstream phase,
it is possible to make a wide range of proposals. Long-term
follow-up and personnel exchanges are considered a merit.
 Entire Discussion
 What is the role of Siem Reap side? (Mr., Mizutani, Manager,
Ministry of the Environment)
 There are three. Implementation of the plan. Capacity for
staff. Acquire appointments with private enterprises.
(Siem Reap),
 I want to hear if there is difficulty unique to Sapporo city:
characteristics, considerations for cold regions. Also, I think
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that it is an unusual case involving two local governments
(prefectures and municipalities).
 For cold regions, I think that no country other than Mongolia
is cold in JCM partner countries, but if it is cold, fermentation
cannot be operable. On the other hand, it seems that there are
cases concerning heating technologies which is not necessary
in a warm country.
 Regarding cooperation between Hokkaido Government
Office and Sapporo City, companies are concentrated in
Sapporo due to population composition. The business site
may be outside the city. In addition to wanting to make it
possible to provide multifaceted support, as we have been
working together on a regular basis, this is the framework
of this time.
 Winter is long (from the end of October to the end of April)
Air pollution is a problem because about 700,000 people
(out of 3 million people) are warming with coal
 Kawasaki city
 We would like to establish the significance of the low
carbon society as a common recognition with the Yangon
side first. In addition, concrete images and actual projects
are important
 Respect for each other's view points and targets
 Because Kitakyushu city has many project developments, it
has a comprehensive model of Kitakyushu model, what kind of
things do you do in realizing? Also, if you have the tips for
cooperating with more than one. (Mr. Mizutani, Manager,
Ministry of the Environment)
 The point is that you cannot set goals that are too high for
the plan. We aim to incorporate into the plan what we can
accomplish suited to ourselves. Based on the experiences I
have witnessed in the case that only the plan is thick and
not realized, set goals that can be realized in the medium
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to long term. It is also a point to do a pilot project. In case
where we have visitors to Japan, we have them work with
a pilot to understand what are really conducted.
 There are opportunities to have contacts with multiple
local governments based on the fact that there are many
environment related facilities in the city and there are
many facilities to accept visitors. In addition, in
cooperation with the International Technical Cooperation
Association and IGES Kitakyushu City Urban Center,
information sharing and follow-up may sometimes help.
Cooperation with local governments as well as related
organizations is a key to realizing projects with many
cities.
 If there are any expectations from the Rayong prefecture side.
(Mr. Mizutani, Manager, Ministry of the Environment)
 We anticipate plans for making Rayong prefecture
eco-town in the future, and medium- to long-term
initiatives. (Rayong County)
 How private enterprises participate in Intercity Cooperation
 Kanagawa
 Although specialized in JCM, there is a support
organization for companies in the prefecture to expand
overseas as well as the International Affairs Division,
Kanagawa Industry Promotion Center Division. They are
the windows as they are accepting request for
consultations.
 Hokkaido
 Some companies in the province are entering Mongolia,
and . as there is also a organization called the Economic
Exchange Promotion Committee, others have contacts
with companies interested through it.
 Kawasaki city
 We think that not only technology, hard, but also soft
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aspect of environmental administration is important. As a
place to consult with the administration, Kawasaki Green
Innovation Cluster is set up. While sharing information,
we are accepting counseling concerning environmental
business in the city.
 Kitakyushu city
 We are positively calling out to city group companies.
There is a Kitakyushu Environmental Industry Promotion
Council, which holds a regular meeting once every two
months, and we perform public relations of JCM there. In
addition, by disclosing the activities of the Asia Low
Carbon Center to the mass media, we are creating new
matching opportunities
 Questions from the venue
 Waste in Indonesia
 Questions about Haiphong E-Waste
 About the problems of waste disposal, 3R trends
 Due to time expiration, it is decided to respond to
questions by each one informally. (Ministry of the
Environment)
 In the panel discussion, could not you see something like
an answer? (Ministry of the Environment)
 Is JCM's FS a proposal or an organizing scheme?
 It is a proposal. (Ministry of the Environment)
 Is an city to city agreement needed at the time of application?
 It is good to have a sister city or a memorandum, or the
expression of interest is the minimum. Please check the
application procedure after next month. (Ministry of the
Environment)


Paneled Cashion Summary (Mr. Mizutani, Manager, Ministry of the
Environment)
 It is based on not repeating the experience of pollution that
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occurred in Japan
The expansion of the city is characteristic of this year, and there
were proposals from many municipalities
I think that it is good to overlay Intercity Collaboration in Japan
over those overseas: (Sapporo and Hokkaido), and collaboration in
Nagoya and Kitakyushu city in the field of water supply.
Expansion of stakeholders. While I often talk with the
international Bureau and the Environment Bureau, there is a
story of the Port Authority from Yokohama City. It seems
interesting that there is a room for expansion.
Fund financing schemes are also improving
End of the notes
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署名原文は英語

IRPC 工業団地における環境配慮型工業団地開発の協力覚書（日本語訳）
この覚書は、北九州市、タイ工業省工場局（DIW）
、IRPC 社による１２月４日の締結を持
って効力を有する。
前文
北九州市とタイ工業省工場局（DIW）は、２０１２年８月３１日に「低炭素社会の実現に
向けた協力覚書」を締結して以来、循環型社会や低炭素社会の実現に向けた様々な協力を
行ってきた。
タイ工業省工場局（DIW）は、２０１４年３月１９日にタイにおける６つの県（ラヨン、
プラチンブリ、プラナコンシ アユタヤ、パトゥンタニ、サラブリ、チョンブリ）及びその
中の９つの工業団地と環境配慮型工業団地開発の実現に向けた協力の覚書を締結し、IRPC
工業団地をその先進モデルとすべく協力を行っている。
それらを背景として、北九州市とタイ工業省工場局（DIW）は協議を重ねた結果、将来的
に６つの県と９つの工業団地への環境配慮型工業団地開発への協力を行うことで合意をし
た。
以上に鑑み、３者（北九州市、タイ工業省工場局（DIW）
、IRPC 社）は、以下のとおり IRPC
工業団地を対象とした協力覚書を締結するものである。
１．３者は、３R の促進、例えばリデュース（削減）、リユース（再利用）
、リサイクル（再
生）や節電、エネルギー保全をはじめとして、住民への啓発や協力を促しながら環境
配慮型工業団地の開発の実現に向けた努力を行う。
２．３者は、環境配慮型工業団地モデルを実現させるために情報交換を行う。
３．３者は、両国間の技術移転を支援し、その交流を通じて環境配慮型工業団地モデルの
実現を目指す。
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４．この覚書に記載されてはいないが、環境配慮型工業団地実現のために必要なものにつ
いては、３者の協議の上で決定する。
５．この協力を実行するために必要な費用の負担については、３者の協議の上で決定され
るものを除いて、原則として各々で負担するものとする。
６．３者は、この協力を推し進めていくために、両国の行政及び民間による合同委員会を
設立する。合同委員会は少なくとも年に１回開催され、そこでは今後の協力の方向性
やこれまでの活動の評価が行われる。
７．３者は、この覚書がすべての関係者を法律的にしばるものではないことを理解する。
８．この覚書は３者の代表により署名が行われた日から３年間有効となる。
３者はここに協力覚書を３部作成し、それぞれを原本として３者がその原本を保管するこ
ととして、協力が始まることを証する。

北九州市 日本国

タイ工業省工場局 タイ

北橋健治

パス ロハチュン

北九州市長

タイ工業省工場局長

日本国

タイ

IRPC 社 タイ

スキットスラポットソン
IRPC 社 代表取締役
タイ
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署名原文は英語

北九州市とタイ工業団地公社（IEAT）による
マプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンへの協力覚書（日本語訳）
北九州市は人口約１００万人の西日本に位置する国際都市で、１９６３年に５市が合併
して誕生した。北九州市は、これまで環境産業の支援や廃棄物の減量化を推進し、さらに
公害の克服を通じて蓄積された豊富な経験やノウハウを都市間協力によってアジアの国々
へ伝えてきた。
また、資源循環型社会の基礎である３R（リデュース、リユース、リサイクル）を住民啓
発を通じて地域社会に根付かせたのに加えて、リサイクル産業の集積地である北九州エコ
タウンやスマートコミュニティといった環境分野における最先端のプロジェクトを推進し
ており、その取り組みは国際的にも高い評価を受けている。
タイ工業団地公社（IEAT）はタイ工業省傘下の国営企業として、様々な工場が効率よく
組織的に集積できるよう工業団地を開発・建設していく責務を負っている。
またタイ工業団地公社（IEAT）は、この工業団地の開発・建設を通じて、国策である工業
の発展をタイ全土の県に広げている。
このたびタイ工業団地公社（IEAT）は、既存のラヨン県マプタプット工業団地コンビナ
ートを環境配慮型工業団地のモデルとすべく、そのマプタプット エコ・インダストリアル
タウンモデルにおいて、北九州市との協力を行うものである。
なお、マプタプット工業団地コンビナートは、１９９０年にタイ工業団地公社（IEAT）
によって建設され、管理されているタイ最大の工業団地で、全世界でも８番目に大きい石
油化学工業コンビナートである。
北九州市とタイ工業団地公社（IEAT）両者は、環境経営や資源の有効活用を目指してい
る製造業やサービス業の企業こそが、経済効率を上げると同時に、省資源や環境負荷の低
減を達成でき、まさに経済と環境の両立を実現していることを十分認識している。
前述の説明を踏まえて、ここに両者は協力の覚書を締結することとし、以下のことに同
意する。
１．目的
この覚書の目的は、マプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルを開発・実現す
ることである。
２．協力内容
両者はここにマプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルの開発推進に向けて以
下のことに同意し、協力を行う。
２．１ マプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルの開発
タイ工業団地公社（IEAT）はマプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルの開発
を実行し、北九州市はその実現に向けて、行政と民間がチームを構成して技術・ノウハウ
の移転や人材育成におけるサポートを行う。
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２．２ エコセンターやリサイクル工業団地開発についての情報交換
両者は、このマプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルへの開発協力を通じて
得たノウハウや知識をさらに有効に活用するため、エコセンター（視察者向け環境情報セ
ンター）やリサイクル工業団地の建設に向けた情報共有を行う。また、この取り組みをモ
デルとして、他地域の工業団地へも普及させていく。
２．３ 人材育成、セミナー、会議
両者は、このエコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルを他地域の工業団地へ普及させてい
くため、関係者を対象とした人材育成を行う。あわせて、両者は関係者を集めてのミーテ
ィング、セミナー、会議等を開催するなど、この覚書の実現のための協力を行う。
この覚書には書かれていない必要な協力事項についても、両者が協議を行いながら協力
を進めていく。
３．知的財産権
両者は、お互いの知的財産権を尊重し、この覚書による協力を通じて生じた知的財産権
問題については、先進国家として知的財産権の規則を守り、両者の法律に則った形で解決
する。
４．費用負担
覚書の協力範囲において発生する費用、例えば調査、プログラムの開発、ワークショッ
プ等の活動など、マプタプット エコ・インダストリアルタウンモデルの実現のために必要
なものは、両者で協議をしたうえで費用を分担する。
５．その他
日本とタイ国の行政及び民間による合同委員会を設立して、マプタプット エコ・インダ
ストリアルタウンモデルの実現の協力を進めていく。委員会については、タイ工業団地公
社（IEAT）の総裁がその座長を務め、メンバーの選出、開催日時、場所、議題等について
も両者の合意により決定する。
すべての関係者はここにマプタプット工業団地のエコ インダストリアルモデルの実現
に向けた協力の覚書に合意をする。この合意はすべての関係者を法律的にしばるものでは
ない。
６．覚書有効期間と協力の終了について
この覚書は署名日から３年間有効とする。更新及び協力の終了については、覚書の有効
期間が切れる前に両者が協議を行い、合意の上でなされる。
平成２６年 ８月２９日

北九州市長

タイ工業団地公社（IEAT）総裁

北橋 健治

ウィラポン チャイパーン
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (4 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 4 月の主な活動
・[共通] 5 月に予定している第一回国内進捗報告会にむけた、関係者の予定調整、関連資
料の作成を実施した。(仕様書項目 2-5②)
・[共通] 5 月末に予定している第一回現地調査にむけた、予定の調整及び、関連資料の作
成を行った。
（仕様書項目 2-4）
(2) 5 月の主な活動予定
・[共通]「第一回現地調査」を行う予定。
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


エコセンター建設に関する委員会の合意状況の確認 (仕様書番号 2-1①)



エコセンターの設計仕様の確認 (仕様書番号 2-1②)

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


工業団地管理運営会社との協議(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)
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・4 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (5 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 5 月の主な活動
・[共通]第一回現地調査を実施した。
（仕様書項目 2-4）
・[共通]第一回国内進捗報告会を実施した。（仕様書項目 2-5②）
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


エコセンター建設に関する委員会の合意状況の確認 (仕様書番号 2-1①)



エコセンターの設計仕様の確認 (仕様書番号 2-1②)

・[仕様書項目 2-3(2 つの工業団地以外)]


サラブリ県のセメント工場への廃熱回収発電プロジェクトの設備補助申請手続き
（仕様書番号 2-3①）

(2) 6 月の主な活動予定
・[共通]第一回現地調査を行う予定。
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


工業団地管理運営会社との協議(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)
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・5 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (6 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 6 月の主な活動
・[共通]5 月末から引き続き第一回現地調査を実施。
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


導入可能な空調機器の検討に向けた国内ベンダーとの協議

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


工業団地管理運営会社との協議を実施。(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)



今後コンタクト可能な企業情報を入手した。(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)

(2) 7 月の主な活動予定
・[共通]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
・[共通]第二回現地調査のための予定調整、資料作成
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


空調機器の具体的な要求仕様の確認（仕様書番号 2-1⑤）



要求仕様に基づく技術検討の実施（仕様書番号 2-1⑥）

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


工業団地管理運営会社との協議を実施。(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)
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・6 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (7 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 7 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


IEAT 側のプロジェクト実施に向けた予算獲得への働きかけ（仕様書番号 2-1③）



IEAT 側のエコセンタープロジェクト実施に向けた意思決定の支援（仕様書番号
2-1②）



空調機器の具体的な要求仕様の確認（仕様書番号 2-1⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



工業団地管理運営会社との協議を実施。(仕様書番号 2-3⑤)



現地企業を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
・[仕様書項目 2-4]第二回現地調査のための予定調整、資料作成
(2) 8 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-2 (コジェネレーション)]


JCM 事業化に向けた意思の確認（仕様書番号 2-2①）



JCM 事業化に向けた要求事項・条件の検討（仕様書番号 2-2③）

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-5]環境省への進捗報告会
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
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・7 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (8 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 8 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-2 (コジェネレーション)]


JCM 事業化に向けた意思の確認（仕様書番号 2-2①）



JCM 事業化に向けた要求事項・条件の検討（仕様書番号 2-2③）

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-5]環境省への進捗報告会
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
(2) 9 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査に向けた調整
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
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・8 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (9 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 9 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
(2) 10 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-5④]都市間連携ワークショップへの参加、講演準備
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
・中間検査に向けた準備
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・9 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (10 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 10 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-5④]都市間連携ワークショップへの参加、講演準備
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
・中間検査対応
(2) 11 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


IEAT 側のプロジェクト実施に向けた状況の確認

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工場団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査に向けた調整
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
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・10 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (11 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 11 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


IEAT 側のプロジェクト実施に向けた状況の確認

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査に向けた調整
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
(2) 12 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


IEAT 側のプロジェクト実施に向けた状況の確認

・[仕様書項目 2-2 (2 つの工業団地内)]


プロジェクト実施に向けた意思決定状況の確認

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査に向けた調整
・[仕様書項目 2-5]環境省への進捗報告会とその準備
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
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・11 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (12 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 12 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


プロジェクト実施に向けた IEAT の状況確認、情報提供によるフォローアップ

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



セメント排熱回収発電システム導入の同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）



タイのデータセンタ事業者への JCM 制度紹介

・[仕様書項目 2-4]１月の第三回現地調査に向けた調整、資料作成
・[仕様書項目 2-5]環境省への進捗報告会とその準備
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
(2) 1 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


プロジェクト実施に向けた IEAT の状況確認、情報提供によるフォローアップ

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



セメント排熱回収発電システム導入の同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）



タイのデータセンタ事業者への JCM 制度紹介

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査
・[仕様書項目 2-5]都市間連携セミナ
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
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・12 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (1 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 1 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-1 (エコセンター)]


プロジェクト実施に向けた IEAT の状況確認、情報提供によるフォローアップ

・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



セメント排熱回収発電システム導入の同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)



タイに工場を有する日系企業の国内本社を訪問し JCM 事業化の可能性を調査
（仕様書番号 2-3⑤）



タイのデータセンタ事業者への JCM 制度紹介

・[仕様書項目 2-4]第三回現地調査
・[仕様書項目 2-5]都市間連携セミナ
・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成のための現地状況基礎調査
(2) 2 月の主な活動予定
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



セメント排熱回収発電システム導入の同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)

・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成
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・1 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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a̲Monthly report in Japanese

平成 28 年度 JCM 都市間連携事業
「北九州市‐ラヨン県連携事業」
月次進捗報告 (2 月)
株式会社 NTT データ経営研究所
(1) 2 月の主な活動
・[仕様書項目 2-3 (2 つの工業団地外)]


廃熱回収発電事業に関するフォローアップ(仕様書番号 2-3①)



セメント排熱回収発電システム導入の同一工場内の横展開(仕様書番号 2-3②)

・[仕様書項目 2-6]報告書作成


[仕様書 2-5 その他]


環境省への進捗報告会と資料作成

(2) 3 月の主な活動予定


報告書の納品



会計検査に向けた証憑の整理
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・2 月末時点の進捗状況を以下に示す。

(3) スケジュール及び進捗状況

a̲Monthly report in Japanese
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হभూବ
z 2014ফपਨృପधIEATؚਨృପधIRPCੵ੮भदयोञ2णभಁછ॑ुधपؚ
ছচথभੵ੮भग़॥ॖথॲ५ॺজ॔ঝॱक़থ৲षभੈৡঢ়બऋଡണऔोथःॊ؛
z આফ২ৰखञఀಣঐॿ४ওথॺ॑அिग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼभোহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹
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1.౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲
ਤ

2.2णभੵ੮੫भ
ຍಞ৲भਤ

3.2णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫
भຍಞ৲ਤ

উট४ख़ॡॺ
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IEATऋ2017ফप৫ਚ॑ख
थःॊग़॥७থॱقش୭
ைكभ૬৹ਃஓधखथؚৈ
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ୖ
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 ୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
হৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ40%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
৻হ
قম੫ك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ
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قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈૡ؞
৽৶ଵ৶ಉك
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قIEATك
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z মউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपਊञढथमؚIEATभग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ५ॣ४গشঝधਝଓஃணட५ॣ
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৩ভ
അੳ

• ग़॥७থॱش੦মਝੑभਁ৫ؚਝੑੵ؞হभোైਭહؚ৭

োైध

• ైपेॊถਝੑ

ਝੑਫ਼ୈ

ੵহ৫

৫ਚ

2016ফ6াਰఋ

• ग़॥७থॱشभ੦মऩਝੑலषभ৩ভभഅੳ

૬৹॑ग़ॿभਃஓधघॊे
अ৹ତखؚJCMহ৲षभਔ
ઓৠ॑੭ॊॳকথ५

• ੵহ৫
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IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५
य़شभુহधऩॉ
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IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५य़شप
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નੳੋ(5াك

NTT

୭
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ੳ

2

IEATડभग़॥७থॱشউট
४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञਔઓ
ৠ

IEAT৩ভऋग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ
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ਨృପ

IEAT
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ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺऋഅੳ
औोॊेअ१এॺشघॊ૿قਊषभ
ହऩनك

3

IEATડभউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
पऐञඃ੭ೈ઼

IEATऋউট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊ
ા৷पणःथ॑ન৳घॊ(6
া)

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

উট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊਔઓৠधಡ
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थেघॊા৷૿पणःथହखؚ
়ਔ॑੭ॊ

4

ग़॥७থॱشपোऔोॊ
૬৹ਃஓभഐేચৡऩनभ
ਏலનੳ

ग़॥७থॱشपোभ૬৹ਃ
भ੦মऩਏலੲਾ॑੭ॊ(6
া)

NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभभઁऔಉपቝतऎؚ
੦মऩഐేચৡऩनभலનੳ॑ষ
अ

5

ਏலप੦तऎૼਫ਼ୈ
भৰ

IEATડभਏல॑ञखञअ
इदؚCO2ൾলచपৱघॊৈ
૨ऩਃஓ॑৭घॊ(10াऽद)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

IEATડभਏல॑ुधपؚঋথॲ
पல॑ञघਃஓभ५ঌॵॡ॑નੳ
घॊ

6

ਝোपऊऊॊ৽ੋਙਫ਼
ୈ
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NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ
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॑ষअ
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No.
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ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্
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7

CO2చટল্
১ؚঔॽॱজথॢ্
১पঢ়घॊਫ਼ୈ

ਝোपेॊCO2ൾলచभল
॑ষअ(11~12া)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञग़ॿਙચधใோभഅ
ੳੋाMRV ্১॑ुधपؚCO2ൾল
చभੑ॑ষअ

8

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৹ல
षभ੧ा૭
౯નੳ

No.9धorदਫ਼ୈ؛
োైమदؚJCMଓஃৌधऩॊग़
ॿਃஓ॑োघॊऒध॑லपాॉ
ि(6~9া)

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभੵহোైपਊञॉ
ંऔोॊਏலभরपؚJCMহ
৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ॑ञघல
॑োोैोॊऊનੳ؞৹ତ

9

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৭ष
भ੧ा૭౯ન
ੳ

No.8धorदਫ਼ୈ
ైऋถਝੑ॑ਤीॊपJCM
ଓஃৌधऩॊग़ॿਃஓ॑োघॊ
ऒध॑லपాॉि(6~9া)

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ైखञহऋถல॑ৠघॊ
ؚJCMহ৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ
॑ञघग़ॿभਃஓ॑োघॊे
अ௮ऌऊऐैोॊऊनअऊનੳ

10

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ੧

No.8ऽञमNO.9दৠखञல॑
ञघਃஓभ੧(11া~2া)

NTT

IEAT

মभঋথॲध৴खथؚCO2చप
ৱघॊਝোपऐञ੧॑ষअ

11

৻হभྴল؞
௮ऌऊऐ

JCMহ৲भؚব॥থ९ش३॔
भ৻হधऩॊম੫॑घ
ॊ(11া~2া)

NTT

ব੫

JCMহৰपऐञ৻ؚহध
ऩॉअॊ੫भྴলखؚ௮ऌऊऐ॑ষ
अ

12

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ
੫भଃਜ૾யभન
ੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

13

ିీ؞৺্ૄभન
ੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊ ؚNTT
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2াऽद)

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

11
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णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤহद୳खथःॊૼ

ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
આফ২पਬऌਢऌؚঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮भ৲৾ੵৃषभ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থ३५ॸোभਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ؛
ૼٳभਏ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸ
્ٳඉ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸमؚਗ਼ৎपেघॊൾ॑ग़ॿঝॠشधखथઽखؚ
ਗ਼ಡஔधघॊऒधदৈःग़ॿঝॠش૨॑ৰਠघॊऒधऋदऌॊਝदँॊ؛রदुफ़५
ॱشঅথ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথमؚਏभऋऩःઈ৷पથਔदँॊऒधऊैؚଞৎ
༎௮भੵৃदभਹ৷पిखथःॊ؛

ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ঽଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभ
ো(ਆੵଲ 7.8MWৈ૨फ़५ग़থ४থ)

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҹӡҿҶӈҸӌӝһӢҴஔभञ
ीभҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभো(ৗளકসग़
থ४ॽ॔জথॢଲ 7MWफ़५ग़থ४থ)
13
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୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
2णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ भ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোহৰ५य़شपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ڶ

ਈপ40%

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

ॱڶॖ১য
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈ
ૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজ
থॢટभਾઔ

EPC॥থॺছॡॱ
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथؚदघऋਰৣभेअप
खथउॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

15ফ¼30,000t-CO2/ফ=450,000t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

5.5Ù 30,000t-CO2/ফ¼ 15ফ=1,222
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊા৷ৌટधग

15
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z হৰपऐञਔઓৠ

¾ ਠؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰभ৬धऩॊڶपथؚग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢভऊैभ
ૼਫ਼ୈ॑ਭऐؚਫ਼ୈরऋষॎोथःॊమदघ؛

z -&0ਝଓஃহৰ৬भਫ਼ୈ

¾ ௺੫भॱॖ১যदभਝো॑ਫ਼ୈखथःॊऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
ৎभ৬पणःथमؚমડभভऋ৻হधऩॊ্ଉदਫ਼ୈऋਤ॒द
उॉऽघऋؚ৬पणःथमਬऌਢऌਫ਼ୈभऋँॉऽघ؛
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৹ਪभୖಉ
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

JCMহ৲पऐञਔ
ઓभનੳ

মડ॑அीञؚJCMহ৲॑ষ
अधभਔઓ॑નੳघॊ(6া)

NTT

ڶ

JCM২॑ણ৷खञ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থো॑ৰघॊऊनअऊभৠभञ
ीभ੍ର॑ষअ

2

JCMহ৲पऐञহ
ৰ५य़شभਫ਼ୈ

JCMহৰपਊञॉਈిऩ५
य़ش॑ৠघॊ(7ؚ8া)

NTT

ڶ

৻হુؚহؚਝभઈ
ଵ৶भৰؚঔॽॱজথॢৰ
ಉपणःथؚ৬॑ਫ਼ୈघॊ

3

JCMহ৲पऐञਏ
হඨ؞੯भਫ਼ୈ

JCMহ৲पऐञਏછథृન
ੳহඨभତ৶॑ষअ(8~12া)

NTT

ڶ

JCMਝଓஃহ॑ৰਠघॊभুਢ
ऌपऊऊॊਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

4

ੵৃ৸৬भॢজشথ৲
ਫ਼ୈ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚ
भग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघ
ॊૼোपऐञਫ਼ୈટ॑ল
घ(10~2া)

NTT

ڶ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚभ
ग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघॊૼ
োपऐञਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

5

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়
બ॑ણऊखञਊჾੵ
੮৹ਪभॉ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ृIRPCੵ
੮भभ੫पु॔উট॑ॳش
ষअ(6াਰఋ2াऽद)

ਨృପ

IEAT,IRP
C

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়બ॑ણऊखؚઆ
ফ২৹ਪ॑ৰखञঐউॱউॵॺੵ
੮ृIRPCੵ੮भभ੫पु॔
উট॑ॳشষअ؛

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

17
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 ୳खथःॊૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺూବ
આফ২হपथؚ,53&ੵ੮੫भग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼোपऐञ৹ਪ॑ষढञટؚ,53&
ੵ੮मใपৈঞঋঝऩग़ॿૼऋোੋादँढञऒधऊैؚ,53&ੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮
ु৹ਪৌपஅीथણ॑ষःऽखञ؛ऒभअठؚ१ছঈজभੵ੮ऊैऔोञुभपणःथ
-&0হ৲॑ষअधधुपؚథ๚ॣش५भ૯ன৫॑৯खऽघ؛

ૼٳभਏ

७ওথॺੵৃदभൾઽਗ਼३५ॸ

્ٳඉ
ൾઽਗ਼३५ॸमؚ७ওথॺੵৃؚৈັؚ॥شॡ५ັऩनभൾफ़५ऊैઽखਗ਼॑ষअਝ
दँॊ્؛प७ওথॺੵৃदमؚൾਗ਼३५ॸभਝ઼पेॉৃੵؚ৸৬भਗ਼ৡાभ৺٫
॑ऽऊऩअऒधऋ૭ચदँॊ؛

ٳৰౚ

ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

2013ফ11াਭି
ॖথॻॿ३॔
2015ফ3াੵവ

ਏହ
z ७ওথॺ൏ਛউট७५ऊैൾলऔोॊఀ॑ൾઽ
ਗ਼ਝपेढथਗ਼ৡग़ॿঝॠشपૡఌखؚਠઞ৷खथ
ःॊਗ਼ৡভऊैभਗ਼ৡध৻౹घॊNEDOभग़ॿঝॠش
થঔॹঝহ؛
z ৬पमؚॖথॻॿ३॔؞PT७ওথঃॲথपਗ਼
ઍ8.5MWभ७ওথॺൾઽਗ਼ਝ॑ম؞ॖথॻ
ॿ३॔ુद૦ਝ؛
z ਗ਼ਚदभ৲લમभઞ৷॑ैखؚਗ਼ਚऊैभആ
ટफ़५भൾল॑చखञ؛CO2చम43,117t/ফ؛
19
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 হৰ५य़ش
७ওথॺੵৃपउऐॊఀઽਗ਼भহৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपਫ਼ୈख,
ணட॑ষःऽखञ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ50%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ઙ
ઙૄভNTTॹش
ॱ৽ଢ଼ਚ
¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞
ઈૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

Siam City Power
Company Limited
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

Shanghai CONCH
Kawasaki
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
७ওথॺੵৃदभఀઽਗ਼উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

15ফ¼31,180t-CO2/ফ=467,700t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

7.7Ù 31,180t-CO2/ফ¼ 15ফ=1,640
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपऊऊॎॊા৷ৌટधग
21
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z

ഁीજॉभ+ফ২-&0ਝଓஃணடपૢ൳खञ੧੯दघ؛

z

૯ன৫पऐञਫ਼ୈ
¾

¾

০ਝো॑ষढञੵৃपुؚअ௺ଁؚఀઽਗ਼३५ॸऋਝ઼औ
ोथःऩःউছথॺऋँॊऒधऊैؚभ५य़ش॑৷ःॊਈੂभ૯ன৫
धखथਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
শऩ૭ચਙुஅीؚবभঢ়৴ভभன৫ुଳपোोञਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
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जभୖؚऩन
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

ੵৃभ૯ன৫

9~12া

NTT

SCCC

ੵৃपथؚऽटఀઽਗ਼ਝ
ऋোऔोथःऩःেਓছॖথपৌ
घॊਫ਼ୈ੍ର

2

૯ன৫૭ચऩ७ওথॺ
ੵৃभྴল؞௮ऌऊऐ

9ع2া

NTT

-

বਗभఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औो
थःऩः७ওথॺੵৃभྴলऩैलप
௮ऌऊऐ॑ষअ

3

૯ன৫૭ચऩఀभँ
ॊੵৃभྴল

6ع9া

NTT

-

ఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औोथःऩःؚ
ఀभপऌःੵৃभྴল

4

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

DIWृNESDBधभঢ়બ॑ણऊखञ
ৗखः৹ਪ१ॖॺभྴল(6~2া)

ਨృପ

IEAT

ਨృପभMOUഁभڭणदँॊ
DIWऊैुছচথ॑ঔॹঝधखथؚ
१ছঈজ॑அिୠषभपण
ःथभੈৡൂऋँढञ؛ऽञؚઆফ
ੈৡ়ਔ॑ഁखञNESDBऊैुఀಣ
ଵ৶पঢ়घॊছচথभঔॹঝ॑ॱ
ॖ৸ଅपघॊਏடुਭऐथःॊऒ
धऊैؚऒोैभਿਃঢ়धभঢ়બ॑
ણऊखؚIRPCੵ੮ਰਗभ१ॖॺद
भ৹ਪৰपऐञ१এ॑ॺش੭ॊ؛

5

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

6~2া

NTT

-

௺ૹृ௺भॹॱش७থॱشঢ়৴
হषभJCMి৷पঢ়घॊ௮ऌऊऐ
॑ষअ

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ
23
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ڱ

৹ਪৰभ৸৬५ॣ४গشঝ

মফ২भ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝपणःथؚਰৣभेअप୳खथउॉऽघ؛
ણඨ৯
1. 2णभੵ੮पउऐॊৌਗऩ
n౿|धऩॊਝभຍಞ৲भਤ

2016ফ
5া

6া

7া

ਠੈ৮पेॊ
ਫ਼ୈ

ૼਫ਼ୈ

2. 2णभੵ੮पோघॊੵৃ
ँقॊःमੵৃණكपउऐॊຍಞ
৲भਤ
3. 2णभੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮ृ
ੵৃಉपउऐॊຍಞ৲भਤ
 ٳਠ৹ਪ

9া

10া

৽ੋਙਫ਼ୈ

11া

12া

CO2చ
ટ

1া

2া

3া

ਔઓৠपऐ
ञ੍ର

ਔઓৠपऐञ੍ର
ਝଓஃ
ணட
ٴ

ணட१এॺش

థ๚੧੯भ

ٴ

 ٳবভ৮ق2ங২ك
 ٳਠডشॡ३ঙॵউق2ங২ك

8া

2017ফ

ٴ
ٴ

ٴ
ٴ
ਈી
ਾઔ
ভ

ٴ
य़ॵ
ॡड़
ই

 ٳਾઔછभਛ
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୭ বੈৡ
౪র

ਛ28ফ২JCM৴হقਨృପ-ছচথ৴হك
ਸ਼ਤ⎃ਾઔৱમ
ফা
ઙૄভ177ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
ভ؞୭ਅറ॥থ१ঝॸॕথॢঘॽॵॺ
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ਛফ২-&0৴হقਨృପছচথ৴হك
,1'(;

হभూବ
؝ڭমফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ


౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲ਤ



णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ



णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫भຍಞ৲ਤ

 ڱ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝ
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হभూବ

z 2014ফपਨృପधIEATؚਨృପधIRPCੵ੮भदयोञ2णभಁછ॑ुधपؚছচথ
भੵ੮भग़॥ॖথॲ५ॺজ॔ঝॱक़থ৲षभੈৡঢ়બऋଡണऔोथःॊ؛
z આফ২ৰखञఀಣঐॿ४ওথॺ॑அिग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼभোহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪभટؚ
ग़ॿঝॠشঢ়৴হपणःथহৰਠभ૭ચਙऋৄऽोञ؛
z ऒो॑ਭऐؚমফ২ुग़ॿঝॠشহ॑धखथহৰਠ૭ચਙ॑ৰघॊ؛

3
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؝ڭমফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ
মফ২ৰभ3णभহभਏपणःथؚਰৣभेअपତ৶खऽखञ؛
୳হ

1.౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲
ਤ

2.2णभੵ੮੫भ
ຍಞ৲भਤ

3.2णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫
भຍಞ৲ਤ

উট४ख़ॡॺ
ઍ

IEATऋ2017ফप৫ਚ॑ख
थःॊग़॥७থॱقش୭
ைكभ૬৹ਃஓधखथؚৈ
૨ॳছشभো॑ষअञी
भ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮੫पৌखؚग़
ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮ਰਗभ੫पৌखؚ
ग़ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

োૼ

ৈ૨ॳছش

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথಉ

ఀઽਗ਼३५ॸಉ

ৰ५य़ش
୳खथःॊ
ీ৺্ૄ/হ
ૄ
ଓஃসৄપؚ
ા৷ৌટ

શස
োైقਏનੳك
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ

ྖਔీ৺॑୳
॥४ख़ॿमO&Mुৰ

৹ਪટ॑౷ऽइਫ਼ୈ

ਏ৹ତহඨ

োਃஓभ৭ؚউট४ख़ॡ
ॺৰથ૮भਔઓৠ

উট४ख़ॡॺৰથ૮भਔઓ
ৠ

ୖ

ਠহभਔઓৠभ५আॻشधJCMਝଓஃணடधৰभ
ਃஓোभॱॖথॢऋঐॵॳघॊऊनअऊ

ྖਔీ৺॑୳
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ
ଓஃস7.7ق45٫୳ك
1,222/1t-CO2
ऩख
2016ফ4াਝଓஃহपணட
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౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲ਤ

5
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 ୳खथःॊোૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
ছচথঐউॱউॵॺ॥থউঞॵॡ५पৗञप૦ਝऔोॊؚ,($7भ୭
ைูৢقग़॥७থॱكشपৌखथؚग़ॿभ૬৹ਃஓ॑োघॊुभ
ૼٳभਏ
ৈ૨૬৹৷ॳছش
્ٳඉ
ॱॖবदಹपোऔोथःॊुभेॉुৈ૨؞ग़ॿঝॠشऩ૬৹৷
ॳছ୳॑شखथःॊ؛৬ऩઍप়ॎचथؚਈిऩૼ॑৭උघॊ؛
ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2014ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

Ҹӌॱشഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ӄҶӘੵৃषभৈ૨ഐ๋ਃभোपेॊ૬৹भҸӌ৲قഏഒਓك

2014ফ

ংথॢছॹ३গ

ҸӌӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ৈ૨ӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃपेॊӀҲҳӏӣӡҼӢӗҴӝभ૬৹भҸӌӝһӢҴ৲قNTTӐҫ
ӀӜӇҬҴӁӢك
120
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হৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ40%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
৻হ
قম੫ك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈૡ؞
৽৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজথॢ
ટभਾઔ

ॱॖੵ੮ਁ
قIEATك
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभ
ঔॽॱজথॢ ಉ

૬৹ওشढ़
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
7
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
z উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभ&2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथमःङोुदघ؛
z ग़॥७থॱشभਝੑऊैؚਏऔोॊഐేઍऩन॑નੳखؚোਃஓभਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
z जभؚใோ্১ऩन॑અपؚজই॓ঞথ५३ॼজड़धभૻຎ॑ষअऒधद&2ൾল
చ॑ੑघॊदघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ

z মউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपਊञढथमؚIEATभग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ५ॣ४গشঝधਝଓஃணட५ॣ
४গشঝऋ়ಱघॊऊनअऊऋୖदघ؛
z IEAT৩ভभওথংऋॎढञऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺഅੳपৎ॑ਏखथउॉؚ५ॣ४গشঝ
ऋಌपభखथःॊऒधऊैؚ০ुोऋেघॊऒधऋ୳औोऽघ؛
z IEATपेॊधؚग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰউট७५मਰৣभৢॉदघ؛
z ऒभؚ2ऺनJCMਝଓஃணடৰपऐञ়ਔਛभञीभਫ਼ୈॳকথ५ऋँॉऽघ؛
• ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञ৩ভभഅੳ

৩ভ

2016ফڴাৎਡभ
ਫ਼ୈ૾ய

• ग़॥७থॱشभ੦মऩਝੑலषभ৩ভभഅੳ

അੳ

• ग़॥७থॱش੦মਝੑभਁ৫ؚਝੑੵ؞হभোైਭહؚ৭

োైध

• ైपेॊถਝੑ

ਝੑਫ਼ୈ

ੵহ৫

৫ਚ

• ੵহ৫

…૬৹॑ग़ॿभਃஓध
घॊेअ৹ତखؚJCMহ৲
षभਔઓৠ॑੭ॊॳকথ५

• ग़॥७থॱش৫ਚ

9
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋇
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५
य़شभુহधऩॉ
अॊभऊનੳ

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५य़شप
ਸघॊुभधखथిજदँॊध
નੳੋ(5াك

NTT

୭
GEC

বभਁदँॊIEATऋਝଓஃ५य़ش
भુহधखथిજऊनअऊન
ੳэۀۄ

2

IEATડभग़॥७থॱشউট
४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञਔઓ
ৠ

IEAT৩ভऋग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ
॑അੳघॊ(؛6াؚोॊ૭ચਙ
ँॉэڴাৎਡदਬऌਢऌ৩ভ
धभੈ৮ऋਤষর)

ਨృପ

IEAT

া1৫ಈऔोॊIEATभ৩ভपथؚ
ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺऋഅੳ
औोॊेअ१এॺشघॊ૿قਊषभ
ହऩनكэৌૢর

3

IEATડभউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
पऐञඃ੭ೈ઼

IEATऋউট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊ
ા৷पणःथ॑ન৳घॊ(6
া) эڴাৎਡदਬऌਢऌ৩ভ
धभੈ৮ऋਤষর

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

উট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊਔઓৠधಡ
चथؚৰपউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपख
थেघॊા৷૿पणःथହखؚ
়ਔ॑੭ॊ

4

ग़॥७থॱشपোऔोॊ
૬৹ਃஓभഐేચৡऩनभ
ਏலનੳ

ग़॥७থॱشपোभ૬৹ਃ
भ੦মऩਏலੲਾ॑੭ॊ(6
া) эڳাप੦ຊੲਾ॑োুघॊ
ुؚजुजुभੑऋಌधऩॊ
૭ચਙऋँॊ؛

NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभभઁऔಉपቝतऎؚ
੦মऩഐేચৡऩनभலનੳ॑ষ
अ

5

ਏலप੦तऎૼਫ਼ୈ
भৰ

IEATડभਏல॑ञखञअ
इदؚCO2ൾলచपৱघॊৈ
૨ऩਃஓ॑৭घॊ(10াऽ
द)эবঋথॲधಲਢपੲਾ
ઐఌ॑ਢऐथःॊ

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

IEATડभਏல॑ुधपؚঋথॲ
पல॑ञघਃஓभ५ঌॵॡ॑નੳ
घॊ

6

ਝোपऊऊॊ৽ੋਙਫ਼
ୈ

ਝোपेॊग़ॿपൣःؚ
ৱઽಉभ੯ऋಅઍ೧द
ँॊऒध॑નੳघॊ(11ع12া)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञৄुॉऩैलपग़
ॿਙચ॑ुधपؚৱઽभ
॑ষअ

122
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋈
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ


ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

7

CO2చટল্
১ؚঔॽॱজথॢ্
১पঢ়घॊਫ਼ୈ

ਝোपेॊCO2ൾলచभল
॑ষअ(11~12া)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञग़ॿਙચधใோभഅ
ੳੋाMRV ্১॑ुधपؚCO2ൾল
చभੑ॑ষअ

8

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৹ல
षभ੧ा૭
౯નੳ

No.9धorदਫ਼ୈ؛
োైమदؚJCMଓஃৌधऩॊग़
ॿਃஓ॑োघॊऒध॑லपాॉ
ि(6~9া)эIEATधभੈ৮॑ਤीथः
ॊऋؚउउुधभੑऋৠभञीপ
ऌऩऌऩख

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभੵহোైपਊञॉ
ંऔोॊਏலभরपؚJCMহ
৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ॑ञघல
॑োोैोॊऊનੳ؞৹ତ

9

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৭ष
भ੧ा૭౯ન
ੳ

No.8धorदਫ਼ୈ
ైऋถਝੑ॑ਤीॊपJCM
ଓஃৌधऩॊग़ॿਃஓ॑োघॊ
ऒध॑லपాॉि(6~9া)

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ైखञহऋถல॑ৠघॊ
ؚJCMহ৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ
॑ञघग़ॿभਃஓ॑োघॊे
अ௮ऌऊऐैोॊऊनअऊનੳ

10

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ੧

No.8ऽञमNO.9दৠखञல॑
ञघਃஓभ੧(11া~2া)

NTT

IEAT

মभঋথॲध৴खथؚCO2చप
ৱघॊਝোपऐञ੧॑ষअ

11

৻হभྴল؞
௮ऌऊऐ

JCMহ৲भؚব॥থ९ش३॔
भ৻হधऩॊম੫॑घ
ॊ(11া~2া)

NTT

ব੫

JCMহৰपऐञ৻ؚহध
ऩॉअॊ੫भྴলखؚ௮ऌऊऐ॑ষ
अ

12

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ
੫भଃਜ૾யभન
ੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

13

ିీ؞৺্ૄभન
ੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊ ؚNTT
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2াऽद)

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

11
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णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤহद୳खथःॊૼ

ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
આফ২पਬऌਢऌؚঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮भ৲৾ੵৃषभ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থ३५ॸোभਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ؛
ૼٳभਏ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸ
્ٳඉ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸमؚਗ਼ৎपেघॊൾ॑ग़ॿঝॠشधखथઽखؚ
ਗ਼ಡஔधघॊऒधदৈःग़ॿঝॠش૨॑ৰਠघॊऒधऋदऌॊਝदँॊ؛রदुफ़५
ॱشঅথ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথमؚਏभऋऩःઈ৷पથਔदँॊऒधऊैؚଞৎ
༎௮भੵৃदभਹ৷पిखथःॊ؛

ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ঽଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभ
ো(ਆੵଲ 7.8MWৈ૨फ़५ग़থ४থ)

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҹӡҿҶӈҸӌӝһӢҴஔभञ
ीभҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभো(ৗளકসग़
থ४ॽ॔জথॢଲ 7MWफ़५ग़থ४থ)
13
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୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
2णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ भ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোহৰ५य़شपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ব॥থ९ش३॔
A

ਈপ40%

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

ॱڶॖ১য
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈ
ૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজ
থॢટभਾઔ

ৗளકস
ग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢ
124
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¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
14
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ

উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउ
ॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

15ফ¼30,000t-CO2/ফ=450,000t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

5.5Ù 30,000t-CO2/ফ¼ 15ফ=1,222
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊા৷ৌટधग

15
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z হৰपऐञਔઓৠ

¾ ਠؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰभ৬धऩॊ$पथؚग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢভऊैभ
ૼਫ਼ୈ॑ਭऐؚਫ਼ୈऋষॎोथःॊమदघ؛
¾ ڴাৎਡदؚোघॊਝभઍृૠெम৸पम),;खथउैङؚফڰ
াभਝଓஃணடपऐथؚಲਢपਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛

z -&0ਝଓஃহৰ৬भਫ਼ୈ

¾ ௺੫भॱॖ১যदभਝো॑ਫ਼ୈखथःॊऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
ৎभ৬पणःथमؚমડभভऋ৻হधऩॊ্ଉदਫ਼ୈऋਤ॒द
उॉऽघऋؚ৬पणःथमਬऌਢऌਫ਼ୈभऋँॉऽघ؛

125
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৹ਪभୖಉ
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

JCMহ৲पऐञਔ
ઓभનੳ

মડ॑அीञؚJCMহ৲॑ষ
अधभਔઓ॑નੳघॊ(6া)
э2017/4भଓஃணட॑৯घ

NTT

A

JCM২॑ણ৷खञ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থো॑ৰघॊऊनअऊभৠभञ
ीभ੍ର॑ষअ

2

JCMহ৲पऐञহ
ৰ५य़شभਫ਼ୈ

JCMহৰपਊञॉਈిऩ५
य़ش॑ৠघॊ(7ؚ8া)
эোਝभถનपਫ਼ୈ

NTT

A

৻হુؚহؚਝभઈ
ଵ৶भৰؚঔॽॱজথॢৰ
ಉपणःथؚ৬॑ਫ਼ୈघॊ

3

JCMহ৲पऐञਏ
হඨ؞੯भਫ਼ୈ

JCMহ৲पऐञਏછథृન
ੳহඨभତ৶॑ষअ(8~12া)

NTT

A

JCMਝଓஃহ॑ৰਠघॊभুਢ
ऌपऊऊॊਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

4

ੵৃ৸৬भॢজشথ৲
ਫ਼ୈ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚ
भग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघ
ॊૼোपऐञਫ਼ୈટ॑ল
घ(10~2া)

NTT

A

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚभ
ग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघॊૼ
োपऐञਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

5

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়
બ॑ણऊखञਊჾੵ
੮৹ਪभॉ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ृIRPCੵ
੮भभ੫पु॔উট॑ॳش
ষअ(6াਰఋ2াऽद)
эڱাڳؚাपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰ

ਨృପ

IEAT,IRP
C

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়બ॑ણऊखؚઆ
ফ২৹ਪ॑ৰखञঐউॱউॵॺੵ
੮ृIRPCੵ੮भभ੫पु॔
উট॑ॳشষअ؛

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

17
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णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫भຍಞ৲ਤ
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 ୳खथःॊૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺూବ

આফ২হपथؚ,53&ੵ੮੫भग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼোपऐञ৹ਪ॑ষढञટؚ,53&
ੵ੮मใपৈঞঋঝऩग़ॿૼऋোੋादँढञऒधऊैؚ,53&ੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮
ु৹ਪৌपஅीथણ॑ষःऽखञ؛ऒभअठؚ१ছঈজभੵ੮ऊैऔोञुभपणःथ
-&0হ৲॑ষअधधुपؚథ๚ॣش५भ૯ன৫॑৯खऽघ؛

ૼٳभਏ

७ওথॺੵৃदभൾઽਗ਼३५ॸ

્ٳඉ
ൾઽਗ਼३५ॸमؚ७ওথॺੵৃؚৈັؚ॥شॡ५ັऩनभൾफ़५ऊैઽखਗ਼॑ষअਝ
दँॊ્؛प७ওথॺੵৃदमؚൾਗ਼३५ॸभਝ઼पेॉৃੵؚ৸৬भਗ਼ৡાभ৺٫
॑ऽऊऩअऒधऋ૭ચदँॊ؛

ٳৰౚ

ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

2013ফ11াਭି
ॖথॻॿ३॔
2015ফ3াੵവ

ਏହ
z ७ওথॺ൏ਛউট७५ऊैൾলऔोॊఀ॑ൾઽ
ਗ਼ਝपेढथਗ਼ৡग़ॿঝॠشपૡఌखؚਠઞ৷खथ
ःॊਗ਼ৡভऊैभਗ਼ৡध৻౹घॊNEDOभग़ॿঝॠش
થঔॹঝহ؛
z ৬पमؚॖথॻॿ३॔؞PT७ওথঃॲথपਗ਼
ઍ8.5MWभ७ওথॺൾઽਗ਼ਝ॑ম؞ॖথॻ
ॿ३॔ુद૦ਝ؛
z ਗ਼ਚदभ৲લમभઞ৷॑ैखؚਗ਼ਚऊैभആ
ટफ़५भൾল॑చखञ؛CO2చम43,117t/ফ؛
19
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 হৰ५य़ش
७ওথॺੵৃपउऐॊఀઽਗ਼भহৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपਫ਼ୈख,
ணட॑ষःऽखञ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ50%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ઙૄভNTT
ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
ॹ
¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞
ઈૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

Siam City Power
Company Limited
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

Shanghai CONCH
Kawasaki
127
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¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ

७ওথॺੵৃदभఀઽਗ਼উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

9ফ¼31,180t-CO2/ফ=280,620t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

৺7Ù 31,180t-CO2/ফ¼ 9ফ=2,634
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपऊऊॎॊા৷ৌટधग
21
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z

ഁीજॉभ+ফ২-&0ਝଓஃணடपૢ൳खञ੧੯दघ؛
¾

z

पઐહभં॑ਭऐؚਠઐહணடুਢऌ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛

૯ன৫पऐञਫ਼ୈ
¾

¾

০ਝো॑ষढञੵৃपुؚअ௺ଁؚఀઽਗ਼३५ॸऋਝ઼औ
ोथःऩःউছথॺऋँॊऒधऊैؚभ५य़ش॑৷ःॊਈੂभ૯ன৫
धखथਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
শऩ૭ચਙुஅीؚবभঢ়৴ভभன৫ुଳपোोञਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛

128
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जभୖؚऩन
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

ੵৃभ૯ன৫

9~12া

NTT

SCCC

ੵৃपथؚऽटఀઽਗ਼ਝ
ऋোऔोथःऩःেਓছॖথपৌ
घॊਫ਼ୈ੍ର

2

૯ன৫૭ચऩ७ওথॺ
ੵৃभྴল؞௮ऌऊऐ

9ع2া

NTT

-

বਗभఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औो
थःऩः७ওথॺੵৃभྴলऩैलप
௮ऌऊऐ॑ষअ

3

૯ன৫૭ચऩఀभँ
ॊੵৃभྴল

6ع9া

NTT

-

ఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औोथःऩःؚ
ఀभপऌःੵৃभྴল

4

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

DIWृNESDBधभঢ়બ॑ણऊखञ
ৗखः৹ਪ१ॖॺभྴল(6~2া)

ਨృପ

IEAT

ਨృପभMOUഁभڭणदँॊ
DIWऊैुছচথ॑ঔॹঝधखथؚ
१ছঈজ॑அिୠषभपण
ःथभੈৡൂऋँढञ؛ऽञؚઆফ
ੈৡ়ਔ॑ഁखञNESDBऊैुఀಣ
ଵ৶पঢ়घॊছচথभঔॹঝ॑ॱ
ॖ৸ଅपघॊਏடुਭऐथःॊऒ
धऊैؚऒोैभਿਃঢ়धभঢ়બ॑
ણऊखؚIRPCੵ੮ਰਗभ१ॖॺद
भ৹ਪৰपऐञ१এ॑ॺش੭ॊ؛

5

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

6~2া
эڱাڳؚাपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰ

NTT

-

௺ૹृ௺भॹॱش७থॱشঢ়৴
হषभJCMి৷पঢ়घॊ௮ऌऊऐ
॑ষअ

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद) эڱাڳؚাपਠ৹ਪ॑
ৰ

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ
23
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾ய
z 5াध7াपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰखؚਰৣभ੫प௰ਖखؚJCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भ
થ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ௺੫॑রੱपؚரؚ੫ૠெदभ५ॡজॽشথॢ॑ऊऐञؚবਗद
भશ௰ਖ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛
ঽષ
॔ঝ࿁ಉ
ڶ
ڷ
ڸ
௰ਖ
ੵ੮
ੵ੮
ੵ੮
ੵৃ
ଲୗੵৃ
ੈ৮ઍ

•
•
•

JCM২भງஂ
ো੫भভदभ७ॼ৫ಈ૭౯भનੳ
ੵ੮ॖথইছৱषभJCM২ણ৷૭ચਙभ
ਫ਼ୈ

•
•

JCM২भງஂ
ੵৃਝৱषभJCM২ણ
৷૭ચਙभਫ਼ୈ
•

ऩ
॥ওথॺ

০भ
॔ॡ३ঙথ

• ૌுपશभ
ऋJCMହভ॑
৫ಈखञऒधऋ
ँॉؚખૢमः
ऽःठदँढञ

• ॔ঘॱখपथো
੫भভ
दभJCMງஂ७
ॼ৫ಈ॑ਫ਼ୈ

• JCM২पঢ়ੱ
ँॉੵ؛੮
धखथुؚো
੫षभ॔উ
টॳشஅीಲਢ
ऩਫ਼ୈ॑ਤी
ञः؛

•

ো੫षभ
શ॔উটش
ॳ॑ਤीॊ

ॱॖदभৱ
मऩख
কথঐشप
૭ચਙऋँॊ
ऊुखोऩः
ணடॱॖথ
ॢऋ়अऊन
अऊऋୖद
ँॊ؛

• ঢ়ੱमँॊऋؚ
টشढ़ঝ੫प
धढथम৻হ
ർखऋপऌ
ऩୖदँॊ؛

• ਊએৱऩ
ख

•

• 10াਰఋपো
੫भভद
भJCMງஂ७
ॼ॑ৰ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

•
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 ڱ৹ਪৰभ৸৬५ॣ४গشঝ

মফ২भ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝपणःथؚਰৣभेअप୳खथउॉऽघ؛
ણඨ৯
1. 2णभੵ੮पउऐॊৌਗऩ
n౿|धऩॊਝभຍಞ৲भਤ

2016ফ
5া

6া

7া

ਠੈ৮पेॊ
ਫ਼ୈ

ૼਫ਼ୈ

2. 2णभੵ੮पோघॊੵৃ
ँقॊःमੵৃණكपउऐॊຍಞ
৲भਤ
3. 2णभੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮ृ
ੵৃಉपउऐॊຍಞ৲भਤ
 ٳਠ৹ਪ

ਝଓஃ
ணட

10া

৽ੋਙਫ਼ୈ

ٴ

ணட१এॺش

11া

12া

CO2చ
ટ

1া

2া

3া

ਔઓৠपऐ
ञ੍ର

థ๚੧੯भ

ٴ

ٴ
ٴ

ٴ
ٴ
ٴ
ਈી
ਾઔ
ভ

ٴ
य़ॵ
ॡड़
ই

 ٳਾઔછभਛ

ٴ
ॻছই
ॺ

ٴ
ਈીග
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9া

ਔઓৠपऐञ੍ର

 ٳবভ৮ق2ங২ك
 ٳਠডشॡ३ঙॵউق2ங২ك

8া

2017ফ
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୭ বੈৡ
౪র

ਛ28ফ২JCM৴হقਨృପ-ছচথ৴হك
ਸ਼ਤ⎃ਾઔৱમ
ফা
ઙૄভ177ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
ভ؞୭ਅറ॥থ१ঝॸॕথॢঘॽॵॺ
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ਛফ২-&0৴হقਨృପছচথ৴হك
,1'(;

হभూବ
؝ڭমফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ


౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲ਤ



णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ



णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫भຍಞ৲ਤ

ڱ

৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝ
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হभూବ
z 2014ফपਨృପधIEATؚਨృପधIRPCੵ੮भदयोञ2णभಁછ॑ुधपؚছচথ
भੵ੮भग़॥ॖথॲ५ॺজ॔ঝॱक़থ৲षभੈৡঢ়બऋଡണऔोथःॊ؛
z આফ২ৰखञఀಣঐॿ४ওথॺ॑அिग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼभোহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪभટؚ
ग़ॿঝॠشঢ়৴হपणःथহৰਠभ૭ચਙऋৄऽोञ؛
z ऒो॑ਭऐؚমফ২ुग़ॿঝॠشহ॑धखथহৰਠ૭ચਙ॑ৰघॊ؛

3
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؝ڭমফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ
মফ২ৰभ3णभহभਏपणःथؚਰৣभेअपତ৶खऽखञ؛
୳হ

1.౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲
ਤ

2.2णभੵ੮੫भ
ຍಞ৲भਤ

3.2णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫
भຍಞ৲ਤ

উট४ख़ॡॺ
ઍ

IEATऋ2017ফप৫ਚ॑ख
थःॊग़॥७থॱقش୭
ைكभ૬৹ਃஓधखथؚৈ
૨ॳছشभো॑ষअञी
भ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮੫पৌखؚग़
ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮ਰਗभ੫पৌखؚ
ग़ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

োૼ

ৈ૨ॳছش

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথಉ

ఀઽਗ਼३५ॸಉ

ৰ५य़ش
୳खथःॊ
ీ৺্ૄ/হ
ૄ
ଓஃসৄપؚ
ા৷ৌટ

શස
োైقਏનੳك
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ

ྖਔీ৺॑୳
॥४ख़ॿमO&Mुৰ

৹ਪટ॑౷ऽइਫ਼ୈ

ਏ৹ତহඨ

োਃஓभ৭ؚউট४ख़ॡ
ॺৰથ૮भਔઓৠ

ୖ

ਠহभਔઓৠभ५আॻشधJCMਝଓஃணடधৰभ
ਃஓোभॱॖথॢऋঐॵॳघॊऊनअऊ
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উট४ख़ॡॺৰથ૮भਔઓ
ৠ
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ྖਔీ৺॑୳
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ
ଓஃস7.7ق45٫୳ك
1,222/1t-CO2
ऩख
2016ফ4াਝଓஃহपணட
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 ୳खथःॊোૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
ছচথঐউॱউॵॺ॥থউঞॵॡ५पৗञप૦ਝऔोॊؚ,($7भ୭
ைูৢقग़॥७থॱكشपৌखथؚग़ॿभ૬৹ਃஓ॑োघॊुभ
ૼٳभਏ
ৈ૨૬৹৷ॳছش
્ٳඉ
ॱॖবदಹपোऔोथःॊुभेॉुৈ૨؞ग़ॿঝॠشऩ૬৹৷
ॳছ୳॑شखथःॊ؛৬ऩઍप়ॎचथؚਈిऩૼ॑৭උघॊ؛
ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2014ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

Ҹӌॱشഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ӄҶӘੵৃषभৈ૨ഐ๋ਃभোपेॊ૬৹भҸӌ৲قഏഒਓك

2014ফ

ংথॢছॹ३গ

ҸӌӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ৈ૨ӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃपेॊӀҲҳӏӣӡҼӢӗҴӝभ૬৹भҸӌӝһӢҴ৲قNTTӐҫ
ӀӜӇҬҴӁӢك
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 ୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
হৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ40%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
৻হ
قম੫ك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈૡ؞
৽৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজথॢ
ટभਾઔ

ॱॖੵ੮ਁ
قIEATك
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभ
ঔॽॱজথॢ ಉ

૬৹ওشढ़
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
7
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
z উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभ&2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथमःङोुदघ؛
z ग़॥७থॱشभਝੑऊैؚਏऔोॊഐేઍऩन॑નੳखؚোਃஓभਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
z जभؚใோ্১ऩन॑અपؚজই॓ঞথ५३ॼজड़धभૻຎ॑ষअऒधद&2ൾল
చ॑ੑघॊदघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z মউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपਊञढथमؚIEATभग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ५ॣ४গشঝधਝଓஃணட५ॣ
४গشঝऋ়ಱघॊऊनअऊऋୖदघ؛
z IEAT৩ভभওথংऋॎढञऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺഅੳपৎ॑ਏखथउॉؚ५ॣ४গشঝ
ऋಌपభखथःॊऒधऊैؚ০ुोऋেघॊऒधऋ୳औोऽघ؛
z IEATपेॊधؚग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰউট७५मਰৣभৢॉदघ؛
z ऒभؚ2ऺनJCMਝଓஃணடৰपऐञ়ਔਛभञीभਫ਼ୈॳকথ५ऋँॉऽघ؛
• ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञ৩ভभഅੳ

৩ভ

2016ফ12াৎਡभ
ਫ਼ୈ૾ய

• ग़॥७থॱشभ੦মऩਝੑலषभ৩ভभഅੳ

അੳ

• ग़॥७থॱش੦মਝੑभਁ৫ؚਝੑੵ؞হभোైਭહؚ৭

োైध

• ైपेॊถਝੑ

ਝੑਫ਼ୈ

ੵহ৫

৫ਚ

• ੵহ৫

…૬৹॑ग़ॿभਃஓध
घॊेअ৹ତखؚJCMহ৲
षभਔઓৠ॑੭ॊॳকথ५

• ग़॥७থॱش৫ਚ

9
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋇
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५
य़شभુহधऩॉ
अॊभऊનੳ

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५य़شप
ਸघॊुभधखथిજदँॊध
નੳੋ(5াك

NTT

୭
GEC

বभਁदँॊIEATऋਝଓஃ५य़ش
भુহधखथిજऊनअऊન
ੳэۀۄ

2

IEATડभग़॥७থॱشউট
४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञਔઓ
ৠ

IEAT৩ভऋग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ
॑അੳघॊ(؛6াؚोॊ૭ચਙ
ँॉэ12াৎਡदਬऌਢऌ৩
ভधभੈ৮ऋਤষর)

ਨృପ

IEAT

া1৫ಈऔोॊIEATभ৩ভपथؚ
ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺऋഅੳ
औोॊेअ१এॺشघॊ૿قਊषभ
ହऩनكэৌૢघॊुఫর

3

IEATડभউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
पऐञඃ੭ೈ઼

IEATऋউট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊ
ા৷पणःथ॑ન৳घॊ(6
া) э12াৎਡदਬऌਢऌ৩ভ
धभੈ৮ऋਤষর

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

উট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊਔઓৠधಡ
चथؚৰपউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपख
थেघॊા৷૿पणःथହखؚ
়ਔ॑੭ॊ

4

ग़॥७থॱشपোऔोॊ
૬৹ਃஓभഐేચৡऩनभ
ਏலનੳ

ग़॥७থॱشपোभ૬৹ਃ
भ੦মऩਏலੲਾ॑੭ॊ(6
া) э੦ຊੲਾ॑োুघॊुؚज
ुजुभੑऋಌधऩॊ૭ચਙ
ऋँॊ؛

NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभभઁऔಉपቝतऎؚ
੦মऩഐేચৡऩनभலનੳ॑ষ
अ

5

ਏலप੦तऎૼਫ਼ୈ
भৰ

IEATડभਏல॑ञखञअ
इदؚCO2ൾলచपৱघॊৈ
૨ऩਃஓ॑৭घॊ(10াऽ
द)эবঋথॲधಲਢपੲਾ
ઐఌ॑ਢऐथःॊ

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

IEATડभਏல॑ुधपؚঋথॲ
पல॑ञघਃஓभ५ঌॵॡ॑નੳ
घॊ

6

ਝোपऊऊॊ৽ੋਙਫ਼
ୈ

ਝোपेॊग़ॿपൣःؚ
ৱઽಉभ੯ऋಅઍ೧द
ँॊऒध॑નੳघॊ(11ع12া)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञৄुॉऩैलपग़
ॿਙચ॑ुधपؚৱઽभ
॑ষअ
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋈
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ


ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

7

CO2చટল্
১ؚঔॽॱজথॢ্
১पঢ়घॊਫ਼ୈ

ਝোपेॊCO2ൾলచभল
॑ষअ(11~12া)

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञग़ॿਙચधใோभഅ
ੳੋाMRV ্১॑ुधपؚCO2ൾল
చभੑ॑ষअ

8

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৹ல
षभ੧ा૭
౯નੳ

No.9दਫ਼ୈ؛োైమदؚJCMଓஃৌ
धऩॊग़ॿਃஓ॑োघॊऒध॑
லपాॉि(6~9া)эIEATधभੈ
৮॑ਤीथःॊऋؚउउुधभੑऋ
ৠभञीপऌऩऌऩख

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभੵহোైपਊञॉ
ંऔोॊਏலभরपؚJCMহ
৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ॑ञघல
॑োोैोॊऊનੳ؞৹ତ

9

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৭ष
भ੧ा૭౯ન
ੳ

No.8दਫ਼ୈై؛ऋถਝੑ॑ਤ
ीॊपJCMଓஃৌधऩॊग़ॿਃ
ஓ॑োघॊऒध॑லपాॉि
(6~9া)

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ైखञহऋถல॑ৠघॊ
ؚJCMহ৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ
॑ञघग़ॿभਃஓ॑োघॊे
अ௮ऌऊऐैोॊऊनअऊનੳ

10

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ੧

No.8ऽञमNO.9दৠखञல॑
ञघਃஓभ੧(11া~2া)

NTT

IEAT

মभঋথॲध৴खथؚCO2చप
ৱघॊਝোपऐञ੧॑ষअ

11

৻হभྴল؞
௮ऌऊऐ

JCMহ৲भؚব॥থ९ش३॔
भ৻হधऩॊম੫॑घ
ॊ(11া~2া)

NTT

ব੫

JCMহৰपऐञ৻ؚহध
ऩॉअॊ੫भྴলखؚ௮ऌऊऐ॑ষ
अ

12

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ
੫भଃਜ૾யभન
ੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

13

ିీ؞৺্ૄभન
ੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊ ؚNTT
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2াऽद)

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

11
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णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤহद୳खथःॊૼ

ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
આফ২पਬऌਢऌؚঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮भ৲৾ੵৃषभ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থ३५ॸোभਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ؛
ૼٳभਏ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸ
્ٳඉ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸमؚਗ਼ৎपেघॊൾ॑ग़ॿঝॠشधखथઽखؚ
ਗ਼ಡஔधघॊऒधदৈःग़ॿঝॠش૨॑ৰਠघॊऒधऋदऌॊਝदँॊ؛রदुफ़५
ॱشঅথ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথमؚਏभऋऩःઈ৷पથਔदँॊऒधऊैؚଞৎ
༎௮भੵৃदभਹ৷पిखथःॊ؛

ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ঽଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभ
ো(ਆੵଲ 7.8MWৈ૨फ़५ग़থ४থ)

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҹӡҿҶӈҸӌӝһӢҴஔभञ
ीभҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभো(ৗளકসग़
থ४ॽ॔জথॢଲ 7MWफ़५ग़থ४থ)
13
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୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
2णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ भ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোহৰ५य़شपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ڶ

ਈপ40%

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

ॱڶॖ১য
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈ
ૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজ
থॢટभਾઔ

EPC॥থॺছॡॱ
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउ
ॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

15ফ¼30,000t-CO2/ফ=450,000t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

5.5Ù 30,000t-CO2/ফ¼ 15ফ=1,222
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊા৷ৌટधग

15
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z হৰपऐञਔઓৠ

¾ ਠؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰभ৬धऩॊڶपथؚग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢভऊैभ
ૼਫ਼ୈ॑ਭऐؚਫ਼ୈऋষॎोथःॊమदघ؛
¾ াৎਡदؚোघॊਝभઍृૠெम৸पम),;खथउैङؚ
ಲਢपਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛

z -&0ਝଓஃহৰ৬भਫ਼ୈ

¾ ௺੫भॱॖ১যदभਝো॑ਫ਼ୈखथःॊऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
ৎभ৬पणःथमؚমડभভऋ৻হधऩॊ্ଉदਫ਼ୈऋਤ॒द
उॉऽघऋؚ৬पणःथमਬऌਢऌਫ਼ୈभऋँॉऽघ؛
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৹ਪभୖಉ
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

JCMহ৲पऐञਔ
ઓभનੳ

মડ॑அीञؚJCMহ৲॑ষ
अधभਔઓ॑નੳघॊ(6া)
э2017/4भଓஃணட॑৯घ

NTT

ڶ

JCM২॑ણ৷खञ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থো॑ৰघॊऊनअऊभৠभञ
ीभ੍ର॑ষअ

2

JCMহ৲पऐञহ
ৰ५य़شभਫ਼ୈ

JCMহৰपਊञॉਈిऩ५
य़ش॑ৠघॊ(7ؚ8া)
эোਝभถનपਫ਼ୈ

NTT

ڶ

৻হુؚহؚਝभઈ
ଵ৶भৰؚঔॽॱজথॢৰ
ಉपणःथؚ৬॑ਫ਼ୈघॊ

3

JCMহ৲पऐञਏ
হඨ؞੯भਫ਼ୈ

JCMহ৲पऐञਏછథृન
ੳহඨभତ৶॑ষअ(8~12া)

NTT

ڶ

JCMਝଓஃহ॑ৰਠघॊभুਢ
ऌपऊऊॊਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

4

ੵৃ৸৬भॢজشথ৲
ਫ਼ୈ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚ
भग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघ
ॊૼোपऐञਫ਼ୈટ॑ল
घ(10~2া)

NTT

ڶ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚभ
ग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघॊૼ
োपऐञਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

5

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়
બ॑ણऊखञਊჾੵ
੮৹ਪभॉ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ृIRPCੵ
੮भभ੫पु॔উট॑ॳش
ষअ(6াਰఋ2াऽद)
эڱাڳؚাपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰ

ਨృପ

IEAT,IRP
C

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়બ॑ણऊखؚઆ
ফ২৹ਪ॑ৰखञঐউॱউॵॺੵ
੮ृIRPCੵ੮भभ੫पु॔
উট॑ॳشষअ؛

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

17
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 ୳खथःॊૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺూବ
આফ২হपथؚ,53&ੵ੮੫भग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼোपऐञ৹ਪ॑ষढञટؚ,53&
ੵ੮मใपৈঞঋঝऩग़ॿૼऋোੋादँढञऒधऊैؚ,53&ੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮
ु৹ਪৌपஅीथણ॑ষःऽखञ؛ऒभअठؚ१ছঈজभੵ੮ऊैऔोञुभपणःथ
-&0হ৲॑ষअधधुपؚథ๚ॣش५भ૯ன৫॑৯खऽघ؛

ૼٳभਏ

७ওথॺੵৃदभൾઽਗ਼३५ॸ

્ٳඉ
ൾઽਗ਼३५ॸमؚ७ওথॺੵৃؚৈັؚ॥شॡ५ັऩनभൾफ़५ऊैઽखਗ਼॑ষअਝ
दँॊ્؛प७ওথॺੵৃदमؚൾਗ਼३५ॸभਝ઼पेॉৃੵؚ৸৬भਗ਼ৡાभ৺٫
॑ऽऊऩअऒधऋ૭ચदँॊ؛

ٳৰౚ

ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

2013ফ11াਭି
ॖথॻॿ३॔
2015ফ3াੵവ

ਏହ
z ७ওথॺ൏ਛউট७५ऊैൾলऔोॊఀ॑ൾઽ
ਗ਼ਝपेढथਗ਼ৡग़ॿঝॠشपૡఌखؚਠઞ৷खथ
ःॊਗ਼ৡভऊैभਗ਼ৡध৻౹घॊNEDOभग़ॿঝॠش
થঔॹঝহ؛
z ৬पमؚॖথॻॿ३॔؞PT७ওথঃॲথपਗ਼
ઍ8.5MWभ७ওথॺൾઽਗ਼ਝ॑ম؞ॖথॻ
ॿ३॔ુद૦ਝ؛
z ਗ਼ਚदभ৲લમभઞ৷॑ैखؚਗ਼ਚऊैभആ
ટफ़५भൾল॑చखञ؛CO2చम43,117t/ফ؛
19
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 হৰ५य़ش
७ওথॺੵৃपउऐॊఀઽਗ਼भহৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपਫ਼ୈख,
ணட॑ষःऽखञ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ50%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ઙૄভNTT
ॹ
ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞
ઈૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

Siam City Power
Company Limited
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

Shanghai CONCH
Kawasaki
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
७ওথॺੵৃदभఀઽਗ਼উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

9ফ¼31,180t-CO2/ফ=280,620t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

৺7Ù 31,180t-CO2/ফ¼ 9ফ=2,634
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपऊऊॎॊા৷ৌટधग
21
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z

ഁीજॉभ+ফ২-&0ਝଓஃணடपૢ൳खञ੧੯दघ؛
¾

z

पઐહभં॑ਭऐؚਠઐહணடুਢऌऋവखੵؚহऋਤষরदघ؛

૯ன৫पऐञਫ਼ୈ
¾

০ਝো॑ষढञੵৃपुؚअ௺ଁؚఀઽਗ਼३५ॸऋਝ઼औ
ोथःऩःউছথॺऋँॊऒधऊैؚभ५य़ش॑৷ःॊਈੂभ૯ன৫
धखथ੧ણ॑ਤीथउॉؚऌऩੈ৮॑ਤीथःॊ૾யदघ؛

¾

শऩ૭ચਙुஅीؚढ़থ४॔ऩनؚবभঢ়৴ভभன৫ुଳपোो
ञਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
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जभୖؚऩन
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

ੵৃभ૯ன৫

9~12া

NTT

SCCC

ੵৃपथؚऽटఀઽਗ਼ਝ
ऋোऔोथःऩःেਓছॖথपৌ
घॊਫ਼ୈ੍ର

2

૯ன৫૭ચऩ७ওথॺ
ੵৃभྴল؞௮ऌऊऐ

9ع2া

NTT

-

বਗभఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औो
थःऩः७ওথॺੵৃभྴলऩैलप
௮ऌऊऐ॑ষअ

3

૯ன৫૭ચऩఀभँ
ॊੵৃभྴল

6ع9া

NTT

-

ఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औोथःऩःؚ
ఀभপऌःੵৃभྴল

4

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

DIWृNESDBधभঢ়બ॑ણऊखञ
ৗखः৹ਪ१ॖॺभྴল(6~2া)

ਨృପ

IEAT

ਨృପभMOUഁभڭणदँॊ
DIWऊैुছচথ॑ঔॹঝधखथؚ
१ছঈজ॑அिୠषभपण
ःथभੈৡൂऋँढञ؛ऽञؚઆফ
ੈৡ়ਔ॑ഁखञNESDBऊैुఀಣ
ଵ৶पঢ়घॊছচথभঔॹঝ॑ॱ
ॖ৸ଅपघॊਏடुਭऐथःॊऒ
धऊैؚऒोैभਿਃঢ়धभঢ়બ॑
ણऊखؚIRPCੵ੮ਰਗभ१ॖॺद
भ৹ਪৰपऐञ१এ॑ॺش੭ॊ؛

5

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

6~2া
э12াपবपथؚওشঝؚਗ਼ਵ
पेॊ৹ਪ॑ৰ

NTT

-

௺ૹृ௺भॹॱش७থॱشঢ়৴
হषभJCMి৷पঢ়घॊ௮ऌऊऐ
॑ষअ

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ
23
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڭ
z 5াध7াपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰखؚਰৣभ੫प௰ਖखؚJCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भ
થ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ௺੫॑রੱपؚரؚ੫ૠெदभ५ॡজॽشথॢ॑ऊऐञؚবਗद
भશ௰ਖ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛
ڶ
ੵ੮

௰ਖ

ੈ৮ઍ

ऩ
॥ওথॺ

০भ
॔ॡ३ঙথ

•
•
•

ڷ
ੵ੮

JCM২भງஂ
ো੫भভदभ७ॼ৫ಈ૭౯भનੳ
ੵ੮ॖথইছৱषभJCM২ણ৷૭ચਙभ
ਫ਼ୈ

• ૌுपશभ
ऋJCMହভ॑
৫ಈखञऒधऋ
ँॊ؛जभभ
ખૢमःऽण
दँढञ؛
• ো੫भ
ভदभJCMງஂ
७ॼ৫ಈ॑ਫ਼
ୈ
• ো੫षभ
શ॔উট॑ॳش
ਤीॊ

ঽષ
ੵৃڹ

ڸ
ੵ੮
•
•

সരଵ࿁
ଲୗੵৃں

JCM২भງஂ
ੵৃਝৱषभJCM২ણ
৷૭ચਙभਫ਼ୈ

• JCM২पঢ়ੱ
ँॉੵ؛੮
धखथुؚো
੫षभ॔উ
টॳشஅीಲਢ
ऩਫ਼ୈ॑ਤी
ञः؛

• ঢ়ੱमँॊऋؚ
টشढ़ঝ੫प
धढथम৻হ
ർखऋপऌ
ऩୖदँॊ؛

• ਊએৱऩ
ख

•

ো੫षभ
શ॔উটش
ॳ॑ਤीॊ

• ো੫भ
ভदभJCMງஂ
७ॼ৫ಈ॑ਫ਼
ୈ
• ো੫षभ
શ॔উট॑ॳش
ਤीॊ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

•
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•

ॱॖदभৱ
मऩख
ணடॱॖথ
ॢऋ়अऊन
अऊऋୖद
ँॊ؛
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڮ
z 12াपॱؚॖবदॹॱش७থॱشহ॑ன৫खथःॊ੫प॥থॱॡॺ॑ॉؚ
JCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भથ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ୳खथःॊग़ॿਝमਰৣभৢॉदघ؛
ৌ
ৌ

॔ॖঝय़কॵআথॢ
ऩनभ૬৹্ૄ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ

ৌਗ
ৌ

ৌਗ

ৌ
ৌਗ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ

ৌ
ৌਗ

भল๕؟http://www.ntt-f.co.jp/csr/sreport/envre2007/special/06.html
25
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யگ
z 12াपॱؚॖবदॹॱش७থॱشহ॑ன৫खथःॊ੫प॥থॱॡॺ॑ॉؚ
JCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भથ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ௺भॹॱش७থॱشमমऊैઉமৱ॑ষअऒधؚऽञਠॹॱش७থॱشम
ਠৎਡदमਝৱੑऋऩःधभ௦ऋँॉؚपणःथमಲਢऩੲਾઐఌ
॑ਢऐथऽःॉऽघ؛
z ਰৣશ੫भজ५ॺ
Internet Thailand Public Company Limited
(INET)

ॱॖभৢਦਁقCATؚكTOTઙૄভঃঈজॵॡ؞ढ़থঃॽ؞شজ
ॸॵॻउेलবੇఐ৾ૼ৫ૂقNSTDAكऋુदਝয়؛

NTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६ॱॖছথॻ
Digital Port Asia Limited

਼ੀ140ುਡਰपன৫घॊNTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६भॹॱش७থॱش
१شঅ५َNexcenterُ؛বੳ/ઈ৷फ़ॖॻছॖথपುखञੱऩ
१شঅ५॑؛
2012ফपਝয়؛భ෫એ৺9,600m2(1,400ছॵॡৼਊ)धॱॖਈপभ
ૠெ؛NTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६ऋઙૄभ74٫॑੭؛

KDDI THAILAND Ltd.

KDDIઙૄভभॱॖਠ১য؛

True Internet data center (True IDC)

2003ফ4াਝয়ॱ؛ॖभਏऩॹ؞ॱش७থॱ؛شॡছक़ॻ१شঅ५؞উ
টংॖॲ؛ش
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڰ
ఀಣਗ਼উছথॺभ૦ਝ

• ॱॖবপুଲளभSIAM STEEL
Internationalमॱؚॖবभ12भभఀಣ
૪৶ৃ॑භোखؚॉକखओा॑ऴऎि
ओा॑৷ःञఀಣਗ਼হ॑ਤीॊੑ
॑થखथःॊ؛
• घदपఀಣ૪ীৃम੭ੋादؚਠؚ
PPAभ੭ணட॑লखथःॊधऒौदँॊ؛
• PPAऋ੭दऌઃਸ਼ؚমતपোউছথॺ
भਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीॊधभऒधؚJCM॑அिଓஃস
॑ણ৷खञःधभ॥ওথॺ॑੭थउॉؚಲਢ
पੲਾઐఌ॑ষढथःॊ؛

27
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ڱ

৹ਪৰभ৸৬५ॣ४গشঝ

মফ২भ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝपणःथؚਰৣभेअप୳खथउॉऽघ؛
ણඨ৯
1. 2णभੵ੮पउऐॊৌਗऩ
n౿|धऩॊਝभຍಞ৲भਤ

2016ফ
5া

6া

7া

ਠੈ৮पेॊ
ਫ਼ୈ

ૼਫ਼ୈ

2. 2णभੵ੮पோघॊੵৃ
ँقॊःमੵৃණكपउऐॊຍಞ
৲भਤ
3. 2णभੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮ृ
ੵৃಉपउऐॊຍಞ৲भਤ
 ٳਠ৹ਪ

9া

10া

৽ੋਙਫ਼ୈ

11া

12া

CO2చ
ટ

1া

2া

3া

ਔઓৠपऐ
ञ੍ର

ਔઓৠपऐञ੍ର
ਝଓஃ
ணட
ٴ

ணட१এॺش

థ๚੧੯भ

ٴ

 ٳবভ৮ق2ங২ك
 ٳਠডشॡ३ঙॵউق2ங২ك

8া

2017ফ

ٴ
ٴ

ٴ
ٴ
ਈી
ਾઔ
ভ

ٴ
य़ॵ
ॡड़
ই

 ٳਾઔછभਛ
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ග
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୭ বੈৡ
౪র

ਛ28ফ২JCM৴হقਨృପ-ছচথ৴হك
ਸ਼ਕਤ⎃ਾઔৱમ
ফা
ઙૄভ177ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
ভ؞୭ਅറ॥থ१ঝॸॕথॢঘॽॵॺ
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ਛফ২-&0৴হقਨృପছচথ৴হك
,1'(;

 হभూବ
 মফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ
 ౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲ਤ
 णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ
 णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫भຍಞ৲ਤ
 ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝ
 ਟফ২पऐञএॸথ३কঝ੧੯
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হभూବ
z 2014ফपਨృପधIEATؚਨృପधIRPCੵ੮भदयोञ2णभಁછ॑ुधपؚছচথ
भੵ੮भग़॥ॖথॲ५ॺজ॔ঝॱक़থ৲षभੈৡঢ়બऋଡണऔोथःॊ؛
z આফ২ৰखञఀಣঐॿ४ওথॺ॑அिग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼभোহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪभટؚ
ग़ॿঝॠشঢ়৴হपणःथহৰਠभ૭ચਙऋৄऽोञ؛
z ऒो॑ਭऐؚমফ২ुग़ॿঝॠشহ॑धखथহৰਠ૭ચਙ॑ৰघॊ؛

3
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؝মফ২୳खथःॊহઍਏ
মফ২ৰभ3णभহभਏपणःथؚਰৣभेअपତ৶खऽखञ؛
୳হ

1.౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲
ਤ

2.2णभੵ੮੫भ
ຍಞ৲भਤ

3.2णभੵ੮ਰਗभ੫
भຍಞ৲ਤ

উট४ख़ॡॺ
ઍ

IEATऋ2017ফप৫ਚ॑ख
थःॊग़॥७থॱقش୭
ைكभ૬৹ਃஓधखथؚৈ
૨ॳছشभো॑ষअञी
भ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮੫पৌखؚग़
ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ؚIRPC
ੵ੮ਰਗभ੫पৌखؚ
ग़ॿृຍಞ৲पৱघॊਃஓभ
ো॑ষअञीभ৹ਪ؞ਫ਼ୈ

োૼ

ৈ૨ॳছش

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথಉ

ఀઽਗ਼३५ॸಉ

ৰ५य़ش
୳खथःॊ
ీ৺্ૄ/হ
ૄ
ଓஃসৄપؚ
ા৷ৌટ

શස
োైقਏનੳك
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ

ྖਔీ৺॑୳
॥४ख़ॿमO&Mुৰ

৹ਪટ॑౷ऽइਫ਼ୈ

ਏ৹ତহඨ

োਃஓभ৭ؚউট४ख़ॡ
ॺৰથ૮भਔઓৠ

ୖ

ਠহभਔઓৠभ५আॻشधJCMਝଓஃணடधৰभ
ਃஓোभॱॖথॢऋঐॵॳघॊऊनअऊ
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উট४ख़ॡॺৰથ૮भਔઓ
ৠ
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ྖਔీ৺॑୳
ਲ਼ॉؚO&Mुৰ
ଓஃস7.7ق45٫୳ك
1,222/1t-CO2
ऩख
2016ফ4াਝଓஃহपணட
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౿धऩॊ૦भຍಞ৲ਤ

5
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 ୳खथःॊোૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
ছচথঐউॱউॵॺ॥থউঞॵॡ५पৗञप૦ਝऔोॊؚ,($7भ୭
ைูৢقग़॥७থॱكشपৌखथؚग़ॿभ૬৹ਃஓ॑োघॊुभ
ૼٳभਏ
ৈ૨૬৹৷ॳছش
્ٳඉ
ॱॖবदಹपোऔोथःॊुभेॉुৈ૨؞ग़ॿঝॠشऩ૬৹৷
ॳছ୳॑شखथःॊ؛৬ऩઍप়ॎचथؚਈిऩૼ॑৭උघॊ؛
ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2014ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

Ҹӌॱشഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ӄҶӘੵৃषभৈ૨ഐ๋ਃभোपेॊ૬৹भҸӌ৲قഏഒਓك

2014ফ

ংথॢছॹ३গ

ҸӌӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃ॑ਹ৷खञੵৃਝഐేقਉഐӀӁӇӕك

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ৈ૨ӄҴӒӢഐ๋ਃपेॊӀҲҳӏӣӡҼӢӗҴӝभ૬৹भҸӌӝһӢҴ৲قNTTӐҫ
ӀӜӇҬҴӁӢك
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 ୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
হৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ40%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
৻হ
قম੫ك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈૡ؞
৽৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজথॢ
ટभਾઔ

ॱॖੵ੮ਁ
قIEATك
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभ
ঔॽॱজথॢ ಉ

૬৹ওشढ़
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
7
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
z উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभ&2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथमःङोुदघ؛
z ग़॥७থॱشभਝੑऊैؚਏऔोॊഐేઍऩन॑નੳखؚোਃஓभਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
z जभؚใோ্১ऩन॑અपؚজই॓ঞথ५३ॼজड़धभૻຎ॑ষअऒधद&2ൾল
చ॑ੑघॊदघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z মউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपਊञढथमؚIEATभग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ५ॣ४গشঝधਝଓஃணட५ॣ
४গشঝऋ়ಱघॊऊनअऊऋୖदघ؛
2016ফ12াৎਡभ
z IEAT৩ভभওথংऋॎढञऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺഅੳपৎ॑ਏखथउॉؚ५ॣ४গشঝ
ऋಌपభखथःॊऒधऊैؚ০ुोऋেघॊऒधऋ୳औोऽघ ؛ਫ਼ୈ૾ய
z IEATपेॊधؚग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰউট७५मਰৣभৢॉदघ؛
z ऒभؚ2ऺनJCMਝଓஃணடৰपऐञ়ਔਛभञीभਫ਼ୈॳকথ५ऋँॉऽघ؛

৩ভ
അੳ
োైध

• ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञ৩ভभഅੳ
• ग़॥७থॱشभ੦মऩਝੑலषभ৩ভभഅੳ

• ग़॥७থॱش੦মਝੑभਁ৫ؚਝੑੵ؞হभোైਭહؚ৭
• ైपेॊถਝੑ

ਝੑਫ਼ୈ

ੵহ৫

৫ਚ

• ੵহ৫

…૬৹॑ग़ॿभਃஓध
घॊेअ৹ତखؚJCMহ৲
षभਔઓৠ॑੭ॊॳকথ५

• ग़॥७থॱش৫ਚ

9
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,($7धभ৹ତટ
z ऒोऽदؚग़॥७থॱش৫ਚपऐञ
ॉपऐथؚਨృପभग़॥ॱक़
থ७থॱشभງஂ॑ষढञॉؚ,($7
दभੈ৮पਨృପ৩ऋਸघॊऩ
नؚ१এ॑ॺشষढथऽःॉऽखञ؛
z ফাभਠदभੈ৮पथؚग़॥
७থॱشੑमપमกপदँॊप
ुऊऊॎैङؚয়ऋছচথधংথ
॥ॡऊैुोथउॉؚઇਝधख
थిਊऊनअऊؚಉधःढञ৮भর
दৄଛॉपऩढञधभੲਾऋँॉऽख
ञ؛

Hemaraj
50 factories
Asia
12 factories

Map Ta Phut
67 factories

z ্दؚ,($7मಲਢपग़॥؞ॖথॲ
५ॺজ॔ঝॱक़থৰਠपऐञঢ়ੱ॑
ఞचथउॉؚঐউॱউॵॺ॥থউঞॵ
ॡ५भুधखथ(9ং५॑ઞ৷
खञःधःअਔृؚढ़থ४॔धभ
ব॑થघॊ6$.$(2पৗखऎੵ
੮॑૦ਝघॊऋؚऒठै॑ຍಞ৲
खञःधःअষ॑નੳखथउॉऽघ؛
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RIL
6 factories

Padaeng
4 factories

150

Map Ta Phut
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋇
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५
य़شभુহधऩॉ
अॊभऊનੳ

IEATऋJCMਝଓஃ५य़شप
ਸघॊुभधखथిજदँॊध
નੳੋ(5াك

NTT

୭
GEC

বभਁदँॊIEATऋਝଓஃ५य़ش
भુহधखथిજऊनअऊન
ੳэۀۄ

2

IEATડभग़॥७থॱشউট
४ख़ॡॺৰपऐञਔઓ
ৠ

IEAT৩ভऋग़॥७থॱش૦ਝ
॑അੳघॊ؛
эഅੳऋఋॉङؚੑরૃ

ਨృପ

IEAT

া1৫ಈऔोॊIEATभ৩ভपथؚ
ग़॥७থॱش૦ਝউট४ख़ॡॺऋഅੳ
औोॊेअ१এॺشघॊ૿قਊषभ
ହऩनكэৌૢघॊुఫর

3

IEATડभউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
पऐञඃ੭ೈ઼

IEATऋউট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊ
ા৷पणःथ॑ન৳घॊ(6
া) эमન৳दऌऩऊढञ

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

উট४ख़ॡॺৰपબॊਔઓৠधಡ
चथؚৰपউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠपख
थেघॊા৷૿पणःथହखؚ
়ਔ॑੭ॊ

4

ग़॥७থॱشपোऔोॊ
૬৹ਃஓभഐేચৡऩनभ
ਏலનੳ

ग़॥७থॱشपোभ૬৹ਃ
भ੦মऩਏலੲਾ॑੭ॊ(6
া) эੑরૃभञीੲਾ੭ैो
ङ

NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभभઁऔಉपቝतऎؚ
੦মऩഐేચৡऩनभலનੳ॑ষ
अ

5

ਏலप੦तऎૼਫ਼ୈ
भৰ

IEATડभਏல॑ञखञअ
इदؚCO2ൾলచपৱघॊৈ
૨ऩਃஓ॑৭घॊ(10াऽद)
эੑরૃ

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

IEATડभਏல॑ुधपؚঋথॲ
पல॑ञघਃஓभ५ঌॵॡ॑નੳ
घॊ

6

ਝোपऊऊॊ৽ੋਙਫ਼
ୈ

ਝোपेॊग़ॿपൣःؚ
ৱઽಉभ੯ऋಅઍ೧द
ँॊऒध॑નੳघॊ(11ع12া)
эੑরૃ

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञৄुॉऩैलपग़
ॿਙચ॑ुधपؚৱઽभ
॑ষअ

11
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৹ਪभୖಉ⋈
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ


ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

7

CO2చટল্
১ؚঔॽॱজথॢ্
১पঢ়घॊਫ਼ୈ

ਝোपेॊCO2ൾলచभল
॑ষअ(11~12া) эੑরૃ

NTT

বঋথ
ॲಉ

ঋথॲऊै੭ञग़ॿਙચधใோभഅ
ੳੋाMRV ্১॑ुधपؚCO2ൾল
చभੑ॑ষअ

8

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৹ல
षभ੧ा૭
౯નੳ

No.9दਫ਼ୈ؛োైమदؚJCMଓஃৌ
धऩॊग़ॿਃஓ॑োघॊऒध॑
லपాॉि(6~9া) эੑরૃ

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ग़॥७থॱشभੵহোైपਊञॉ
ંऔोॊਏலभরपؚJCMহ
৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ॑ञघல
॑োोैोॊऊનੳ؞৹ତ

9

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ৭ष
भ੧ा૭౯ન
ੳ

No.8दਫ਼ୈై؛ऋถਝੑ॑ਤ
ीॊपJCMଓஃৌधऩॊग़ॿਃ
ஓ॑োघॊऒध॑லपాॉि
(6~9া) эੑরૃ

ਨృପ
NTT

IEAT

ైखञহऋถல॑ৠघॊ
ؚJCMহ৲पीैोॊ५ঌॵॡ
॑ञघग़ॿभਃஓ॑োघॊे
अ௮ऌऊऐैोॊऊनअऊનੳ

10

ग़॥७থॱشपো
औोॊਃஓभ੧

No.8ऽञमNO.9दৠखञல॑
ञघਃஓभ੧(11া~2া) эੑরૃ

NTT

IEAT

মभঋথॲध৴खथؚCO2చप
ৱघॊਝোपऐञ੧॑ষअ

11

৻হभྴল؞
௮ऌऊऐ

JCMহ৲भؚব॥থ९ش३॔
भ৻হधऩॊম੫॑घ
ॊ(11া~2া) эੑরૃ

NTT

ব੫

JCMহৰपऐञ৻ؚহध
ऩॉअॊ੫भྴলखؚ௮ऌऊऐ॑ষ
अ

12

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ
੫भଃਜ૾யभન
ੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2াऽद) эੑ
রૃ

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

13

ିీ؞৺্ૄभન
ੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊ ؚNTT
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2াऽद) эੑ
রૃ

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ
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णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤহद୳खथःॊૼ

ٳউট४ख़ॡॺਏ
આফ২पਬऌਢऌؚঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮भ৲৾ੵৃषभ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থ३५ॸোभਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ؛
ૼٳभਏ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸ
્ٳඉ
॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ३५ॸमؚਗ਼ৎपেघॊൾ॑ग़ॿঝॠشधखथઽखؚ
ਗ਼ಡஔधघॊऒधदৈःग़ॿঝॠش૨॑ৰਠघॊऒधऋदऌॊਝदँॊ؛রदुफ़५
ॱشঅথ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথमؚਏभऋऩःઈ৷पથਔदँॊऒधऊैؚଞৎ
༎௮भੵৃदभਹ৷पిखथःॊ؛

ٳৰౚ -&0ਝଓஃহधखथ
ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

ਏହ

2015ফ

ॖথॻॿ३॔

ঽଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभ
ো(ਆੵଲ 7.8MWৈ૨फ़५ग़থ४থ)

2015ফ

ॱॖ

ଲୗੵৃपउऐॊҹӡҿҶӈҸӌӝһӢҴஔभञ
ीभҺӢӁҾҴӀӢҮӌӞҴӀҲӡӀӁӇӕभো(ৗளકসग़
থ४ॽ॔জথॢଲ 7MWफ़५ग़থ४থ)
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୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
2णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ भ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোহৰ५य़شपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ব॥থ९ش३॔
A

ਈপ40%

ڶभॱॖ১য

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈ
ૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজ
থॢટभਾઔ

EPCহ
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
15
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୳खथःॊ-&0হৰ५य़ش ੧ك
2णभੵ੮੫भຍಞ৲भਤ भ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোহৰ५य़شपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपଓ॑ਫ਼ୈखथउॉऽघ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ40%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ۍभম১য

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

ड़থ१ॖॺஔ॑
ষअॱॖ১যۍ
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞ઈ
ૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك
¾ GHGൾলచঔॽॱজ
থॢટभਾઔ

EPCহ
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपणःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउ
ॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

15ফ¼30,000t-CO2/ফ=450,000t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

5.5Ù 30,000t-CO2/ফ¼ 15ফ=1,222
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊા৷ৌટधग

17
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z হৰपऐञਔઓৠ

¾ ਠؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰभ৬धऩॊڶपथؚग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢভऊैभ
ૼਫ਼ୈ॑ਭऐؚਫ਼ୈऋষॎोथःॊమदघ؛
¾ াৎਡदؚোघॊਝभઍृૠெम৸पम),;खथउैङؚ
ಲਢपਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛

z -&0ਝଓஃহৰ৬भਫ਼ୈ

¾ ௺੫भॱॖ১যदभਝো॑ਫ਼ୈखथःॊऒधऊैؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰ
ৎभ৬पणःथमؚমડभভऋ৻হधऩॊ্ଉदਫ਼ୈऋਤ॒द
उॉऽघऋؚ৬पणःथमਬऌਢऌਫ਼ୈभऋँॉऽघ؛
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৹ਪभୖಉ
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

JCMহ৲पऐञਔ
ઓभનੳ

মડ॑அीञؚJCMহ৲॑ষ
अधभਔઓ॑નੳघॊ(6া)
эੵৃఁੑ॑ৄઉखর

NTT

ڶ

JCM২॑ણ৷खञ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙ
থো॑ৰघॊऊनअऊभৠभञ
ीभ੍ର॑ষअ

2

JCMহ৲पऐञহ
ৰ५य़شभਫ਼ୈ

JCMহৰपਊञॉਈిऩ५
य़ش॑ৠघॊ(7ؚ8া)
эোਝभถનपਫ਼ୈ

NTT

ڶ

৻হુؚহؚਝभઈ
ଵ৶भৰؚঔॽॱজথॢৰ
ಉपणःथؚ৬॑ਫ਼ୈघॊ

3

JCMহ৲पऐञਏ
হඨ؞੯भਫ਼ୈ

JCMহ৲पऐञਏછథृન
ੳহඨभତ৶॑ষअ(8~12া)
эੵৃఁੑ॑ৄઉखর

NTT

ڶ

JCMਝଓஃহ॑ৰਠघॊभুਢ
ऌपऊऊॊਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

4

ੵৃ৸৬भॢজشথ৲
ਫ਼ୈ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚ
भग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघ
ॊૼোपऐञਫ਼ୈટ॑ল
घ(10~2া) эੵৃఁੑ॑ৄઉ
खর

NTT

ڶ

॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗदৃੵؚभ
ग़ॿऽञमຍಞ৲पৱघॊૼ
োपऐञਫ਼ୈ॑ষअ

5

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়
બ॑ણऊखञਊჾੵ
੮৹ਪभॉ

ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮ृIRPCੵ
੮भभ੫पु॔উট॑ॳش
ষअ(6াਰఋ2াऽद)
эڱাڳؚাपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰ

ਨృପ

IEAT,IRP
C

MOU॑ঋش५पखञঢ়બ॑ણऊखؚઆ
ফ২৹ਪ॑ৰखञঐউॱউॵॺੵ
੮ृIRPCੵ੮भभ੫पु॔
উট॑ॳشষअ؛

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद)

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ

19
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 ୳खथःॊૼ
ٳউট४ख़ॡॺూବ
આফ২হपथؚ,53&ੵ੮੫भग़ॿ؞ຍಞૼোपऐञ৹ਪ॑ষढञટؚ,53&
ੵ੮मใपৈঞঋঝऩग़ॿૼऋোੋादँढञऒधऊैؚ,53&ੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮
ु৹ਪৌपஅीथણ॑ষःऽखञ؛ऒभअठؚ१ছঈজभੵ੮ऊैऔोञुभपणःथ
-&0হ৲॑ষअधधुपؚథ๚ॣش५भ૯ன৫॑৯खऽघ؛

ૼٳभਏ

७ওথॺੵৃदभൾઽਗ਼३५ॸ

્ٳඉ
ൾઽਗ਼३५ॸमؚ७ওথॺੵৃؚৈັؚ॥شॡ५ັऩनभൾफ़५ऊैઽखਗ਼॑ষअਝ
दँॊ્؛प७ওথॺੵৃदमؚൾਗ਼३५ॸभਝ઼पेॉৃੵؚ৸৬भਗ਼ৡાभ৺٫
॑ऽऊऩअऒधऋ૭ચदँॊ؛

ٳৰౚ

ವোফা

ವোৃਚ

2013ফ11াਭି
ॖথॻॿ३॔
2015ফ3াੵവ

ਏହ
z ७ওথॺ൏ਛউট७५ऊैൾলऔोॊఀ॑ൾઽ
ਗ਼ਝपेढथਗ਼ৡग़ॿঝॠشपૡఌखؚਠઞ৷खथ
ःॊਗ਼ৡভऊैभਗ਼ৡध৻౹घॊNEDOभग़ॿঝॠش
થঔॹঝহ؛
z ৬पमؚॖথॻॿ३॔؞PT७ওথঃॲথपਗ਼
ઍ8.5MWभ७ওথॺൾઽਗ਼ਝ॑ম؞ॖথॻ
ॿ३॔ુद૦ਝ؛
z ਗ਼ਚदभ৲લમभઞ৷॑ैखؚਗ਼ਚऊैभആ
ટफ़५भൾল॑చखञ؛CO2చम43,117t/ফ؛
21
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 হৰ५य़ش
७ওথॺੵৃपउऐॊఀઽਗ਼भহৰ५य़شपणःथؚਰৣभेअपਫ਼ୈख,
ணட॑ষःऽखञ؛
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
قGECك

ଓஃস

ਈপ50%

ব॥থ९ش३॔
ઙૄভNTT
ॹ
ॹ৽ॱشଢ଼ਚ
¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞
ઈૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

Siam City Power
Company Limited
¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ GHGൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

Shanghai CONCH
Kawasaki
¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
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ൾলచलଓஃসभৄाપؚા৷ৌટ
७ওথॺੵৃदभఀઽਗ਼উট४ख़ॡॺৰৎभCO2ൾলచधા৷ৌટपण
ःथؚਰৣभेअपखथउॉऽघ؛

ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచ
ൾলచ(t-CO2)ٙ
ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯ(ফك

9ফ¼31,180t-CO2/ফ=280,620t-CO2
ٳग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
CO2చ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2)ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2भফൾলచ(tCO2/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

৺7Ù 31,180t-CO2/ফ¼ 9ফ=2,634
ٳGHGൾলచपঢ়ॎॊଓஃসપभા৷ৌટ
GHGచ॥५ॺ(/t-CO2ఌ) ٙ
ଓஃসقكÙقGHGभফൾলచ(tCO2ఌ/ফິ¼ك৷ফਯقফكك

ग़ॿঝॠشକ౺CO2ൾলచपऊऊॎॊા৷ৌટधग
23
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जभਏ৹ତহඨ
z

ഁीજॉभ+ফ২-&0ਝଓஃணடपૢ൳खञ੧੯दँॊ؛
¾

z

पઐહभં॑ਭऐؚਠઐહணடুਢऌऋവखੵؚহऋਤষর؛

૯ன৫पऐञਫ਼ୈ
¾

০ਝো॑ষढञੵৃपुؚअ௺ଁఀઽਗ਼३५ॸऋਝ઼औो
थःऩःউছথॺऋँॊऒधऊैؚभ५य़ش॑৷ःॊਈੂभ૯ன৫ध
खथ੧ણ॑ਤीऽखञ؛ফাभਝଓஃपૢ൳घॊदघ؛

¾

ॢঝشউভपणःथुؚশऩ૭ચਙुஅीؚढ़থ४॔ऩनؚবभঢ়
৴ভभன৫ुଳपোोञਫ਼ୈ॑ষःऽघ؛
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जभୖؚऩन
No.

৹ਪदੰৠखञःୖ

ඃ੭৯ఏقःणऽदपك

૿ਊ

ৼু্

৹ਪभઍ

1

ੵৃभ૯ன৫

9~12া
эਫ਼ୈभટ2017ফ4াਝଓஃૢ
൳

NTT

SCCC

ੵৃपथؚऽटఀઽਗ਼ਝ
ऋোऔोथःऩःেਓছॖথपৌ
घॊਫ਼ୈ੍ର

2

૯ன৫૭ચऩ७ওথॺ
ੵৃभྴল؞௮ऌऊऐ

9ع2া
эढ़থ४॔ੵৃभ૭ચਙ॑

NTT

-

বਗभఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औो
थःऩः७ওথॺੵৃभྴলऩैलप
௮ऌऊऐ॑ষअ

3

૯ன৫૭ચऩఀभँ
ॊੵৃभྴল

6ع9া
эଲளਚभਗ਼ਞັपणःथ॔জ
থॢ

NTT

-

ఀઽউছথॺभਝ઼औोथःऩःؚ
ఀभপऌःੵৃभྴল

4

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

DIWृNESDBधभঢ়બ॑ણऊखञ
ৗखः৹ਪ१ॖॺभྴল(6~2া)
эੵ੮੫पૺશ௰ਖ॑ৰ
؛ऽञؚਬऌ়ःुँॉবद
੧ણ॑ৰ

ਨృପ

IEAT

ਨృପभMOUഁभڭणदँॊ
DIWऊैुছচথ॑ঔॹঝधखथؚ
१ছঈজ॑அिୠषभपण
ःथभੈৡൂऋँढञ؛ऽञؚઆফ
ੈৡ়ਔ॑ഁखञNESDBऊैुఀಣ
ଵ৶पঢ়घॊছচথभঔॹঝ॑ॱ
ॖ৸ଅपघॊਏடुਭऐथःॊऒ
धऊैؚऒोैभਿਃঢ়धभঢ়બ॑
ણऊखؚIRPCੵ੮ਰਗभ१ॖॺद
भ৹ਪৰपऐञ१এ॑ॺش੭ॊ؛

5

ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ

6~2া
э12াपবपथؚওشঝؚਗ਼ਵ
पेॊ৹ਪ॑ৰ

NTT

-

௺ૹृ௺भॹॱش७থॱشঢ়৴
হषभJCMి৷पঢ়घॊ௮ऌऊऐ
॑ষअ

6

ৱস৹্১भનੳؚ
JCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾யभનੳ

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১
भનੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬ध
ऩॊ੫भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ(2
াऽद)эશपਫ਼ୈর

NTT

ਠ੫

JCMহ৲पऐञৱস৹্১भન
ੳधधुपؚJCMহ৬धऩॊ੫
भଃਜ૾ய॑નੳघॊ

7

ିీ؞৺্ૄभનੳ

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋ
ਏऊྖؚਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ(2া
ऽद) эશपਫ਼ୈর

NTT

ਠ੫

ਝোभీ৺पਊञॉোైऋਏऊؚ
ྖਔీ৺ऋ૭ચऊનੳ
25
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڭ
z 5াध7াपਠ৹ਪ॑ৰखؚਰৣभ੫प௰ਖखؚJCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भ
થ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ௺੫॑রੱपؚரؚ੫ૠெदभ५ॡজॽشথॢ॑ऊऐञؚবਗद
भશ௰ਖ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛
ڶ
ੵ੮

௰ਖ

ੈ৮ઍ

ऩ
॥ওথॺ

০भ
॔ॡ३ঙথ

•
•
•

ڷ
ੵ੮

JCM২भງஂ
ো੫भভदभ७ॼ৫ಈ૭౯भનੳ
ੵ੮ॖথইছৱषभJCM২ણ৷૭ચਙभ
ਫ਼ୈ

• ૌுपશभ
ऋJCMହভ॑
৫ಈखञऒधऋ
ँॊ؛जभभ
ખૢमःऽण
दँढञ؛
• ো੫भ
ভदभJCMງஂ
७ॼ৫ಈ॑ਫ਼
ୈ
• ো੫षभ
શ॔উট॑ॳش
ਤीॊ

ঽષ
ੵৃڹ

ڸ
ੵ੮
•
•

সരଵ࿁
ଲୗੵৃں

JCM২भງஂ
ੵৃਝৱषभJCM২ણ
৷૭ચਙभਫ਼ୈ

• JCM২पঢ়ੱ
ँॉੵ؛੮
धखथुؚো
੫षभ॔উ
টॳشஅीಲਢ
ऩਫ਼ୈ॑ਤी
ञः؛

• ঢ়ੱमँॊऋؚ
টشढ़ঝ੫प
धढथम৻হ
ർखऋপऌ
ऩୖदँॊ؛

• ਊએৱऩ
ख

•

ো੫षभ
શ॔উটش
ॳ॑ਤीॊ

• ো੫भ
ভदभJCMງஂ
७ॼ৫ಈ॑ਫ਼
ୈ
• ো੫षभ
શ॔উট॑ॳش
ਤीॊ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

• ಲਢऩੲਾઐ
ఌ॑ৰ

•
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•

ॱॖदभৱ
मऩख
ணடॱॖথ
ॢऋ়अऊन
अऊऋୖद
ँॊ؛
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڮ
z 12াपॱؚॖবदॹॱش७থॱشহ॑ன৫खथःॊ੫प॥থॱॡॺ॑ॉؚ
JCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भથ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ୳खथःॊग़ॿਝमਰৣभৢॉदघ؛
ৌ
ৌ

॔ॖঝय़কॵআথॢ
ऩनभ૬৹্ૄ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ

ৌਗ
ৌ

ৌਗ

ৌ
ৌਗ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ
ৌਗ

ৌਗ

ৌ
ৌਗ

भল๕؟http://www.ntt-f.co.jp/csr/sreport/envre2007/special/06.html
27
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யگ
z 12াपॱؚॖবदॹॱش७থॱشহ॑ன৫खथःॊ੫प॥থॱॡॺ॑ॉؚ
JCM২भງஂधৱ੧੯भથ૮पঢ়घॊ॔জথॢ৹ਪ॑ৰखऽखञ؛
z ௺भॹॱش७থॱشमমऊैઉமৱ॑ষअऒधؚऽञਠॹॱش७থॱشम
ਠৎਡदमਝৱੑऋऩःधभ௦ऋँॉؚपणःथमಲਢऩੲਾઐఌ
॑ਢऐथऽःॉऽघ؛
z ਰৣશ੫भজ५ॺ
Internet Thailand Public Company Limited
(INET)

ॱॖभৢਦਁقCATؚكTOTઙૄভঃঈজॵॡ؞ढ़থঃॽ؞شজ
ॸॵॻउेलবੇఐ৾ૼ৫ૂقNSTDAكऋુदਝয়؛

NTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६ॱॖছথॻ
Digital Port Asia Limited

਼ੀ140ುਡਰपன৫घॊNTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६भॹॱش७থॱش
१شঅ५َNexcenterُ؛বੳ/ઈ৷फ़ॖॻছॖথपುखञੱऩ
१شঅ५॑؛
2012ফपਝয়؛భ෫એ৺9,600m2(1,400ছॵॡৼਊ)धॱॖਈপभ
ૠெ؛NTT॥গॽॣش३ঙথ६ऋઙૄभ74٫॑੭؛

KDDI THAILAND Ltd.

KDDIઙૄভभॱॖਠ১য؛

True Internet data center (True IDC)

2003ফ4াਝয়ॱ؛ॖभਏऩॹ؞ॱش७থॱ؛شॡছक़ॻ१شঅ५؞উ
টংॖॲ؛ش
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڰ
ఀಣਗ਼উছথॺभ૦ਝ

• ॱॖবপুଲள॑॑िBमॱؚॖ
বभ12भभఀಣ૪৶ৃ॑භোखؚॉ
କखओा॑ऴऎिओा॑৷ःञఀಣ
ਗ਼হ॑ਤीॊੑ॑થखथःॊ؛
• घदपఀಣ૪ীৃम੭ੋादؚਠؚ
PPAभ੭ணட॑লखथःॊधऒौदँॊ؛
• PPAऋ੭दऌઃਸ਼ؚমતपোউছথॺ
भਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीॊधभऒधؚJCM॑அिଓஃস
॑ણ৷खञःधभ॥ওথॺ॑੭थउॉؚಲਢ
पੲਾઐఌ॑ষढथःॊ؛

29
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڱ
ੵৃਃஓभग़ॿ৲૭ચਙ
z

मॱॖবदপऌऎणभহ॑ষढथःॊ؛ऱधणमডॖখঁॿش५ृੑષಉঽऐષभଲ
ୗधुؚअऱधणमਗ਼भଲୗदँॊ؛

z

ॳকॳগشথ१ड़ؚ१ॵॺউছढ़شথऩनংথ॥ॡๆृؚਨभআ१ॾটشॡ॑রੱपॱؚॖবप
ᆽਚभੵৃ॑થखथउॉؚभੵৃम૦ണऊैعফங২ऋ৽ૌखथःॊॻشঁ؛એ৸ಹभഠᄺ৲ऋਤ
॒दउॉؚওথॸॼথ५खथઞअभऊؚৗखःੵৃ॑ॊऊधःअ৮ऋदણपষॎोथःॊ؛

z

૩भ୶पेॉॳؚছشऩनभਃஓभଅभྂ୫ऋਤ॒दःॊुँॉؚਝऊऊॊৱपऐञਔඟऋਘ
ऎؚ০২ৃੵؚ॑નੳखञदؚ-&0भଓஃपଭॊेअऩຍಞਃஓ॑੧घॊऒधद়ਔखथः
ॊ؛

আ१ॾটشॡੵৃ
ق1962ك

ॳকॳগشথ१ड़ੵৃ
ق1988ك
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१ॵॺউছढ़থੵৃ
ق1967ك

१ॵॺউছढ़থੵৃ
ق1962ك
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 ৗखःॳকॿঝभ৫ิ ਤ⎃૾யڱ
ఀಣ൏ేັभఀ॑ણ৷खञลઽૄഐ๋ਃभো

z ॔ঘॱখपँॊট४কॼੵ੮पোघॊ௺भਓఀಣ૪৶ऋؚॡছॖ॔থॺ੫
ऊै൏ే૪৶भॽش६॑ਘऎંऔोञऒध॑ਭऐؚఀಣ൏ేັ॑োघॊੑ॑ढथःॊ؛
z ൏ేັোपਊञॉँؚॎचथൾ॑ણ৷खञลઽૄഐ๋ਃ॑োखञःधभਏ॑അढथउॉؚ
ลઽૄഐ๋ਃোपऊऊॊৱपणःथؚ-&0ਝଓஃ২ऋણ৷दऌऩःऊधःअਖः়ॎच
॑ਭऐथउॉؚ০ফাभਁ൳पૢ൳घॊऒध॑ਫ਼ୈরदँॊ؛

31
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 ৹ਪৰभ৸৬५ॣ४গشঝ
মফ২भ৹ਪৰ५ॣ४গشঝपणःथؚਰৣभेअप୳खथउॉऽघ؛
ણඨ৯
1. 2णभੵ੮पउऐॊৌਗऩ
n౿|धऩॊਝभຍಞ৲भਤ

2016ফ
5া

6া

7া

ਠੈ৮पेॊ
ਫ਼ୈ

ૼਫ਼ୈ

2. 2णभੵ੮पோघॊੵৃ
ँقॊःमੵৃණكपउऐॊຍಞ
৲भਤ
3. 2णभੵ੮ਰਗभੵ੮ृ
ੵৃಉपउऐॊຍಞ৲भਤ
 ٳਠ৹ਪ

9া

10া

৽ੋਙਫ਼ୈ

11া

12া

CO2చ
ટ

1া

2া

3া

ਔઓৠपऐ
ञ੍ର

ਔઓৠपऐञ੍ର
ਝଓஃ
ணட
ٴ

ணட१এॺش

థ๚੧੯भ

ٴ

 ٳবভ৮ق2ங২ك
 ٳਠডشॡ३ঙॵউق2ங২ك

8া

2017ফ

ٴ
ٴ

ٴ
ٴ
ਈી
ਾઔ
ভ

ٴ
य़ॵ
ॡड़
ই

 ٳਾઔછभਛ
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ග
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7.ਟফ২ਰఋএॸথ३কঝभँॊؚਨୠधभ৴
ਨృପमৗञपॱؚॖਨपँॊॳख़থঐॖधभ৴पऐञણ॑ਤीथउॉऽघ؛
ॳख़থঐॖਏ

(੦ຊੲ

ਾ)
ଅએ

⋷

যઠ ফ



েਓ

7+%P

যਊञॉ*33

7+%؝

*33ਓશ

ઃਓ 
ઃਓ 
ઃਓ 

௴ਯ 
ফ

(ఀಣঢ়৴ੲਾ)
ҼӢӝҴ
Ӑӣ



ય

2000-ਨృପॖॽ३॔ॸॕঈ
ॿॵॺডشॡ(ESCAP)
2009-ੈৡ(ॳख़থঐॖ)
؞ଢ଼ఊেਭো(2009ফ)
؞௧ੇୣാ(2011ফ)
2016 ਨృପ؞੫ऋఀಣ
ిਫ૪৶੍ର
2017 ଳਭো(ॳख़থঐॖ)

6DQVDDL 'LVULFW
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ຍಞ়ଁ؞ఀಣଵ৶ৰਠभञीभෆฐ੍ର
z
z
z
z

3Rs ਤ੍ର
ఀಣଵ৶ਈి৲੍ର
ৈ૨ఀಣ൏ేਗ਼ਝো(ॺش)
ৈ૨ਞਙᇪਝোਫ਼ୈ(ই॓থऩन)
न)

WG

ੑ
WG
বੇঞঋঝ(ಕఀಣଵ৶؞ঐ५ॱشউছথ) –
z ਂిજऩඇয়૪ীৃඇਝ०भిਫ૪৶؞૪ী
z ॳख़থঐॖदਨયभఀಣిਫଵ৶ঔॹঝનয়
(2017ফ2াূ॔४॔ঁ؞ॖঞঋঝ؞१ॵॺदुॱॖবదഋऋ)
- ঞঋঝ (ॳख़থঐॖਅറ৫ੑ) z (੶ঐ५ॱشউছথ॑౷ऽइ)ఀಣभग़ॿঝॠشਹ৷धग़ॿঝॠش
ਹ৷भञीभૼো੍॑ର(ਸ਼4ฆ)

2017ফ1া৴
JCMଢ଼ఊਭো(
ঢ়બ7ऋਸ)

2017 ୭ੈഁ

ఀಣে



z ਨృପॖॽ३॔ॸॕঈॺॵॿ؞ডشॡ
z ਨృପঔॹঝ(ఀಣଵ৶)
z ୭ଳ؞ଢ଼ఊਭো

JCMਝଓஃহ
৲
ৌউট४ख़ॡॺ

উট४ख़ॡॺभৰ॑ৢगथGHGచ॑ৰਠ
(JCMহ৲ৌউট४ख़ॡॺ))
ඇয়०ਟ
૭०

ใਝඇয়૪ী
ৃ
(ॺش)

ৈ૨৲पेॉ
বੇଛਗ਼ි 5-10%भમਹ৷
చ
षभਲ਼ਗ਼

ৈ૨WtEউছথॺ
(ৗளકসग़থ४ॽ॔জথॢ)

20,000tCO2ங২भ
ആટफ़५॑చ
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োૼ

ൾઽਗ਼३५ॸ
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ঞش३ঙথಉ

୳खथःॊਠ
੫
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ुੵৃम१ছঈজك

൰قআ१ॾটشॡؚكஏ৫॔ق
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भ੫॑୳

୳खथःॊీ৺
্ૄ/হૄ

োైقਏનੳك
ਲ਼ॉ

ྖਔీ৺॑୳
॥४ख़ॿमO&Mुৰ

ଓஃসৄપؚ
ા৷ৌટ

৹ਪટ॑౷ऽइਫ਼ୈ

ਏ৹ତহඨ

োਃஓभ৭ؚউট४ख़ॡॺৰથ૮भ
ਔઓৠ

ୖ
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f̲presentation material for workshop in Oct

Example of the case to establish a project through cityto-city collaboration
October 20 th, 2016
NTT Data Institute of Management Consulting, Inc.,
Socio & Eco Strategic Consulting Unit
Partner, Motoshi Muraoka
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1. Introduction of our activity

3
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1. Introduction of our company
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２. Experience of JCM related Projects(1/2)
Industrial Sector
Purpose

Phase

Installation of Co-generation System into the Factory and
Industrial Estate (Indonesia, Vietnam)

Outline of Activity

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Installation of Economizer for the Existing Boiler in Factory
(Malaysia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Installation of Exhaust Heat Recovery & Electricity Generation
Reduce CO2 Emission
System into the Existing Cement Factory (Vietnam and Thailand) & Energy Cost

Study,
Implementation

Replacement or Installation of Saving Energy Type of Electrical
Furnace into Casting Companies (Vietnam)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation

Installation of Electricity Generation System using Rice Husk
(Indonesia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Installation of Solar Electricity Generation System on the Roof of
the Existing Cold Storage Warehouse (Malaysia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Replacement of Existing Lighting System into LED Lighting
System (Indonesia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation

Changing Fuel Type from Oil to Natural Gas in a Factory
(Malaysia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Installation of Mini-hydro Electricity Generation System in
Isolated Area (Kenya and Ethiopia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation

Installation of Mega Solar Electricity Generation System (Costa
Rica)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Security Increase

Implementation

Installation of Landfill Gas Recovery & Electricity Generation
System (Mexico)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation
5
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２. Experience of JCM related Projects(2/2)
Commercial Sector
Outline of Activity

Purpose

Phase

Replacement or Installation of Saving Energy Type of Chiller or
Air-conditioning System into Hotel, Commercial Building and
Shopping Mall (Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Costa Rica)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation

Installation of Mini Co-generation System into Hotel (Indonesia)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Replacement of Refrigerated Show Case into Saving Energy
Type (Vietnam)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

Replacement of Air-conditioning System, Lighting System and
Refrigerated Show Case of Convenience Store into Saving
Energy Type (Vietnam, Thailand)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation

Installation of Solar Electricity Generation System on the Roof of
the New Building (Malaysia, Thailand), Hospital (Cambodia) and
Shopping Mall (Vietnam)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Implementation,
Study

Introduction of EV Bus & Solar Electricity Generation System
with Funding Mechanism in an Isolated Island (Vietnam)

Keep Environment and
Reduce CO2 Emission

Study

Installation of Solar System & Saving Energy Equipments into
the Existing School, Building and Hotel, using Environmental
Fund & ESCO + Leasing System (Costa Rica)

Reduce CO2 Emission
& Energy Cost

Study

6
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３. Typical Step to realize JCM Project through city-to-city
collaboration
Support through City-to-City Collaboration
2nd Fiscal Year ～
Proposal &
JCM Project
Discussion

1st Fiscal Year
Selection of Candidate Site

Discussion

Diagnosis

• Selection of facility through
Interview with appropriate dept. of
City, Explanatory meeting to
companies, WEB Research

• Explanation of JCM
Scheme and
Agreement for
research for JCM

• Energy diagnosis (including collection
of existing energy data)
• Based o Data, Saving energy idea will
be proposed under JCM scheme.
Drawing
Questio
nnaire

appropriate dept. of City

Walk through survey

• Understanding of JCM
Scheme
• Start the discussion on
introducing saving
energy technologies or
renewable energy
technologies

-Measures
-Economics
Evaluation
-CO2Emission
Reduction

Discussion

Proposal

• Cellection of existing energy data and
preparation of energy diagnosis result
if energy diagnosis implemented
• Propose necessary saving energy
idea and find out the proper related
manufacturer or engineering company

7
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2.

Current
Situation
Analysis

Clien
t

NTT

Output

• Selection of Candidate factory,
commercial facility, datacenter,
hotel and office building

Survey Report

Recommend
ation(neutral)

Discussion

WEB

• Submit the JCM
Subsidy Program
• Start the Project

Clien
t

University Network

Energy
consump
tion Data

NTT
and
others

• factories
• Commercial
facilities
• datacenter
• hotel
• Office
building

Companies’ network

Candidate

Canditate
List

NTT

Activity

Discussion

• Discussion with
manufacturers, based
on Energy diagnosis
• Proposal to Owners
• Organization of
Implementation
structure

Project Introduction

8
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１. Replacement of Chiller at Shopping Mall in Indonesia
Outline of the project is as below.
Target

Shopping Mall A

Outline

• Large Shopping Mall
by Indonesian
Company at
Surabaya city
• Under construction of
2 new buildings (50 F)

Compl
etion

Implementation
Structure

International Consortium
Representative
NTT Facilities

partner
PT. Pakuｗon
Jati Tbk

1986
(expanded 91,96,01)

Floor
Space

125,000m2

Floor
Number

PDD/MRV Methodology

6 F(Above), 1 F(Below)

NTT Data Institute od
Management Consulting Inc.,

Construction

Local Company

Project Outline
Appear
ance

 Replacement of Chiller & Cooling Tower
 CO2Emission Reduction（925 tCO2/year）

9
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（Reference）Process of Chiller Replacement
Process of the project is as below.
Selection of Candidate Site

Activity






• Based on Kitakyushu-Surabaya
Collaboration, we found out the
company through interview to
Surabaya City

Discussion

Diagnosis

• Explanation of JCM
Scheme and
proposed the
research for energy
saving

• Energy Diagnosis (Cellection of the
existing Energy data)
• Based on the Energy Diagnosis result,
proposed saving energy action using
JCM Scheme

Proposal &
Discussion
• Contacted with
manufacturer based
on diagnosis result
• Manufacturer
prepared proposal
• Proposal was
submitted to Owner
• Prepared
implementation
structure

JCM Project
• Applied for JCM
subsidy program
• Starting Project

Point
Owner of Mall have an interest in saving energy.
Replacement to efficient system is economical when using JCM scheme.
Owner company which is Indonesian company, have already prepared financial
Owner company accepted monitoring & reporting of CO2 emission reduction for legal
durable years in Japan
and so on

 Sometimes, financial documents were hard to be submitted.
 Buildings which passed several ten years have the possibility to be reconstructed and
have the possibility not to match the legal durable years rule.
10
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２. Introduction of Efficient Electric Furnace into foundries
in Vietnam
Outline of the project is as below.
Implementation
Structure

Foundries A & B

Target

Outline

Promotion in the
project
本
事
業
で
の
推
進

• 2 factories in Vietnam
• Introduction of efficient
Japanese Electric Furnace
in place of Chinese one,
although initial cost is high
by JCM scheme

International Consortium
Partner
2 Local
Foundries

Representative
NTT Data IOMC

PDD/MRV Methodology

モデル工場への導入を
Installation
into more factories through
通じて他工場へ拡大
installation into one model factory

Aims to advance the
project into JCM model
project this year

と本
し年
て度
のの
展設
開備
を補
目助
標事
業

NTT Data Institute od
Management Consulting Inc.,

EPC

Japanese manufacturer

Replacement

Project Outline

代
替
中国製電炉
ﾍﾞﾄﾅﾑ製石炭炉
Chinese
electric Vietnamese
coal
furnace
furnace

日本製電炉
Japanese
electric furnace

 New Introduction of efficient electrical
furnace
 CO2 emission reduction effect（around
600tCO2/year and around 1,800tCO2/year）
11
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（Reference）Process of introduction of electrical furnace
Process of the project is as below.

Activity

Selection of Candidate Site

Discussion

Diagnosis

Proposal & Discussion

JCM Project

• Found out candidate site through
the network of Kitakyushu Univ.
(Project was implemented
Kitakyushu-Haiphong
Collaboration)

• Explanation of JCM
Scheme and
proposed the
research for energy
saving

• Collection of existing energy
data and simulated economics
& CO2 reduction effect

• Discussion with Japanese
manufacturers and found
out the partner
• Prepared proposal under
JCM scheme
• Proposal & discussion with
owner of factories
• Prepared implementation
structure
• Negotiation with owners

• Applied for JCM
subsidy program

Point
 High reliability in Japanese Equipment and high interest in economics
 Efficient Japanese equipment is economical under JCM scheme and so on
 In some cases, several type of financial documents exist.
 It is very difficult to evaluate creditworthiness of local companies in some
cases.
 Severe cost negotiation (in other project, manufacturer was changed after the
acceptance for JCM scheme)
 Currency exchange risk emerged.
12
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3. Introduction of Waste Heat Recovery & Electricity
Generation System Furnace into Cement Factory in Vietnam
Outline of the project is as below.
Target

Cement Factory without
waste heat recovery

Outline

• Existing cement factory
• Introduction of waste heat
recovery & electricity
generation system, using JCM
scheme
• Large CO2 emission reduction

Implementation
Structure

International Consortium
Partner
Cement
Company

Representative
NTT Data IOMC

Introduction System

PDD/MRV Methodology
NTT Data Institute od
Management Consulting Inc.,

EPC

Japanese manufacturer

Project Outline

 New Introduction of waste heat recovery &
electricity generation system
 CO2 emission reduction effect（around
17,600tCO2/year）
13
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（Reference） Process of introduction of waste heat recovery &
electricity generation system
Process of the project is as below.
Selection of Candidate Site

Activity

• Found out candidate through
city-to-city collaboration
workshop. (Project was
implemented KitakyushuHaiphong Collaboration)

Discussion

Diagnosis

Proposal & Discussion

JCM Project

• Explanation of JCM
Scheme and
proposed the
research for waste
heat recovery &
electricity generation
• Selection of
engineering
company

• Collection of existing data and
simulated economics & CO2
reduction effect
• Site detailed survey

• Discussion with Japanese
manufacturers and found
out the partner
• Prepared proposal under
JCM scheme
• Proposal & discussion with
owner of factory
• Prepared implementation
structure
• Negotiation on price

• Applied for JCM
subsidy program

Point
 High reliability in Japanese Equipment and high interest in economics
 Efficient Japanese equipment is economical under JCM scheme and so on
 There will be several business model such as simple EPC with maintenance
service agreement and BOT with the establishment of SPC
 There will be several candidate technologies such as steam ranking cycle and
binary cycle, which should be decided based on various analysis.
 In some cases, public organization has to follow open tendering process.
14
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3. Point & Challenges to Realize Projects

15
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１． Point & Challenges to Realize Projects
（１）Local partner
 It is hard to evaluate creditworthiness of local companies in some cases
 Sometimes, unclearness of financial documents happens
→ Japanese companies in partner country tend to be well prepared

（２）Representative company
 Responsibility of representative company is high (Administration of subsidy,
reporting of CO2 reduction for Japanese legal durable years etc)
 Considering the economics of CO2 emission reduction, new tools such as
bundling & introduction of program type for commercial sector

（３）Application of Japanese legal durable years
 It seems important to consider the condition of the equipment to be used in
partner countries when applying Japanese legal durable years (some equipment
degrades fast.)

（４）Economics
 Local partner has to prepare all of initial investment first. Sometimes, preparing all
of initial cost will be a burden.
 Sometimes, currency exchange risk will be a headache for the project.

（５）Schedule
 JCM subsidy program schedule does not meet the private company’s investment
schedule in some cases.
16
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FY 2016 JCM City-to-City Collaboration Projects
between Kitakyushu City and Rayong Province
Material for Activities Introduction
-DQXDU\UG
177'DWD,QVWLWXWHRI0DQDJHPHQW&RQVXOWLQJ,QF
6RFLR (FR6WUDWHJLF&RQVXOWLQJ8QLW
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%DFNJURXQG
z The partnership with the industrial park in Rayong Province for eco industrial town formation has
been established based on two memorandums signed between Kitakyushu City and IEAT,
Kitakyushu City and the IRPC Industrial Park in 2014.
z As a result of feasibility study on introduction of energy saving / low carbon technologies including
waste management implemented in FY 2015 project , the feasibility concerning energy conservation
related projects was expected.
z Due to the above, we will conduct the feasibility study mainly for energy business.
䐟The management
of the industry and
sustainable
communities.

䐧Optimizing Power
Management.

䐠Development of
Transportation
Efficient, safe and
environmentally
friendly (Green
Logistics).
䐡Water
management and
water quality
solutions.
䐢Elevated safety
(Safety).

Copyright © 2015 NTT DATA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, Inc.

䐦To optimize the
management of
waste and waste
materials.

䐥Enhancing the air
quality anagement.
Developments
raise Estate
Group
Map Ta Phut
into Projects

䐤Creating a livable
community. Strong
and sustained

䐣Integration of
environmental
quality information
is needed to make it
effective.
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2UJDQL]DWLRQIRU)HDVLELOLW\6WXG\
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%XVLQHVV6XPPDU\RI7KLV)LVFDO<HDU
The outline of the four projects to be implemented this fiscal year is as follows.
1. low carbon promotion
of the landmark building

2. low carbon promotion
of companies in the two
industrial parks

3.low carbon promotion of
companies other than the
two industrial parks

Content

Survey and consideration for
introducing high efficiency
chiller as air conditioning
equipment of Eco Center
(Environment Museum)
scheduled to be opened in
2017 by IEAT

Investigation and examination to
introduce equipment that
contributes to energy
conservation and low
carbonization to enterprises in
Map Ta Phut Industrial Park and
IRPC Industrial Park

Investigation and examination to
introduce equipment that
contributes to energy
conservation and low
carbonization to enterprises in
Map Ta Phut Industrial Park and
IRPC Industrial Park

Introductory
Technology

high-efficiency chiller

cogeneration

waste heat recovery power
generation system

Expected
businesses

ڷڮڷ

Scheme

ॖওش४
Image
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h̲presentation material for COP22

Future City Kitakyushu

㒔ᕷ㛫㐃ᦠ䜢㏻䛨䛯
Creating
Green Cities in Asia
⎔ቃᅜ㝿༠ຊ䞉䝡䝆䝛䝇
through Intercity Cooperation
䛾᥎㐍

ᕞᕷ
City of Kitakyushu
11

Overcoming Severe Pollution:
Kitakyushu’s Experience

Today

1960s
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Factors of environmental improvement

h̲presentation material for COP22

Environmental pollution control is started by initiatives of citizens’ groups, and conquered by measures taken in
cooperation with enterprises, universities and administration. Throughout energy saving done by enterprises
achieve both pollutant discharge elimination and production cost reduction (economical development and
environmental conservation).

Citizens

Technology where environment is
compatible with economy is
useful in Asia

Environmental pollution
(sulfur oxide)

Partnership

mgSO3/100cm2/day

Environmental pollution is
improved along with
economic development.

Local self-governing
body
Energy consumption
per production unit

Private enterprise
Energy saving
Paper, pulp
Iron and steel
Cement
Petrochemical

Economic development (product
shipment: 10 billion yen)
Source: World Bank MEIP
“Experience Inspection of Japan”

3

Why Intercity Cooperation?
Building friendly relationships with
Asia by taking advantage of our
experience in overcoming pollution

Selected as a Green Growth City
byy OECD
Together with Paris, Chicago, Stockholm!

Joint report on four cities

No. of trainees to Kitakyushu: 8,207 from 156 countries

No. of experts sent overseas: 192 to 25 countries
(As of the end of March 2016)
Promotion of environmental improvement projects

177
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G7 Kitakyushu Energy Ministerial Meeting
h̲presentation material for COP22

Kitakyushu Initiative on Energy Security for Global Growth
Joint Statement㻌 㻌
㻌㻌㻌
㻌㻌㻌

㻌
䞉Energy Investment for Global Growth 䞉Gas Security
䞉Nuclear Energy and Safety㻌
䞉Cyber Security ,Electricity Security
䞉Innovation and Development of Energy Technologies
5

Kitakyushu Asian Center for Low Carbon Society
Center established as engine for green growth activities
Concept : Developing interactions that place value on the relationship between
 cities and that will help Japan gain respect from international society
in order to contribute to the creation of green cities in Asia

Compile the experiences and know-how of the city from the process of
overcoming pollution and becoming an environmental city in order to
Create the “Kitakyushu Model”
141 projects in cooperation with 106 Japanese companies and
universities in178
57 Asian cities

6

Exporting Green Cities Using the Kitakyushu Model

h̲presentation material for COP22

ṲCreate the “Kitakyushu Model,” which is a systematic compilation of the technology and
know-how of the city from the process of overcoming pollution to becoming an
environmental city.
ṲSupport tools to create sustainable green cities that integrate waste, energy, water and
sewage, and environmental protection.

䠉Organization of the Kitakyushu Model䠉

Work Procedures
Waste Management

Kitakyushu's
Story

䐟Baseline and policy 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌

Review

Sustainable
urban
development

䞉Overcoming
pollution
䞉History as
green city
䞉Background of
the Kitakyushu
Model

ᴾ

Energy Management

䐠Developing a

Strategy

(Sustainability
framework)

Water Management

䐡Technical Strategy

Pollution Management

䐢Strategy Testing and

Development

Measurement Tools

Transportation Management 䐣 Procurement and

Financing

㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 Kitakyushu’s case

7

Development Scheme for Exporting Green Cities
Inter-governmental (G to G)
Logistical support through dialogue and consensus
Recognized and supported
as a national project
National government
Kitakyushu City
of Japan
Business development
through public-private
Project conference
partnership

Inter-city (City to City)
X city

National government

Local firms

Inter-firm

Japanese firms

Green City Master Planning

(Development of a comprehensive environmentally-friendly urban master plan)ᴾ

Application of Kitakyushu Model
Water

Energy

Recycling

Environmental
conservation

䞉䞉䞉䞉䞉

Consensus-building between the public, industry, government, and other stakeholders㻌

㻌
Social Platform Formation

Capacity building to enhance the foundations to develop the capacities of the government, citizens, and technology

䢢

Private financial
institutions

Project development
(feasibility studies & demonstrations)

Financial assistance

Public financial institutions/
Public-private fund

Project identification

Commercialization
(including fundraising)

Public financial assistance
Public-private fund assistance

179
Cross-border Infrastructure
development

8

h̲presentation material for COP22
Kitakyushu’s Involvement in Large-Scale JCM Project
Development

Promotion of low-carbon development of entire cities using intercity cooperation
6XUDED\D,QGRQHVLDQGODUJHVWFLW\LQ,QGRQHVLDZLWKDSRSXODWLRQRIPLOOLRQ
䠘FY 2013- 2015䠚㻌 Low Carbon City Planning Project in Surabaya, Indonesia
㻌 㻌 Target areas: Energy, waste management, transportation, water resources
㻌 Participating Japanese companies: 13
Green Sister City agreement signed (Nov 2012)

+DLSKRQJ9LHW1DP0DMRUSRUWFLW\LQ9LHW1DPZLWKDSRSXODWLRQRIPLOOLRQ
䠘FY 2014-2016䠚Green Growth Promotion Plan of the City of Hai Phong
㻌 Target areas: Low-carbon city planning, energy, waste management, 㻌
㻌 conservation of Cat Ba island
㻌 Participating Japanese companies: 10

Sister city agreement signed (Apr 2014)

Iskandar, Malaysia: 2nd largest economic zone in Malaysia
䠘FY 2014-2016䠚 GHG Emissions Reduction Project in Iskandar
㻌 Target areas: Waste-to-energy, energy savings and industrial waste
㻌 recycling in an industrial estate㻌
㻌 Participating Japanese companies: 4

Consultation with Mayor of Pasir Gudang City (Feb 2015)

Rayong Province, Thailand: Major heavy chemical industrial zone in Thailand with 2 large
industrial parks

䠘FY 2015-2016䠚GHG Emissions Reduction Project in Rayong Province
Target areas: Waste-to-energy project, energy savings, total recycling of
industrial waste in an industrial zone㻌 Participating Japanese companies: 4

MOU signed with Department of Industrial Works (Dec 2014)

Phnom Penh, Cambodia: Capital City of Cambodia with a population of 1.7 million
䠘FY 2016䠚Action Plan for the climate change strategy in Phnom Penh Capital City

Target areas: Low-carbon city planning, energy
㻌 Participating Japanese companies: 4

Sister city agreement signed (Mar 2016)

9

Green Sister City : Surabaya, Indonesia
International cooperation for
composting household waste
started in 2004

9 30% reduction of waste
9 Streets decorated with flowers
9 Improvement of public
environmental awareness㻌
Building a relationship of trust

䇾Green Sister City䇿 agreement㻌 was
signed in November 2012 between
Surabaya and Kitakyushu
180
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Exporting “Green City” to Surabaya

h̲presentation material for COP22

ᵢᶃᶔᶃᶊᶍᶎᶋᶃᶌᶒᴾᶍᶄᴾᵿᴾᶅᶐᶃᶃᶌᴾᶁᶇᶒᶗᴾᶋᵿᶑᶒᶃᶐᴾᶎᶊᵿᶌᴾᴾ
-KVCM[WUJW

ᵰᶃᶇᶌᶄᶍᶐᶁᶇᶌᶅᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᶄᶍᶓᶌᶂᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶒᶆᵿᶒᴾᶇᶑᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᶑᶍᶓᶐᶁᶃᴾᶍᶄᴾᶅᶐᶍᶕᶒᶆᴾᴾ
ᵆᶊᶍᶁᵿᶊᴾᶅᶍᶔᶃᶐᶌᶋᶃᶌᶒᵿᶊᴾᶑᶒᶐᶃᶌᶅᶒᶆᵊᴾᶁᶇᶔᶇᶁᵋᶋᶇᶌᶂᶃᶂᶌᶃᶑᶑᵊᴾᶒᶃᶁᶆᶌᶍᶊᶍᶅᶇᶁᵿᶊᴾᶑᶒᶐᶃᶌᶅᶒᶆᵇᴾ

5WTCDC[C

ᵡᶍᶋᶎᶐᶃᶆᶃᶌᶑᶇᶔᶃᴾᶓᶐᶀᵿᶌᴾᶂᶃᶔᶃᶊᶍᶎᶋᶃᶌᶒᴾᶎᶊᵿᶌᴾᶒᶆᵿᶒᴾᶇᶌᶁᶍᶐᶎᶍᶐᵿᶒᶃᶑᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᶄᶍᶐᶋᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵿᴾ
ᶑᶍᶁᶇᵿᶊᴾᶑᶗᶑᶒᶃᶋᴾᵿᶌᶂᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᶒᶐᵿᶇᶌᶇᶌᶅᴾᶍᶄᴾᶆᶓᶋᵿᶌᴾᶐᶃᶑᶍᶓᶐᶁᶃᶑᴾᶇᶌᴾᶓᶐᶀᵿᶌᴾᶂᶃᶔᶃᶊᶍᶎᶋᶃᶌᶒᴾ

ᵧᶌᶒᶃᶐᶁᶇᶒᶗᴾᵡᶍᶍᶎᶃᶐᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᵆᵪᶃᵿᶐᶌᶇᶌᶅᴾᶒᶍᶅᶃᶒᶆᶃᶐᵍᶋᶓᶒᶓᵿᶊᶊᶗᴾᶃᶌᶆᵿᶌᶁᶇᶌᶅᴾᵄᴾᶇᶌᶒᶃᶌᶑᶇᶄᶗᶇᶌᶅᴾᶊᶇᶌᶉᵿᶅᶃᶑᵍᶃᶖᶎᵿᶌᶂᶇᶌᶅᴾᶁᶍᶍᶎᶃᶐᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᵇᴾ

Application of Kitakyushu Modelᴾ

Waste
treatment

Kitakyushu City systematically arranges information on the technologies and know-how of
Kitakyushu from its experience in overcoming pollution to its quest as an environmental city
Maintenance/improvement of
sewage systems

'ZRQTVQHITGGPEKVKGU
Co-generation and energy saving

Studies on quantification
techniques to reduce CO2
emissions

Purification of tap water

Surabaya SIER

11

Intermediate Treatment Facility for Recycling &
Power Generation from Urban Waste
Nishihara Corporation & Hitachi Zosen

¾By combining high-calorie waste (Separation and composting of residue, waste
removed by Nishihara Corporation) and general urban waste, it is anticipated that
500t/day of 1,500-2,000kcal waste can be guaranteed.
Urban gas
㒔ᕷ䛤䜏
Factories, stores
ᕤሙ䞉ᗑ⯒
Households
ᐙᗞ

Final

disposal site
᭱⤊ฎศሙ

Waste power

Removed
᥀㉳䛧䛤䜏
waste

Intermediate
treatment facility
୰㛫ฎ⌮タ

Nishihara
Corporation

generation facility
ᗫᲠ≀Ⓨ㟁タ
Steam turbine

Ẽ䝍䞊䝡䞁

Hitachi Zosen

Resource
waste
㈨※䛤䜏

Organic

waste
᭷ᶵ⣔䛤䜏

Burnable
ྍ⇞ṧ䛥
residue

Composting

facilities
ሁ⫧タ
䝡䞁

Glass

Surplus

power
వ㟁ຊ

⣬㢮

㔠ᒓ㢮

Paper Metal

(100 t/day)

Extension of
᭱⤊ฎศሙ
life of final
disposal site
䛾ᘏ

Selling Compost
to fertilizer factory
䝇䝷䝞䝲䛷䛾ᗫᲠ≀Ⓨ㟁ᴗ䠄䜲䝯䞊䝆䝣䝻䞊䠅
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•Waste power generation
using 500t/day of MSW
•Power output is 6.75MW
•54,000MWh/year of
power generated.

12
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Energy Saving in Commercial Establishments

Introduction of High-Efficiency Air Conditioner System
This project was adopted as one of the financing program for 䠦䠟䠩
model㻌 projects in FY2015.
9 㻌 Participating company: NTT FACILITIES, INC.
9 㻌 Target: Tunjungan Plaza in Surabaya, Indonesia
9 㻌 Business expenses:㻌 about 230 million yen

High-efficiency turbo, chiller, pumps, cooling
towers,EMS
13

Drinking Water Supply
Ishikawa Engineering
Sale of inexpensive, good quality, and delicious drinking water through
cooperatives (150) that are made up of local communities (women’s groups)
Co-ops

Local subsidiary of Ishikawa
Engineering in Indonesia

Local Consumer Cooperative
(Women’s association)

Factories
Offices
Schools

Consumers
9 Reduced health risks
(tap water is not generally fit to drink)
9 Reduced costs for drinking water
182
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Support for Development of Green Growth
Promotion Plan in Haiphong
䛆Items under

h̲presentation material for COP22

Main Sectors

deliberation䛇

Energy

Transport

Cat Ba Island

• Necessary to
correct
inefficient use
of energy.

• Air and noise
pollution due
to traffic
congestion is
a problem.

• Waste, water,
and sewage
management
lags behind.
• Degradation
of natural
environment

• Improvement
s to systems
are overdue.
Preservation
of public
health is
pressing
need.

Waste
• No proper
disposal,
treatment,
resource
recycling.

(1) Baseline
and policy

Other Sectors
Water &
Sewage

Rainwater
Drainage

Environmental
Protection

Green
Production

• Floods during
heavy rain
are an issue.

• Serious water
quality, air and
noise pollution.

• No progress
in shift to
ecoindustries
from
traditional
models.

䚾Check of Related Items䚿
Confirm regulations,
legislation

Existing
master plans

Forecasts

Current industrial
situation

Understanding
market structure

Identify issues in each sector
(2) Developing
a Strategy

Consistency with GGS

Set vision, targets for each area, quantitative targets, and evaluation indicators
Main Sectors 䚾Examination of measures by sector (example) 䚿 Other Sectors
Energy

Waste

(3) Technical
Strategy
Development

• Separation
and recycling
of waste.
• Proper
treatment,
recycling of
waste.

(4) Strategy Testing
and Measurement
Tools
(5) Procurement
and Financing
(6) Compilation
of plan

• Support
development
of energy
conservation
plans based
energy
conservation
laws.

Transport

Cat Ba Island

• Urban
development
centered
around public
transport
(buses, etc.).

• Protection of
natural
environment.
• Waste
recycling.

Water &
Sewage

Rainwater
Drainage

Environmental
Protection

Green
Production

• Improve
water
purification
and
treatment
facilities
using the
Kitakyushu
Method.

• Flooding
prevention
measures
such as
improvement
s to levees
and pumping
stations.

• Measures to
deal with waste
gas in factories.
• Improvements to
wastewater
treatment
facilities.

• Promotion of
cleaner
production.
• Development
of green
agriculture.

Examine effects of improvement such as GHG emissions and the environment, generate approximate project costs
Verify feasibility and validity of measures, examine validation methodology after application of methodology
Examine project implementation risks, financing, contract methods, and project implementation schedule
Green growth promotion plan that is instrumental to the development of the GGS action plan

15

Hai Phong Green Growth Promotion Plan
Promoting 15 Pilot Projects㻌
䐟Separation
waste
ti and
d composting
ti off household
h
h
Waste

䐠Waste heat recovery power generation & utilization of industrial waste
䐡Recycling of e-waste

Energy
Transportation
Cat Ba Island

Water &
Sewage,
Rainwater
Drainage
Environmental
Protection
Green
Production

䐢Energy savings and introduction of decentralized energy systems in factories & buildings
䐣Introduction of low-emission buses
䐤Promotion of the use of public transportation
䐥Development of comprehensive resource recycling system
䐦Energy savings and introduction of renewable energy and EV buses in Cat Ba Island

䐧U-BCF expansion project
䐨Handicraft village wastewater measures
䐩Introduction of sewerage registry system
䐪Restoration of Tay Nam canal

䐫Development of air and noise monitoring systems
䐬Installation of high-efficiency furnaces in foundries
䐭Promotion of green agriculture
183
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Creation of Eco-Friendly Cement Factory

h̲presentation material for COP22

Waste Heat Recovery
Power Generation

Utilization of Industrial Waste

䞉NTT Data Institute of Management
Consulting, Kawasaki Heavy Industries

Waste

䞉Siam City Public Company Limited
(Saraburi Province, Thailand)
㻌
䞉Adopted as FY 2016 JCM equipment
subsidy project
㻌
䞉Project scale: ~JPY 2.29 billion (subsidy of
JPY 580 million)

Waste emitters

VICEM HAIPHONG CEMENT

ACQ boiler

AMITA:

Sludge, dust㻌 &㻌 soot, Waste treatment operator
cinders, waste oil,
waste solvent, waste
acid, waste㻌 alkali,
Blending
slag, used 㻌 catalysts,
metal waste, waste
plastic, other

Alternative fuels
/resources

Horizontal
expansion

PH boiler

Cooling tower

Steam turbine building

Water treatment building

17

Conservation Projects on Cat Ba Island
Demonstration run of EV bus in
conjunction with solar power

Development of Comprehensive
Resource Recycling System

Low-carbon technical innovation creation
project for developing countries
㻌 Demonstration period: Dec 2015 to Feb 2020
㻌 Joint development by local company, Soft Energy
Controls, with a Chinese company (provider of
technologies to control storage batteries)
㻌 Introduction of first EV bus in Viet Nam
㻌 㻌 䞉Temporary import measures→Approved by
prime minister
㻌 㻌 䞉Demonstration run→Development of guidelines
by the Ministry of Transport

䞉Production of biogas from wet waste and sludge
䞉Ecological agriculture㻌 using liquid fertilizer
䞉Processing solid fuel from dry waste

184
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Introduction of U-BCF to Main Water Treatment Plant
h̲presentation material for COP22

Introduction of U-BCF from small-scale water treatment plant in
Hai Phong to main water treatment plant (using grant aid)
Regular treatment plant

Water source
(rivers, etc.)

Compared with conventional
advanced treatment
ȷConstruction costs: 1/2
ȷRunning costs: 1/20

Main water treatment plant
(An Duong Water Treatment Plant)

Expansion throughout Viet Nam and other countries in Southeast Asia
19

The Phnom Penh Miracle:
Creating a Sister City Relationship
Transfer of water distribution block technology (Phnom Penh, Cambodia)
Visit by Prime Minister Hun Sen in July 2015
Proposal by the Prime Minister to “conclude
a sister city relationship with Phnom Penh”

Rate of non-revenue water
(leakage, theft)
72%→8%
2005: Water declared potable
(The Phnom Penh Miracle)

March 29, 2016
Linked as sister
cities

185
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Project with Phnom Penh Capital City
h̲presentation material for COP22

Cambodia Climate Change Strategic Plan
Supporting the development of an action plan for the
climate change strategies of Phnom Penh Capital City
(1) Baseline
assessment㻌

㼃㼍㼟㼠㼑㻌

㻱㼚㼑㼞㼓㼥㻌

㼀㼞㼍㼚㼟㼜㼛㼞㼠㼍㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

㼃㼍㼠㼑㼞㻌㼣㼛㼞㼗㼟㻌
㻒㻌㼟㼑㼣㼑㼞㼍㼓㼑㻌

㻱㼚㼢㼕㼞㼛㼚㼙㼑㼚㼠㼍㼘㻌
㼜㼞㼛㼠㼑㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

㻳㼞㼑㼑㼚㻌
㼜㼞㼛㼐㼡㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

Identification of specific issues for each area㻌
(2) Formulation
of strategy
(3) Detailed
policies and
measures

Set vision, targets, numerical targets and evaluation indicators for each sector

㼃㼍㼟㼠㼑㻌

㻱㼚㼑㼞㼓㼥㻌

㼀㼞㼍㼚㼟㼜㼛㼞㼠㼍㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

㼃㼍㼠㼑㼞㻌㼣㼛㼞㼗㼟㻌
㻒㻌㼟㼑㼣㼑㼞㼍㼓㼑㻌

㻱㼚㼢㼕㼞㼛㼚㼙㼑㼚㼠㼍㼘㻌
㼜㼞㼛㼠㼑㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

㻳㼞㼑㼑㼚㻌
㼜㼞㼛㼐㼡㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Pilot projects㻌

Kitakyushu Model
䠄Experience, know-how etc.) 㻌

(2014 – 2023)

Investigation of GHG emission reduction and effects of improvement on the environment,
etc. Determination of estimated projects cost

(4) Verification of strategies policies / measures
(5) Methods to create contracts and raise funds

21

Energy Savings in Large Shopping Mall
Aeon Mall Cambodia will introduce “solar power” and “high efficiency chillers” in
Aeon Mall II Phnom Penh (PPC, tentative name, scheduled to open in summer
2018).
㻌 㻌 㻌 䞉Adopted as a FY 2016 JCM equipment subsidy project
㻌 㻌 㻌 䞉Project scale: ~JPY 580 million (subsidy of JPY 230 million)

Create
strategy

Reduce
strategy

Solar power

Reduce power

Renewable energy

Use high efficiency chillers
186

Aim to disseminate information
and contribute to the reduction
of CO2 emissions in Cambodia.

22

Benefits of Using Intercity Cooperation Frameworks
h̲presentation material for COP22

Cities are the stage for exporting
urban environmental infrastructure.
By taking advantage of intercity
cooperation:
9 It is possible to develop comprehensive projects from initial stages.
9 Long-term follow-up can be carried out after the project ends.
9 Direct access to partner city governments is possible and activities of
Japanese companies can be supported.
9 Human resources can be developed for the management and operations
of urban environmental infrastructure.

9 Objectives can be achieved in partner cities with fewer administrative
costs by facilitating the entry of private companies through public-private
partnerships (PPP).
23

Sharing Benefits as Part of Asia
Kitakyushu: Economic benefits
࣭Activate the local economy
࣭Create new industries by
learning from Asia

Asian Cities: Social benefits
࣭Improved lifestyles
࣭Solutions for environmental
issues
࣭Improved energy efficiency

A relationship of mutual learning and support!
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j̲eco center plan from IEAT

“ Workshop on Joint Crediting
Mechanism (JCM) City to City
Collaboration Projects “

BANGKOK city – area, population, main industries

Overall
erall investment
investme
tme
ent in
n
Industriall Estates

Total Areas ~ 1,568.737 km2
Populations Registered ~ 5.7 million persons
Non Registered ~ 4.0 million persons
Density Populations : 3,617 persons/ km2
Houses : 2,459,680 households
Communities : 2,011 communities
Households : 425,910 Households Source : BMA, 2015

Overall status in Thai Industrial Estates
Industrial Operation Land
- Owned by I-EA-T
- Joint Managing

OTHERS
ERS
13 %

UNITED
STATES 6 %

ASIA 24 %
JAPAN 48 %

EUROPE 9 %

57,871 acres
13,792 acres
44,079 acres

Available Land for Sale/Rent
- Owned by I-EA-T
- Joint Managing

100 %
24 %
76 %

5,067 acres
956 acres
4,110 acres

Number of Tenants

4,097

Number of Workers

530,680

Investment Capitals

2,732,044
88.13

companies
persons
Million Baht
Billion USD
Source : IEAT, 2015
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j̲eco center plan from IEAT

Roles & Responsibilities : Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (I-EA-T)
I-EA-T : As a state enterprise under the Ministry of Industry, the Industrial Estate Authority of
Thailand is responsible for the development and establishment of industrial estates, where
factories for various industries are orderly and systematically clustered together. With
industrial estates as an implementation tool, I-EA-T also serves as a governmental mechanism to
decentralize industrial development to provincial areas throughout the country.

Thailand 4.0 : Smart Industry + Smart City + Smart People

Low-income countries
Driven by
y resources

Middle-income countries

Driven by performance

High-income countries

3

Driven by Culture

Roles & Responsibilities : Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (I-EA-T)

Industry 4.0
Thailand
T
hailand 4.0
4.0
0 (2017
(2017 – 2037)
2037)
National Economic and Social Development Plan of 2017-2021
Ministry of Industry Strategy

Goal

: To become an excellence of ASEAN as an organization
to develop
p an eco industrial town.

Vision
n : To become a leading organization in the establishment of eco industrial
town with equilibrium and sustainability

Growth

Green

Great

Good
Governance

+ Innovation
All estates into an eco-industrial town by creating the master plan and
implementation of the master plan by the year 2019
189
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j̲eco center plan from IEAT

Roles & Responsibilities : Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (I-EA-T)

5 Aspects, 22 Areas of Eco Industrial Town

5

“ Memorandum
m of Understa
Understanding
sta
anding on Cooperation for Creating
Maptaphutt Eco Industrial Town ”
between
nT
The City of Kitakyushu, Japan and The Industrial Estate
Authority of Thailand, Ministry of Industry, the Kingdom of Thailand
August, 2014
4 - 2017

Governor of IEAT and Mr. Kenji Kitahashi, Mayor of Kitakyushu signed a memorandum of understanding on cooperation for
creating Maptaphut Eco Industrial Town between Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand and Kitakyushu City, Japan.

190

j̲eco center plan from IEAT

Eco Center in Bhumirak Garden, Maptaphut Industrial Estate, Rayong

7

Expectation/ Difficulties

Expectation
Increasing knowledge and understanding of the development regarding low
carbon city.
Expand the area of reducing CO2 emissions taking place throughout the city.
The project has been successful as intended.

Difficulties
Language of communication between organizations that may cause
misunderstandings.
Lacking continuity of implementation.

8
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k̲material for energy saving with JCM
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-&0ਤपऐञॖ५ढ़থॲ
ऋਤघॊҦ/RZ&DUERQ6RFLHW\%OXHSULQWҧৰਠपऐञણधଌధा
ॖ५ढ़থॲঝ৫ ঝ؞ঔॹঝউট४ख़ॡॺਤ
॑जौइৃੵؚपउऐॊຍಞ৲भৰਠपऐञણ॑ৰखؚঐঞش३
হقਨృପٕ,5'$৴
ય
॔বभওজॵॺपৌघॊੳੴ২ؚপ்ऩആટफ़५ൾলచ॑ीक
হك
खऽघ؛

ढ़থ४॔

উঀথঌথ

উঀথঌথपउऐॊग़ ढ़থ४॔বউঀথঌথधਨృପभঢ়બभৣؚপ୰ಉ॑ৌ
ॿ؞ગग़ॿभোയਤपेॊ पॳؚছشಉभग़ॿ৲भਤؚ୬഻ਗ਼३५ॸृ୬഻ਹ৷३५ॸ
ຍಞ৲ਤহقਨృପ ಉؚગে૭ચग़ॿঝॠشभোಉ॑ৢगथؚপ்ऩആટफ़५ൾলచ
॑ीकखऽघ؛
উঀথঌথ৴হك
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 -&0 -RLQW&UHGLWLQJ0HFKDQLVP धम
৯
¾ ಥবषभરोञຍಞૼಉभ॑ৢगؚಥবऋଌఄलपਈഈभຍಞ
ভषষदऌॊेअप੍ରखؚૉૠெदभആ৲ৌੁप൴घॊ؛
¾ মऊैभആટफ़५ൾলచಉषभ൴॑ిજप௬खؚऋবभచ৯ఏभ
ਛपણ৷घॊ؛
¾ &'0॑ଓखؚૉૠெदभആટफ़५ൾলచ؞ลઽষ॑യਤघॊऒधप
ेॉؚব৴ਞੌ৺भாऩ৯भਛप൴घॊ؛

ম

રोञຍಞૼಉभृ
ਮણभৰ
ব৻ऊैऩॊ়
৩ভदଵ৶؞ઈ

মभచ৯ఏ
ਛपણ৷

ॡঞ४ॵॺ
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JCM
䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖
MRV
ᐊຠᯝ䜺䝇䛾ฟ
๐ῶ䞉྾㔞

Јχᾉᵥᵣᵡ૰
4

-&0ঃشॼॺشব
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ЈχᾉؾႾ૰
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5

 ঃজੈपउऐॊ-&0पঢ়બघॊધ
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ЈχᾉؾႾ૰

6

 -&0ਝଓஃহ
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ЈχᾉؾႾ૰
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7

୭भଓஃ॑ਭऐथৰखञ੧੯༮
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-&0ਝଓஃহ হງஂكق
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ЈχᾉᵨᵡᵫᴾἭὊἲἬὊἊ
10



-&0ਝଓஃহ হງஂكق
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ЈχᾉᵨᵡᵫᴾἭὊἲἬὊἊ
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ॹॱش७থॱشই॓३জॸॕषभ-&0ి৷भओ੧
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 ڮਝଓஃৌपऩॉअॊॹॱش७থॱشই॓३জॸॕ

 ॹॱش७থॱشभાਗ਼ৡभअठ٫ங২॑ಚीॊ૬৹ਃஓृؚลઽૄഐ๋ਃ
॑ੌा়ॎचञ॥ش४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথभਗ਼ਝपणःथؚଓஃ॑੭ैोॊ
૭ચਙऋओकःऽघ؛

ỉЈχᾉᶆᶒᶒᶎᵘᵍᵍᶕᶕᶕᵌᶌᶒᶒᵋᶄᵌᶁᶍᵌᶈᶎᵍᶁᶑᶐᵍᶑᶐᶃᶎᶍᶐᶒᵍᶃᶌᶔᶐᶃᵐᵎᵎᵕᵍᶑᶎᶃᶁᶇᵿᶊᵍᵎᵔᵌᶆᶒᶋᶊ
13
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 -&0ਝଓஃহৰਠभञीपਫ਼ୈघसऌহඨ

كڭقহभৰ৬

¾ ব॥থ९ش३॔भଡਛওথংشभৠ
¾ ્पؚிભ૿भপऌः৻হभ৭
¾ ਹஇൾषभଦൟ

كڮق059ু১भનয়

¾ &2ൾলచभ৲ু১भਫ਼ୈ
¾ ્प&ؚ2ൾলచभા৷ৌટमਏਙऋৈऽढथःॊ

كگقଓஃৌਝभถ

¾ ୳खथःॊৌਝभலृતभન
¾ ୳खथःॊৌਝभலृતभ༜ਊਙभ௬
¾ ୳खथःॊৌਝभ଼ଥৡ

كڰقহਙभ௬

¾ ,55भ௬
¾ ଓஃসਏभ༜ਊਙ
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 ணடৌधऩॊા৷ৌટधৱઽফਯभ৯

-&0ਝଓஃহभணடपँञॉؚਰৣणभଉऋਝऐैोऽखञ؛
¾ َథ๚ૼُभ఼උ੧੯ਯपेॉؚଓஃ૨ऋ౮ऩॉऽघ؛

Јχᾉᵥᵣᵡ૰
15
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 -&0ਝଓஃ ব॥থ९ش३॔৬௺
মবਿ
୭
ૉ୭७থॱش
ك&(*ق
ব॥থ९ش३॔
ଓஃস

ਈপ

৻হ
قম੫ك

॥থ९ش३॔ੈ

¾ଓஃহ৸৬भଁฐ
قਝभ৹؞ਝ઼؞
ઈૡ৽؞৶ଵ৶ಉك

¾ଓஃহभৰ
قਝभභো؞ઈૡಉك
¾ *+*ൾলచभञीभঔ
ॽॱজথॢ ಉ

(3&॥থॺছॡॱ

੍ۋۇۂର
قম੫ك
¾*+*Vൾলచभ059 ಉ
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ુহ
قਠ੫ك

¾ ਝੑ؞ଲ؞ୟଛྚ؞इહ
ऐ؞ઈૡ
¾ ྚइહऐঢ়৴ੵহ
ಉ
16
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 -&0ਝଓஃ ணடऊैহৰऽदभ५ॣ४গشঝ

كق

Јχᾉᵥᵣᵡ૰
17
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JCM২॑ણ৷खञੵ੮भग़ॿਫ਼ୈ
VW -DQXDU\
177'$7$,QVWLWXWHRI0DQDJHPHQWDQG&RQVXOWLQJ,QF
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 -&0 -RLQW&UHGLWLQJ0HFKDQLVP धम
৯
¾ ಥবषभરोञຍಞૼಉभ॑ৢगؚಥবऋଌఄलपਈഈभຍಞ
ভषষदऌॊेअप੍ରखؚૉૠெदभആ৲ৌੁप൴घॊ؛
¾ মऊैभആટफ़५ൾলచಉषभ൴॑ిજप௬खؚऋবभచ৯ఏभ
ਛपણ৷घॊ؛
¾ &'0॑ଓखؚૉૠெदभആટफ़५ൾলచ؞ลઽষ॑യਤघॊऒधप
ेॉؚব৴ਞੌ৺भாऩ৯भਛप൴घॊ؛

ম

રोञຍಞૼಉभृ
ਮણभৰ
ব৻ऊैऩॊ়
৩ভदଵ৶؞ઈ

মभచ৯ఏ
ਛपણ৷

ॡঞ४ॵॺ
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 -&0ਝଓஃহ

ল๕؟୭ৱમ
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3

આফ২ऊैৰखथःॊग़ॿউট४ख़ॡॺৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪभਏ

৯
-&0भਝଓஃ২॑ણ৷खथؚग़ॿঝॠش॥५ॺृ&2ൾলभచ॑घॊञीपؚ
ളਯੵৃऋ৴खथؚఀ॑ણ৷खञৢपेॊग़ॿृؚතؚীങग़ॿঝॠش
भো॑৯घ؛

ऩણ
؝ڭग़ॿঝॠشਹ৷ृঢ়৴১पঢ়घॊ੦ຊ৹ਪ
؝ڮग़ॿؚఀઽૼभి৷૭ચਙਫ਼ୈ
ੋ৽؝گਙਫ਼ୈ
؝ڰ059্১॑அि&ؚ2చટু১भਫ਼ୈ
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؝ટ
,53&धभহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪ t୬഻ঃॿঝোभਫ਼ୈ
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 IRPCधJCMਝଓஃ॑ણ৷खथৰ૭ચਙभँॊউট४ख़ॡॺ3णभਫ਼ୈ॑ষढञ؛
⋇Eco-Warehouseقग़॥ಠಛك:ಠಛોஉभଠ੩प୬഻ঃॿঝ॑ਝ઼घॊ
⋈Eco-Buildingقग़॥૦ك:ৈ૨ऩ૬৹ਃஓभোؚड़ইॕ५ોஉषभ୬഻ঃॿঝ
भਝ઼
⋉॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথقCHPكऊैেघॊൾ॑ણ৷खञংॖॼজਗ਼

5
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؝ટ
,53&धभহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪ t୬഻ঃॿঝোभਫ਼ୈ

 ),7২॑ણ৷घॊऒधदؚ,53&ੵ੮भटऐदमऩऎؚఢఈકড়॑
ඕऌ॒दऔैऩॊઁୠदَग़॥؞ॖথॲ५ॺজ॔ঝঃشॡُ॑ৰਠदऌॊ
૭ચਙऋँॊ؛
 ,53&ऋই॓থॻ॑ॉؚๆકড়भક୧प୬഻ঃॿঝ॑োघॊञीभৱ
স॑৹घॊ؛કড়मؚોஉभपਝ઼खञ୬഻ঃॿঝपेॉਗ਼दऌॊ
ਗ਼ਞ॑ਲ਼ॊऒधद੭ैोॊઽোभਯঃش७থॺ॑ই॓থॻपವीॊऒधदؚ
জش५ਹ৷॑ৰਠघॊ؛
 ই॓থॻपઽஇऋ൬੪औोॊऒधद੪ুऋੜइؚऔैपऎभક୧प୬഻
ঃॿঝ॑োघॊऒधऋदऌॊ૭ચਙऋँॊ؛

Sell electricity
EGAT

residents

PV lease
PV Fund
قIRPC)

tariff
B
B B
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tariff
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BB
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؝ટ
ঐউॱউॵॺदभহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪ t॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথোਫ਼ୈ

 ঐউॱউॵॺੵ੮पোघॊؚযੵમ॑ଲୗघॊ௺੫मੵৃੜਝभੑ
॑ढथःॊ؛
 উছথॺ॑ੜਝघॊऒधदؚႪਞधਗ਼ਞभਏऋऒोऽदभ2पऩॊऒधऊैؚ
ੵৃप॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথ॑োघॊऒध॑ਫ਼ୈর؛
 ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথभোपؚJCMਝଓஃ২ऋણ৷दऌॊधाथਫ਼ୈ॑ਤीथ
ःॊ؛ऽञؚ॥४ख़ॿঞش३ঙথਰਗभग़ॿਝपणःथुৱ॑ਫ਼ୈखथःॊ؛

Considered Co-generation system
steam

Backup
boiler
gas

Gas
compressor
c

Gas turbine

heat

Heat
ea
recovery
oiler
boiler

Water
supply
pp
water
7
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؝,($7धभহৰਠ૭ચਙ৹ਪ
ৈ૨૬৹ਃஓभো
 IEATमMap ta phut॥থউঞॵॡ५भরपَग़॥७থॱُ॑ش૦ਝघॊউছথ॑ਫ਼ୈख
थःञ؛ऒभੑपؚਨృପऋੈৡ॑ষढथउॉؚ७থॱشभ૬৹ਝपणःथؚ
JCMਝଓஃ২॑৷ःथग़ॿभुभ॑োघॊऒध॑ਫ਼ୈखञ؛
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؝ৰਠखञউট४ख़ॡॺش6LDP&LW\&HPHQW&RPSDQ\
6DUDEXULभ७ওথॺੵৃषभൾઽਗ਼३५ॸभো
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 ऒोऽदງஂखञभमؚহৰਠ૭ચਙभ৹ਪટदँॊ؛खऊखؚ৹ਪ॑ৢखथؚৰ
पJCMਝଓஃ২॑ણ৷खथৰਠखञউট४ख़ॡॺऋँॊ؛
 १ছঈজपँॊSiam City Cementभ७ওথॺੵৃपؚఀઽਗ਼ਝ॑োघॊ
धःअुभ؛
 2016ফ9াपম୭भഅੳ॑ਭऐؚউছথॺभ૦ਝऋਤষরदँॊ؛

ਗ਼ઍ:
12MW
CO2చટ
: 31,880t/year

9
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Energy saving projects in industrial estate by using JCM
scheme
VW -DQXDU\
177'$7$,QVWLWXWHRI0DQDJHPHQWDQG&RQVXOWLQJ,QF
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ڭ,QWURGXFWLRQDERXW-&0 -RLQW&UHGLWLQJ0HFKDQLVP

%DVLF&RQFHSWRIWKH-&0
 )DFLOLWDWLQJGLIIXVLRQRIOHDGLQJORZFDUERQWHFKQRORJLHVSURGXFWVV\VWHPV
VHUYLFHVDQGLQIUDVWUXFWXUHDVZHOODVLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIPLWLJDWLRQDFWLRQV
DQG FRQWULEXWLQJWRVXVWDLQDEOHGHYHORSPHQWRIGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHV
 $SSURSULDWHO\HYDOXDWLQJFRQWULEXWLRQVWR*+*HPLVVLRQUHGXFWLRQVRUUHPRYDOV
IURP-DSDQLQDTXDQWLWDWLYHPDQQHUE\DSSO\LQJPHDVXUHPHQWUHSRUWLQJDQG
YHULILFDWLRQ 059 PHWKRGRORJLHVDQGXVHWKHPWRDFKLHYH-DSDQbVHPLVVLRQ
UHGXFWLRQWDUJHW
 &RQWULEXWLQJWRWKHXOWLPDWHREMHFWLYHRIWKH81)&&&E\IDFLOLWDWLQJJOREDO
DFWLRQVIRU*+*HPLVVLRQUHGXFWLRQVRUUHPRYDOVFRPSOHPHQWLQJWKH&'0
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ڭ,QWURGXFWLRQDERXW-&0 -RLQW&UHGLWLQJ0HFKDQLVP

)LQDQFLQJ3URJUDPIRU-&00RGHO3URMHFWVE\02(

 6FRSHRIWKHILQDQFLQJIDFLOLWLHVHTXLSPHQWYHKLFOHVHWFZKLFKUHGXFH&2
IURP IRVVLOIXHOFRPEXVWLRQDVZHOODVFRQVWUXFWLRQFRVWIRULQVWDOOLQJWKRVH
IDFLOLWLHVHWF
 (OLJLEOH3URMHFWVVWDUWLQJLQVWDOODWLRQDIWHUWKHDGRSWLRQRIWKHILQDQFLQJDQG
ILQLVKLQJLQVWDOODWLRQZLWKLQWKUHH\HDUV
Copyright © 2015 NTT DATA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, Inc.

3

2XWOLQHRI)HDVLELOLW\VWXG\IRU(QHUJ\6DYLQJ

3XUSRVH
$LPLQJWRHVWDEOLVKDQDGYDQFHGPRGHOE\XVLQJ-&0VXEVLG\VFKHPHWR
UHDOL]HUHGXFWLRQRIHQHUJ\FRVWDQG&2HPLVVLRQE\OLQNLQJVHYHUDO
IDFWRULHVDQGLQWURGXFLQJH[KDXVWKHDWUHFRYHU\ XVDJHV\VWHP
GLVSHUVHGSRZHUV\VWHPVDYLQJZDWHUV\VWHPDQGRWKHUV

0DLQ$FWLYLW\
؝ڭ%DVLF5HVHDUFKRQ(QHUJ\ :DWHU8WLOL]DWLRQDQGUHODWHG5HJXODWLRQV
:DWHU 8WLOL]DWLRQ DQG UHODWHG 5HJXODWLR
؝ڮ6WXG\RI&RXQWHUPHDVXUHVIRUVDYLQJHQHUJ\DQGVDYLQJZDWHUVXFKDV([KDXVW+HDWUHFRYHU\
'LVSHUVHG3RZHU6\VWHP
(؝گYDOXDWLRQRI(FRQRPLFV
؝ڰ6WXG\RQ4XDQWLILFDWLRQRI&2(PLVVLRQ5HGXFWLRQLQFOXGLQJ059PHWKRGRORJ\
207
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؝5HVXOW
)HDVLELOLW\VWXG\ZLWK,53& 39LQWURGXFWLRQ

l̲discussion material forDIW

 We examined the JCM equipment subsidy system utilization with IRPC for the 3
issues ,
⋇Eco-Warehouse: introduction of solar panels to the warehouse roof
⋈Eco-Building: Renewal of air conditioning, introduction of solar panels to the roof
⋉Utilization of surplus heat from CHP ( feasibility study of binary power generation)

5
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؝5HVXOW
)HDVLELOLW\VWXG\ZLWK,53& 39LQWURGXFWLRQ

 ,IWKH),7V\VWHPFDQEHXVHGQRWRQO\,53&LQGXVWULDOSDUNLVFDUULHG
RXWIXUWKHUUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\LQWURGXFHGLQWKHIRUPLQYROYLQJWKH
ORFDOUHVLGHQWVLWPLJKWDOVREHFRPHVSRVVLEOHWRDLPWKHUHDOL]DWLRQRI
HFRLQGXVWULDOWRZQ
 %\FUHDWLQJDIXQGE\,53&LVVXHWKHLQLWLDOLQYHVWPHQWFRVWRIVRODU
SDQHOVLQWURGXFWLRQWRWKHQHDULQGXVWULDOKRXVLQJ5HVLGHQWVZLOO
UHFRYHUWKHLQLWLDOLQYHVWPHQWLQVRPHSHUFHQWDJHRIWKHSURILWJHW
IURPVHOOLQJHOHFWULFLW\DWWKH),7V\VWHP,53&ZLOOUHFHLYHWKHIRUPRI
UHYHQXHV3DQHOVFRXOGEHLQYHVWPHQWLVWREHFRPHRQHRIWKH
UHVLGHQWVDQGUHGXFHWKHEXUGHQRIWKHSRSXODWLRQ
 &RQWLQXRXVO\WRLQFUHDVHWKHIXQGVRIIXQGVE\WKHUHFRYHU\RI
UHYHQXHIURPHOHFWULFLW\VDOHVRIUHVLGHQWVDQGSURPRWHVRODUSDQHOV
LQWURGXFHGWRPDQ\PRUHUHVLGHQWV
Sell electricity
EGAT

residents

PV lease
PV Fund
قIRPC)

tariff
B
B B
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)؝HDVLELOLW\VWXG\ZLWKFRPSDQ\LQ0DSWDSKXW
LQWURGXFWLRQRI&RJHQHUDWLRQV\VWHP

l̲discussion material forDIW

 Japanese company that manufactures the artificial sweetener in Map ta phut,
they have plan to expand their plant.
 By expand the plant, demand for steam and electricity will be increase by
twice so that they are considering the establishment of internal use
cogeneration system in the plant site.
 The company, considering to introduce not only cogeneration systems ,but
also energy-saving air conditioning system to the expanded plant , we are
considering to introduce them by using JCM scheme.
 This plan will be fixed by 2017.
Considered Co-generation system
steam

Backup
boiler
gas

Gas
compressor
c

Gas turbine

heat

Heat
ea
recovery
oiler
boiler

Water
supply
pp
water
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؝5HVXOWRI)HDVLELOLW\VWXG\ZLWK,($7
LQWURGXFWLRQRIKLJKHIILFLHQWDLUFRQGLWLRQLQJV\VWHP
 IEAT had a plan to to construct “eco-center” in Map ta phut. IEAT, Kitakyushu-City
and NTT DIOMC had discussed about the introduction of a energy-saving
facility(such as energy-saving air-conditioning) to the eco center by using JCM
financial support system.
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8

؝5HDOL]LQJSURMHFWZLWK6LDP&LW\&HPHQW&RPSDQ\l̲discussion material forDIW
LQWURGXFLQJ:+5V\VWHPLQFHPHQWIDFWRU\LQ6DUDEXUL
 As a result of FS, there are cases where the business utilizing the JCM equipment
subsidy system has been realized.
 A project to introduce waste heat recovery power generation equipment into
SCCC factory in Saraburi province has been realized.
 Under the approval of GEC in September 2016, construction is ongoing.

Electric-generatingCapacity:
12MW
Amount of CO2 reduction:
31,880t/year
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